AGENDA
CUMBERLAND TOWN COUNCIL MEETING
Town Council Chambers, 290 Tuttle Road

!Monday, November

28,2oosl

7:00 p.m. - CALL TO ORDER
I.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

November 14, 2005

)

II.

MANAGER'S REPORT

III.

PUBLIC DISCUSSION

IV.

LEGISLATION AND POLICY

05-184.

To hold public hearing to consider and act on road acceptance for Thomas Drive. Tabled to 12112/05

05-185.

To hold public hearing to consider and act on road acceptance for West Branch Road. Tabled to 12/12105

05-186.

To hear from RWS Manager Kevin Roche and to set public hearing date to consider and act on extension
of Solid Waste Agreement with RWS, a/k/a ECO-Maine.

05-187.

To consider and act on request from Cumberland Farmers Market to hold a Yuletide Market on the
Cumberland Commons, Sunday, December 18, 2005, from 4-7 pm.

05 -188.

To set date for public hearing to consider and act on funding for Phase One water main extension from
Cumberland Fairgrounds to Route 100.

OS-189.

To hold public hearing to consider and act on the Chebeague Island Secession.

05 - 190.

To hear a report from Town Manager re: DMR Aquaculture Lease Application scheduled for public
hearing on Chebeague Island, December 1, 2005.

OS-191.

To authorize the Town Manager to enter into contract with Cynthia Orcutt to prepare an update to the
Twin Brook Master Plan and to authorize an expenditure of up to $10,000 from the Twin Brook account
for the Master Plan update.

05 - 192.

To set date for public hearing to consider and act on recommendations from the Planning Board related to
the following ordinance changes: (a) Section 205.1 - Lot Frontage; (b) Section 204.1.1.2 - Special
Exception uses in RR! district; and (c) Repeal Section 418- Piers and Other Uses Projecting into the
Water, Revise Section 423 - Piers, Docks, Wharves, Floats, Bridges and Other Structures.

05-193

To hold public hearing to consider and act on road acceptance for Blanchard Road Extension.

V.

NEW BUSINESS

VI.

ADJOURNMENT

VII.

EXECUTIVE SESSION - pursuant to 1 M.R.S.A., Section 405(6)(c) re: real estate disposition.

REBROADCAST SCHEDULE ON REVERSE SIDE

MINUTES
CUMBERLAND TOWN COUNCIL
Town Council Chambers, 290 Tuttle Road
!Monday, November 14, 20051

Present: Chairman William Stiles, and Councilors Turner, Damon, Storey, Kuntz, Porter and Moriarty.
Excused: None

6:00 p.m. - WORKSHOP - Spatial Alternatives presentation re: impact of extension of water line
from Fairgrounds to Route 100 via Blanchard and Skill ins Road.
Manager Shane introduced Judy Colby-George and Hugh Cox of Spatial Alternatives. The Manager expressed
his desire to see the water main extended along Blanchard Road, Skillins Road and Range Road in order to "complete the
loop" as it comes out to Route 100. He explained the benefits of bringing the waterline along Range Road to include fire
protection and improved infrastructure, and stated that funding would be available through the Tax Increment Financing
(TIF) Districts. Without the TIF funding, the expense would be incurred by the general fund. Under current zoning, the
town has 600 acres of developable commercial land. "The Route One corridor will be built out in the next five years" and
the Route 100 corridor "was identified" in the Comprehensive Plan as a preferred area for commercial activity.
Mr. Cox began the presentation by describing the three phases of waterline extensions and pointed out the well
advisory zone in relation to where the new waterlines would be and where the existing sand and gravel aquifers are
located. The primary question posed to Mr. Cox was whether or not bringing waterline extensions out through that area is
likely to have any impact on development of residential lots. He concluded there is no evidence that public water would
attract additional development in this area and provided a map of the development from 1970 to 2004 showing that
development has not clustered around the existing water. Mr. Cox also addressed the possible impacts of the waterline
on commercial development, explaining that the availability of public water is one of several criteria for site selection in
commercial. development, but how important depends on many factors. Ms. Judy Colby-George presented an overview of
the developable area in town based upon current zoning standards. She noted that approximately 470 existing structure~
within 500 feet of the proposed waterline extensions would benefit from increased fire protection, again concluding that
there is little or no impact on residential growth; the growth that has been occurring has not depended on water.
Councilor Porter noted that the conclusions and projects were based upon current zoning, which "could change."
Comments were received from Mr. David Crawford; Mr. Bob Coulliard, Lower Methodist Road; Jennifer West,
Range Road; Ms. Gloria Sanborn, Christine Curci; and Judy Wohl, Range Road. Mr. Crawford questioned whether
having the water line extension would "inhibit" the currently permitted uses along Route 100 LB Zone. Ms. West
questioned the impact to animals, the environment and residents of Range Road and expressed concern over increased
traffic. Ms. Wohl expressed general displeasure with a water main extension along Range Road, suggesting that
commercial development changes the nature of the area surrounding it. Ms. Curci noted that if "driving conditions are
improved, the speeding problem" would worsen along Range Road.
In response to Councilor Moriarty's question regarding next steps, Manager Shane indicated he will ask the
council to consider Phase One at its next meeting because the Town plans to advertise bids shortly for improvements to
Skillins Road and "now would be the time to put the water main in." Chairman Stiles thanked Mr. Cox and Ms. ColbyGeorge.

7:00 p.m. - CALL TO ORDER
Chairman Stiles called the regular meeting of the Cumberland Town Council to order.

Town Council Minutes
Monday, November 14, 2005

I.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Motion by Councilor Storey, second by Councilor Kuntz, to approve the minutes of October 10, 2005 as printed
VOTE: PASSAGE 6- 0- 1 (Abstention by Councilor Porter)
Motion by Councilor Moriarty, second by Councilor Kuntz, to approve the minutes of October 18, 2005.
VOTE: PASSAGE 6- 0- 1 (Abstention by Councilor Porter)

II.

MANAGER'S REPORT

Manager Shane provided an update on the cleanup effort at the properties in the area of Blackstrap and Upper
Methodist Roads. The Val Halla Board of Trustees Chairman, Rick Doane, he, and Val Halla Business Manager Ned
Gribbin met with the Snowmobile Association representatives to discuss rerouting the trail across the golf course in order
to minimize the impact to the course. An agreement was reached and the club has agreed to assist the Town in identifying
some of the snowmobilers that have created safety concerns. The club will also assist with trail markings and additional
signage. Councilor Moriarty asked about a snow fence on Blanchard Road which appears would break a link in the trails.
Mr. Mike Creamer of the Snowmobile Association explained that the fence was protecting a newly planted hay field and
that the owner has cut an alternate path through the woods for the snowmobilers. Manager Shane explained the Rescue
Department has requested the Councils endorsement for the donation of an ambulance to the Town of Long Island. The
Manager suggested a neighborhood meeting in response to a request for a stop sign in the area of Blanchard Road
Extension and Orchard Road. Mr. Shane has spoken with John Chase regarding the acceptance of his road in the West
Branch Subdivision. Mr. Chase has agreed to the terms outlined at the last Council meeting: an escrow payment for the
remaining paving, which could be done when 75% of the houses are complete, and to post a $25,000 defect bond to
cover costs of any damage done to the road between now and when the development is built out to 75%. He will brin~ this
item to the Council at the November 28, 2005 meeting and asked that the Council this evening to set a November 281
public hearing to accept the West Branch Subdivision. The Manager is in similar discussions with Jordan Farms, and a
similar request may be coming in November or early December. Finally, the Manager announced the appointment of
Thomas Burgess as the town's newest Sergeant, replacing Sergeant Larry Goff. A formal ceremony to swear-in the
Sergeant's will be held in the near future. Councilor Kuntz distributed photographs of the clean-up at his property on
Blackstrap Road.
Ill.

PUBLIC DISCUSSION

Peter Bingham, Brook Road, described the recent election results as "very decisive" and requested the Council
schedule a vote regarding the secession and urged a 'no' vote, which he believes would "automatically trigger a
mandatory mediation. The welfare of other Cumberland citizens comes into play and we have to protect the rights of the
citizens, and the only legal way is by the no vote. Otherwise, it prematurely goes into the hands of the legislature. I would
rather be in a position where we controlled our own destiny." Councilor Turner addressed Mr. Bingham's request stating
the Council could vote today and still, in good faith, negotiate prior to any mediation.
Mr. Dave Stevens of Chebeague Island stated that the Town voted in favor of secession by 51 % to 49%. He
clarified what would happen if the Council voted 'no' in regards to secession, saying that the issue would go directly into
mediation for a period of up to six months, but "it is not a moratorium of six months." He read a letter from the five
representatives of the secession territory. The letter stated: "We, as the five representatives of the Chebeague Island
Secession Territory, are ready to meet with the designated negotiators of the Cumberland Town Council to begin the
negotiation process. We are prepared to negotiate in a fair and equitable manner. We believe that this process can be
completed and the results can be presented to the council before the end of the year. Thank you very much, and we look
forward to carrying on in the spirit of trust and cooperation we have developed throughout this process." The letter was
signed by each of the five representatives: Mabel Doughty, Mark Dyer, Beverly Johnson, Jeffrey Putnam and David
Stevens.
Mr. Herb Maine of Chebeague Island also addressed Mr. Bingham's comments stating that assuming that they
can't negotiate in good faith at the outset is a mistake. He didn't think they should schedule a vote before having a chance
to sit down and develop negotiation teams, a list of things to talk about and a schedule of how they want to talk about
them.
2
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Mr. John Aromando, a resident of Cumberland and a member of the MSAD 51 School Board, addressed the
secession issue as a resident and felt that his perspective as a Board member was also relevant to his remarks. Mr.
Aromando read portions of a November 10, 2005 Portland Press Herald editorial. He concurred with a comment in the
editorial which stated "there are valid rights on both sides of any secession question if, for example, Cumberland
residents would see their property taxes rise as a result of secession, then they have a legitimate reason for opposing a
change." He disagreed with speculation about the relationship between a town of Chebeague Island and MSAD 51. Mr.
Aromando suggested the interests of the mainland residents "needs to be explored now with the council. The Board has
tried to be clear that it is very unlikely there will be a continuing relationship between Chebeague and MSAD 51 in the
event of secession." He spoke to the change to the governing structure of the Wells/Ogunquit district, stating "they are
back at the legislature now because what they developed is not working very well." He believes the issue of secession is
"about control and it's about money and specifically, it's about control over money. This is essentially a financial
negotiation. Closure of that island school is simply not a genuine risk based on anything anybody knows today." Mr.
Aromando urged the Council to assume its "rightful role" in this process because they are at risk of being overtaken by the
legislature in Augusta. "They are up there working on legislation as we speak." If the council does not vote "it's gonna
happen without you. Take this up promptly; it's time to make a decision. All I ask is that you respectfully but vigorously
pursue the interest of those people." There was discussion regarding proportionality on the school board should there be
a third member in the MSAD.
Councilor Damon was concerned that "if we go into negotiations with already having drawn a line in the sand,
there is no incentive to try to be extremely reasonable. What is there to lose to sit down for a few weeks and work things
out; be a model for civil government?" She spoke about the voter turn out in support of secession, commenting "I didn't
look at the mainland vote the same way. It was pretty amazing that nearly half (of the mainland voters) decided to support
this when they had nothing in writing to hang their hat on." She referenced emails from Susan Gendron and Linda Pilsner,
both who describe the situation "very differently" than Senator Turner. "There's been a lot of misinformation. 99.9% of
Chebeague Island realizes that the district has never made a proposal to close the school. It's semantics of how people
are looking at it. This is a sample of the lack of communication. It's irresponsible for us to vote without at least making
that attempt" to negotiate. Councilor Damon commented that there was nothing on this evening's agenda that would
indicate that a vote would be taken this evening, and she encouraged the council "to take the high road."
Councilor Turner read from the statute and asked why a vote would "preclude amicable negotiations." Councilor
Porter responded that a vote is "crucial, because the decision should be reached here. The reality is we are elected
representatives from the town by all of the citizens and my fiduciary responsibility is to the citizens of this community. A
no vote protects us for a change. With a no vote we're protected against the legislature."
Councilor Moriarty believes that to vote 'yes' at this point would bypass the local negotiation process and take it
straight to the legislature. Councilor Moriarty explained the town council is required to take a recorded vote. He is willing
to delay the Council's formal statutory vote to no later than the Council's second regularly scheduled meeting in
December in order to give the Council committee and the five member committee a chance to begin negotiations and see
th
how far they can get. If the motion passes and the Council votes 'no' on the 28 , he "would hope that it was understood
that it is not necessarily a judgment on the merits; it is simply a preservation of the ability of those at the local level to
thoroughly deal with all of the issues first before we turn to Augusta."
Councilor Damon was concerned about what was motivating this urge for a vote. She questioned why voting 'no'
puts the Town of Cumberland in a better position to negotiate? Councilor Porter responded that "it is very unusual for one
level of government to override a vote of another level of government. If the Council votes to not let Chebeague leave,
then it puts the pressure back on to the residents of Chebeague. They need to negotiate to find a way to make it work, so
that the majority of us will support their leaving."
There was further discussion regarding the voting process and the time frame in which it must happen. Councilor
Moriarty requested clarification from the town attorney. Town Attorney Ken Cole stated "the one benefit to not v?ting,
actually, is that you clearly can negotiate a while before you have to vote and you'll, actually, have before you, either a
fairly clear impasse or potential for a resolution - so that you're acting one way or another when you vote yes or no." He
agreed that if the council voted two weeks from today, they would have to vote no and it would trigger a time line that
would probably bring it into this legislative session. He went on to speak about the legislative session and how it affects
this issue. With discussion concluded, Chairman Stiles called the question.
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Motion by Councilor Porter, seconded by Councilor Storey, to debate the Chebeague Secession Petition and vote at the
November 28, 2005 Council meeting.
VOTE:
PASSAGE 5-2 (Councilors Damon and Moriarty)

IV.

LEGISLATION AND POLICY

05 - 179.

To hold public hearing to consider and accept public easement on Thomas Drive - Table
to 11/28/05

No public comments received.

Motion by Councilor Moriarty, seconded by Councilor Kuntz, to table the Public Hearing until November 28, 2005.
VOTE:

UNANIMOUS 6-0 (Councilor Storey out of chambers)

05 - 180.

To hold public hearing to consider and act on Victualer's license for Heidi Valenzuela, dlb/a
Name Your Diet, 96 Range Road, for the period 11/05 - 6106.

Chairman Stiles opened the public hearing. Manager Shane explained that all necessary approvals are in place
and Ms. Valenzuela was present to answer any questions. No public comments received.

Motion by Councilor Porter, seconded by Councilor Kuntz, to approve a Victualer's license for Heidi Valenzuela,
dlbla Name Your Diet, 96 Range Road, for the period 11/05 - 6/06.
VOTE:

UNANIMOUS 6-0 (Councilor Storey out of chambers)

05 -181.

To hold public hearing to consider and accept public easements for Broad Cove Way and
Stockholm Drive.

Manager Shane explained that this item continues the process to accept public easements on private
roads and he recommended acceptance be conditional upon the five items. No public comments were received.
Motion by Councilor Porter, seconded by Councilor Turner, to accept public easements for Broad Cove Way and
Stockholm Drive based upon the following conditions:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

The easement deed is in the format approved by the Town Attorney;
Certification by the applicant's attorney that each owner has the authority to convey the easement;
All identified road defects are repaired;
Designation of a primary contact person be provided to the Town; and
Designation and inclusion in the easement of a turn around for use by the town's winter maintenance vehicles.

VOTE:

UNANIMOUS 7-0

05 - 182.

To hold public hearing to consider and act on amendment to Route One Contract Zone with
Peter Kennedy.

Manager Shane presented an agreement between the Town, Mr. Chase and Mr. Kennedy explaining that the
agreement is identical to the contract zone originally approved. The only change is that a back portion of the lot will be
conveyed to David Chase via Peter Kennedy and in consideration the Town will receive some infrastructure
improvements to its own lot. There was discussion regarding portions of the agreement.
No public comments were received.
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Motion by Councilor Kuntz, seconded by Councilor Moriarty, to authorize the Town Manager to enter into a Settlement
Agreement and Declaration of a Restrictive Covenant in order to amend the Contract Zone with Peter Kennedy for the
property on the southerly side of Route One to allow transfer of a Contract Zone to David Chase.
VOTE:

V.

PASSAGE 6-1 (Councilor Porter)

NEW BUSINESS

Chairman Stiles sought a motion to consider a new item, to be titled item number 05-183, regarding West Branch
road acceptance. Manager Shane requested the council to set a November 28, 2005 public hearing date to consider the
acceptance of West Branch Road.
Motion by Councilor Moriarty, seconded by Councilor Kuntz, to set
Branch Road.
VOTE:

a public hearing for November 28, 2005 on West

UNANIMOUS 7-0

At this time, the Council discussed the Manager's earlier request to donate the Rescue 3 Ambulance to the Town
of Long Island. Councilor Storey felt that the Town of Long Island could afford to buy the ambulance and would not
support the donation. Councilor Porter felt that the item should have gone to bid and was opposed to the donation.
Councilor Moriarty felt that if it the unit has some market value the Town should take advantage of that value and make an
offer. There was discussion regarding the relationship of Long Island with the Town of Cumberland in training and
emergency support.
Motion by Councilor Damon, seconded by Councilor Kuntz, to donate the Rescue 3 rescue unit to the Town of Long
Island.
VOTE:

PASSAGE 4-3 (Councilors Porter, Moriarty, and Storey)

Councilor Turner - none.

Councilor Damon - reminder re: the Greely production of "Me and My Girl"; distributed a flier with information regarding a
proposed aquaculture lease; a scoping session was held last week and a public hearing will be held on December 1st;
there is an opportunity for Cumberland to request intervener status. Manager Shane said stated he, the Police Chief and
Harbor Master will attend the hearing in opposition of the project.
Motion by Councilor Damon, seconded by Councilor Moriarty, to authorize the Town Manager to fill out the necessary
paperwork to obtain intervener status in case it is necessary.
VOTE:

UNANIMOUS 7-0

Councilor Storey - need to discuss a personnel matter.
Councilor Moriarty - Motion by Councilor Moriarty, seconded by Councilor Kuntz, to appoint Councilors Stiles and
Turner to work with the Town Manager as the Council's negotiating subcommittee with the five-member committee from
Chebeague.

Following questions from Councilor Porter and Damon, the motion and second were withdrawn.
Councilor Porter - none.

VI.

ADJOURNMENT

Chairman Stiles explained there would be a ten minute recess prior to the Executive Session.
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Motion by Councilor Kuntz, seconded by Councilor Porter, to enter into executive session pursuant to 1 M.R. S.A., Section
405 (6)(E), re: consultations with legal Counsel, and 1 M.R.S.A., Section 405(6)(c) re: real estate acquisition and to
discuss a personnel matter per Councilor Storey's request pursuant to 1 M.R.S.A.
VOTE:

UNANIMOUS 7-0

TIME:

9:00 p.m.

Motion by Councilor Moriarty, seconded by Councilor Po1ier, to return from Executive Session.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS 7-0
TIME:
9:50 p.m.
Motion by Councilor Moriarty, seconded by Councilor Kuntz, to appoint Councilors Stiles and Turner as the
council representatives on the negotiating team.
VOTE:
PASSAGE 6-1 (Councilor Porter)
TIME:
9:51 p.m.
Motion to adjourn by Councilor Kuntz, seconded by Councilor Storey.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS 7-0
TIME:
9:57 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted by,

Nadeen Daniels, CMC
Town Clerk
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November 18, 2005
Mr. Donald Hawkins
487 Greely Road Extension
Cumberland, Maine 04021
Re: Excess Habitat Land from Lot #2
Dear Don:
Attached are the Survey Plans for Habitat Lots 1 & 2. Several months ago I asked if you might be
interested in the excess land and you asked to see what the final configuration would look like.
Presently, Lot# 2 has 3.64 acres of excess land. The land can become part of Lot #2 in the form of a
conservation easement or it can be sold to a direct abutter. Since your lot has had the most impact from the
two lots, the Council authorized me to seek your level of interest in the excess land. The steep slopes and
access only from your lot has lessened the value to the remaining land. The monies for the sale would be
directed for future affordable housing in other parts of Town.

If you are interested, please submit a formal written offer on the 3.64 acres to me by December 31, 2005.
I will ask the Town Assessor to submit a written opinion to the Town Council relative to the actual land
value and the fairness of your offer. If the Town Council accepts your offer, we will begin the process of
the formal transfer of property in January 2006. If the offer is not accepted then the Town will begin to
develop the conservation easement for the excess land for Lot #2.
Thank you and your family for considering this offer and please call me if you have any additional
questions.

Si~u/_
William R. Shane, P.E.
Town Manager
Cc: Town Council
Bill Healey, Town Assessor
Bill Longley, Code Enforcement Officer
Office of the Town Manager, Town of Cumberland• 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, Maine 04021
Telephone (207) 829-2205 Fax (207) 829-2224
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To:

Range Road Neighbors near Bruce Hill Road

From:

William R. Shane, Town Manager

Date:

November 21, 2005

Re:

Neighborhood Meeting

On Thursday, December 8, 2005 at 7:00 PM in the Council Chambers of Town Hall, I will
facilitate a meeting to discuss proposed changes to the intersection with Bruce Hill Road.
At the meeting we will be discussing:

1. The Existing Intersection
2. The Proposed Plan
3. Police Updates and Issues with the Present Intersection
4. Open discussion with the Neighbors related to specific concerns.
5. The Next Steps

I hope you will be able to attend and participate in this meeting and share concerns. Attached you
will find the conceptual plan for the proposed changes that will be discussed at the meeting. If you
can not attend the meeting, please mail, fax, or e-mail any of your comments to my office at the
addresses or numbers listed below.

Office of the Town Manager, Town of Cumberland • 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, Maine 04021
Telephone (207) 829-2205 Fax (207) 829-2224
E-mail: wshanc@cumberlandmaine.com

MEMORANDUM
CODE
OFFICE

ENFORCEMENT

To:

Town of Cumberland Council

From:

William C. Longley Jr. CEO

Subject:

Copp Property update

Date:

11-10-05

CC:

William Shane, Town Manager
Nadeen Daniels, Clerk

On this date Bill Shane and I conducted inspections of the Copp Properties
st

1 - Bert and Virginia Copp: This property is cleaner, however still does require
additional time to complete the process. We discussed with Clayton Copp some of the
new rules for "automobile graveyards" and options: Build a building, classification of
some of the vehicles as a "Hobbyist". It was agreed that more small junk parts would be
cleaned up over the next 30 days or so weather permitting and all vehicles can be
inventoried and classified within 30 days.
2 nd Copp heir property: this property is adjacent to the previous parcel and all of the
above apply.
3rd Virginia Copp: This property is located off Upper Methodist Road and is the same
location as Copp Movers does business. Clayton Copp conducted this inspection it also
was cleaner. We also discussed a general plan to clean up as much small junk as possible
over the next 30 days or so weather permitting and the ongoing inventory and removal of
vehicles and associated parts over a longer period of time will be prepared in 30 days.
I recommend a re-inspection on or about 12-10-05 to assess that progress is still
being made.

290

Tuttle

Road,

Cumberland,

Maine

04021

•

Telephone

(207)

829-2207

Fax

(207)

829-2224

Item 05-186
Kevin Roche, RWS General Manager
Report to the Town Council on renewal of
Agreements for Solid Waste with the new
ECO Maine ( RWS)

Background Information

Staff Recommendation:
Forward to the Solid Waste Advsiory Committee and appoint a subcommittee of the
Town Council to review and report back with a recommendation in February to the
full Town Council.

REGIONAL WASTE SYSTEMS
ECO MAINE WASTE HANDLING AGREEMENT-SUMMARY

RWS

SIGNIFICANT
PROVISIONS
Term

► WHA remains in effect until

►

iI

March 26, 2009, or until all
bonds are paid
No right of termination of
the WHA by RWS or by
Member Municipality

OF CHANGES

ECO MAINE
• WHA shall remain in
effect until bonds are paid
• After payment of bonds,
WHA may terminate upon
dissolution of lnterlocal
Agreement
--

_J

REGIONAL WASTE SYSTEMS
ECO MAINE INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT-SUMMARY

SIGNIFICANT
PROVISIONS
Termination

Date

New Member
Municipality

Withdrawal by
Member Municipality

Proportionate
indebtedness

share of

RWS

OF CHANGES

ECO MAINE

► Upon dissolution by¾ vote

of Member Municipalities
after payment or assignment
of debt; or
► September 6, 2014

Upon dissolution by¾ vote
of Voting Interests of
Board of Directors after
payment or assignment of
debt
• No sunset clause

►

•

No change

•

No change

•

No change

Terms and conditions
negotiated with municipality
► Three-fourths (3/4) vote of
Board of Directors
► One year's prior notice
► Payment of share of debt
► Responsibility for contingent
liabilities incurred during
membership (eg. closure
/post-closure expenses)
► Percentage of solid waste
processed from each
Member Municipality

•

REGIONAL WASTE SYSTEMS
DRAFT FINAL REFUNDING COMPARISON
CURRENT OUTSTANDING PRINCIPAL= $55,685,000
07/11/05

Fiscal Year
2005/06
2006/07
2007/08
2008/09
2009/10
2010/11
2011/12
2012/13
2013/14
2014/15
Total Debt Service

11/23/2005 10:36 AM

Without any
Restructuring
$ 10,139,679
10,145,531
10,171,886
10,194,526
11,746,544
11,471,790
7,076,343
4,053,857
302,788
301,356
$ 75,604,300

Restructure fixed rate bonds
No extension of maturities
Savings/( cost)
Debt service
$
9,846,096 $
293,583
9,819,506
326,025
9,846,730
325,156
325,012
9,869,514
11,425,201
321,343
325,244
11,146,546
137,600
6,938,743
4,053,857
302,788
301,356
$
2,053,963
73,550,337 $

Bridgton
Cape Elizabeth
Casco
Cumberland >;.,,
Falmouth
Freeport
Gorham
Gray
Harrison
Hollis
Limington
Lyman·:
North Yarmouth
,.
Ogunquit
Portland
Pownal
Scarborough
South Portland
Waterboro
Windham
Yarmouth· ,...'
, ../'

1/123/2005 10:36 AM

Voting%
Total
In
4.35%
4.35%
5.11%
5.11%
1.41%
1.41%
4.09%
'
4.05%
4.05%
3.48%
3.48%
4.51%
4.51%
3.54%
3.54%
1.80%
1.80%
3.02%
3.02%
2.47%
2.47%
2.54%
'.L,,•
1.83%
1.83%
..'.
2.82%
20.01%
20.01%
0.55%
0.55%
9.77%
9.77%
11.67%
11.67%
4.09%
4.09%
4.08%
4.08%
'
4:81%
100'.(jQ¾ 85.74%
.,'

·f

·:,

~·
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APPENDIX B
1982 Municipal Waste Tonnages

Bridgton

1,600

cape Elizabeth

3,003

Casco

300

Cumberland

2,300

Falmouth

2,000

Freeport

2,399

Gray

1,650

Harrison

500
1,039

Ho11is
Limington

806

Lyman

843

North Yarmouth

600
50,280

Portland

300

Pownal
Ogunquit

1,870

Scarborough

7,440
18,081

south Portland
Waterboro

1,065

Windham

6,300

Yarmouth

3,000

TOTAL

105,876

3:54 PM
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INTERLOCAL SOLID
WASTE AGREEMENT
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_________

and the TOWNS of _____________

C

hereinafter

collectively referred to as "the Participating Municipalities", all being duly organized
.·{ Deleted: Maine

municipal corporations under the applicable laws of the State of Maine:........................

_../
Deleted: WHEREAS: By an RIVS
lnlcrlocalSolid WasteAgrccmen1(the
• Agrcc111en1")
da1edSeptember6. 1974,
and as nml!ndedon October10, 1974, on
January 13, 1978,on Augusl30, 1982,
nnd on June I 5, 1983,adopted pursun111
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, Mai llf..~_t!
~-~~.?.:..T.h(_!_
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.a.llt_~.<?!~i-~~
.~b.~
_.. ,
incorporation of.ECO Maine ?.s?.,l)<?~~c:ap.i_t.a!.
s.t<?.~k
.110.l)P!.o.fi.t
..c_qrp_q'.~t!()i:i
..u.l)~~r.!he........
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provisions of Title 30-A, Chapter~

~>
...

1}~_1_~.)}:].and
Title 381 Sectio!I 1304-B(S) qf.~)1~. •!

·.

of the~ Jaine

Deleted: RevisedStatutes,Regioni'II
\Vas1cSystems was createdandis duly
existing
for lhc purposeof canying ou1a
~\ . solid waste
managementprogramfor the
mutualbenefitof said Pa11icip:uing
~ ',~
~funicipalitics;and~
WHEREAS: Paragraph 13of1he
Agreementprovidesthatit maybe
modilied or amendedby themutual
·:
agreementof all the Par1icipa1ing
• I, ,.
.• Municipalitiesby the procedureset forth
•'
therein;and~
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ent
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NOW THEREFORE: It is hereby mutually agreed by and between the .
undersigned Participating Municipalitiesp? __
f9_l_l_<?\".?_:
................................................

....

\\\\
r

1
::
•'
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THE UNDERSIGNED MUNICIPALITIES MUTUALLY AGREE AS FOLLOWS:
1.

That the purpose of this AGREEMENT is to provide for the acquisition

•'

:::lo
{ Deleted:

•'

/

:: Deleted:

of real and personal property necessary to the management of solid waste and to

Rcgionnl Wnste Sysle111s

•' Deleted: 203 and
, Chaplcr 81

Deleted: Maine

establish and carry out a program of solid waste management for: (a) the

\

management of such solid waste as may be generated within the boundaries of the
parties at rates established pursuant to Paragraph 6(.Q)i..<?!.{b)
_as_1)1_~)'
~e ge11er~~~d
___

Deleted: nnd 10clarify andcxpnnd 1he
powers of Regional\VasleSystems;

l

Deleted: 1h011heAs,eemenl, ns
amended,be fu11hcr
amended10 readin
its entirety

I
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I

elsewhere when the management of such solid waste is accepted by a majority vote
of the hereinafter named Board, at rates established by the Board.
2.

/

That this AGREEMENT shall remain in full force and effect until

;err,~!~~~eq.by._\Vi~-~~r-~'N.a).
of.a.!!.!1.~e_
r_~!)~a.\i:i_i_l)g
p~r!)e~_~r~y-~_i-~~g)_LJti<?~:.....
3.

That there shall be and is hereby established and created, pursuant to the

Deleted: Sep1e111bcr6,
A.O., 2014, nnd
may b~ extendedby mutualagreementof
the Pnrticipatingmtmicipalitics,the
parties herelo, evidencedby a duly
executed instnimentin writingattached
herelo; excepl 1ha11hisAGREE~IENT
may be.:
sooner
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provisions of Title 30-A, Chapter ,l.!_5~:f.i.t_l_~
__l}~ ..1!11~ T!!!e.}~. ~~c.t.io11
__
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Regional Waste Systems Inc
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under the name of "&GO
M~ine'.'..C.sCOMaine'.'2!.!<?
..~~n~~.~~.~h~-~~~P.~.~~.t.i.~~·················-'.'.::·.·
.. Deleted: Rws
undertaking contemplated by this Agreement and to exercise, through its Board of

•

]
·

1

Inserted:

Directors (the "Board") and on behalf of the Participating Municipalities, the powers
herein delegated to it for the-operation of a regional solid waste management system. It
Deleted: (I) as a corporation which is

is intended that said corporation will qualify ,.as a QUblicwaste disnosal ~Or[Jo1:~tion
.......... -····

exemptfrom federalincome1a.xa1ion
as
an organizationdescribedin Section

under the provisions of Title 3 8, Section 1304-8, Subsection 5 of the Maine Revised

50l(c)()) of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954, as amended; (2) as a COIJloration
contributions
to whicharc deductible:
under Section l70(c)(2) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954, as amended; and

Statutes, as amended and as an entity whose obligations bear interest excludable from

())

gross income under Section I 03 of the Internal Revenue Code of I 954, as amended, and
whose exercise of the powers conferred upon it herein shall be deemed to constitute the
performance of an essential public function.
4.

The Board shall, at an annual meeting to be held in July of each year, elect
Deleted:

man

from its membership a Chair., Vice-Chair..,Secretary.and.a Treasurer.and.such.other .......... .,--:·.·:::-D-e=le-ted_:_m=an______
officers as it may desire and shall adopt By-Laws and rules for the conduct of its
meetings and the other affairs of the Board and the corporation.
.·{ Deleted: RWS

5.

J;C.Q. M~ i n.e.,
..t!~r.<?~!g!'..
~!~.
!?.<?.~r~
~~~.1:~.i.~~
~~.I~~! f.~ f.!!~~
.......................
··.··
1• ~~Y..
1. ~n.

Participating Municipalities, those powers as are hereinafter set forth which are necessary
or convenient to the accomplishment of the purposes stated herein and which are
permitted by law to be exercised by the Participating Municipalities, individually or
jointly. Such delegated powers are as follows:
•. ·{ Deleted:

lessee

.-{ Deleted:

RWS

lessee or convey any and all real and personal property or any easement or
interest therein all as may be necessary or convenient for its purposes.
Ownership of any right, title or interest therein may be held by J;;_<;:g
__
~a).i:i.e
... -····
or jointly by the Participating Municipalities.
8.

To plan, construct, equip, operate, and maintain, either directly or by
contract with another party, any solid waste facility or project deemed
desirable or necessary.

2

l

-(

C.

To contract with any person, firm, corporation, partnership, or other entity,
private, public, governmental, or otherwise, f.~.~
.~~~X!~.~?.,
..~~~~g~~~.I)~, ...............-

Deleted: including the Greater Po11land
Councilof Govcmmcnls,

work, material, or property, and to adopt or alter rules, regulations or
procedures for the procurement thereof.
D.

To adopt or alter rules for the management of solid waste.

E.

To employ or arrange for the employment of such persons as are required
for the purposes stated herein.

F.

To receive and accept from, or contract with, the Federal, State and
Municipal governments, and other public or private agencies, for donations,
loans, grants, gifts, or other assistance for solid waste management and in
such contract agree to be bound by all applicable provisions of Federal,
State and Municipal statutes and regulations as the case may be.

G.

To borrow such sums of money on such terms and conditions as it shall
deem desirable or necessary from time to time from any federal, state,
municipal or other governmental entity, including, but not limited to, any
public or quasi-public authority, agency, or instrumentality thereof or from
any public or private lending or financial institution, and to secure such
borrowing by any pledge, mortgage, lien or other encumbrance of any
revenues or real or personal property of,ECO. Maine,.which.it.shall.deem......../
desirable or necessary to provide in connection therewith.

H.

To allocate all costs of operation of the solid waste management program to
the Participating Municipalities on the basis of the percentage of solid
waste generated in the municipalities and as otherwise herein provided by
charging each of the Participating Municipalities a uniform unit cost per ton
of solid waste, which shall be so established each year by the Board as, to
the extent possible, will assure sufficient income to meet the cost of solid
waste management for the ensuing year. Such annual operating expenses
shall also include unfunded capital outlay, if any, insurance, taxes, rentals,

3
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0

and necessary reserves for contingencies as determined by the Board, but
not to exceed in any year five percent (5%) of the total operating budget.
Until the first fiscal year of operation has been completed, said uniform unit
cost shall be computed on the basis of estimated amounts of solid waste to
be processed. Following the first full fiscal year of operation, said uniform
unit cost shall be computed based upon actual amounts of solid waste
processed from each Participating Municipality in the preceding year as
determined from Board records. The Board may require advance payment
of such operating costs for the first fiscal year of operation.
I.

To make expenditures for and contract with respect to capital items from
funds provided pursuant to Section 8.

J.

To contract with persons, corporations, districts, other municipalities or
other legal entities, both inside and outside the boundaries of the
Participating Municipalities, parties hereto, and with the State of Maine,
United States Government, and any agency of either, to provide for
management of solid waste at rates established by the Board.,

K.

To receive, loan and disburse funds for any purpose contemplated by this
AGREEMENT.

L.

To issue notes, bonds, debentures or other debt obligations which it deems
necessary or desirable to carry out the purposes of this Agreement
including, without limitation, obligations which bear interest excludable
from gross income under Section~ I 03 and 141 of the Internal Revenue
.·{ Deleted: 1954

Code of~,

as .amended,.including.obligations.which.bear such.tax ............. ····

exempt interest and which are authorized to be issued under the provisions
of Title 10, Chapter 110, Subchapter IV of the Maine Revised Statutes, it
.. { Deleted: RIVS

being the intent of the Participating Municipalities to empower .§g9................
.--Maine to issue such obligations authorized by Title I 0, Chapter 110,
Subchapter IV of the Maine Revised Statutes by virtue of the power given

4
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to g,_co
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Revised Statutes.
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6.

J.;;~O M~\ne_..!h!".<?~gh.\~~.~.<?.~!"~1.~':1.~.~n-~~.~~!f.~f.!h~.-~.~rt.i.~!P.~~\':1.g
....................... ~---'·~---.·{ Deleted: m

M ~n
!<:!P.~_l_i_t_i.~?.,
..~h~.1_1_:
___
._..__.. ___
._.__... _.__._... _._._.___
......... _._____
...... ___
.__....________
...... _.__... _.... _.... _..-··.
A.

""=:J

7

Plan, construct, equip, operate and maintain a solid waste management
program for the benefit of the Participating Municipalities, parties hereto,
or residents thereof.

B.

Serve as a mutual forum to identify, discuss, study, and bring into focus
regional solid waste problems and needs.

C.

Serve as a vehicle for the collection and exchange of solid waste
information of regional concern and interest. Provide continuing
organizational machinery to insure effective solid waste system operation,
communication and coordination among Participating Municipalities.

D.

Provide continuing organizational machinery to insure effective solid waste
system operation, communication and coordination among Participating
Municipalities.

E.

Foster, develop and review policies, plans and priorities for the solid waste
program.

F.

Develop a Uniform Solid Waste Ordinance to be submitted to Participating
Municipalities.

G.

On or before April I of each year, prepare and submit to the municipal
officers of the Participating Municipalities an itemized estimate of the
expenditures and the anticipated revenues for the following Fiscal Year,
which shall be from July 1st through June 30th of each year. Such estimates
shall include the following:
(I)

Anticipated revenues. An itemized estimate of
anticipated revenues during the ensuing fiscal year from
each source;
5

)

(2)

Estimate of expenditure. An itemized estimate of
expenditures for each classification for such ensuing
fiscal year.

(3)

Actual receipts. After the first year of operation, an
itemized statement of all actual receipts from all sources
to and including January 3 I st of the previous fiscal year,
with estimated receipts from such sources shown for the
balance of such year.

(4)

Actual expenditures. After the first year of operation, an
itemized statement of all actual expenditures to and
including January 31st of the previous fiscal year, with
estimated expenditures shown for the balance of such
year.

(5)

Cost Per Ton. The estimated uniform unit cost per ton of
,•{ Deleted: r

solid waste to be charged for the enstv.~g.f~~c:~.1.Y.~~.~:
......................... -····
On or before July first of each year, the Board shall adopt a final budget for
the ensuing Fiscal Year which shall be itemized in the same manner as the
estimate of expenditures and revenues. The budget shall include the
amount of any deficit or anticipated deficit for the current year's operation.
Such budget shall be submitted forthwith to the municipal officers of the
Participating Municipalities and shall include an allocation of the annual
costs of operation for the determination of which provision is made in
Section 5,1.J¥:=~c.~.
?~rt_ic:ipa_ti_ng
Mu_nic:ipa_JitY.?.~_a!!.Pa.Y.
_n()t!ate_r_th_a~1
tl1e_.
I 51h day of the following month an amount of money which shall equal the
estimated unit cost per ton set forth in said budget multiplied by the number
of tons of waste material delivered by and on behalfofsuch Participating
Municipality to RWS facilities in the preceding month as determined by the
Board but in no event shall such monthly payment be less than I/12th of the

6
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allocated share of such Participating Municipality for said ensuing Fiscal
Year.
H.

The Board may from time to time impose such charges as it deems
appropriate, by the way of surcharge or otherwise, to fund reserve accounts
for catastrophic loss arising from the Solid Waste Program or for ordinary
.-{ Deleted: RWS

after-care and closure and post-closure costs for ,§C:O Maine ?.<?-1.i.~.:"."'.~.~!~
...... -·····
disposal facilities. Such charges may or may not differentiate between
classes of users based upon the ultimate responsibility of such users for
such risks and liabilities in the future.
In the event the Board determines that a hazardous condition exists at any

I.

RWS facility the Board shall promptly take such action as may be
necessary to correct the hazardous condition.
7.

In the event that any expenditure is required to be made, financed or

refinanced, the cost of which in the opinion of the Board is too great to be met from
annual revenues, the Board shall, after a vote of three fourths (3/4) of its members that
the cost should be incurred, determine whether to authorize RWS to fund the
expenditure or request the Participating Municipalities to provide the funds for the
expenditure. If the Participating Municipalities are requested to provide the funds, the

)

Board shall notify the Participating Municipalities of the necessity to fund the
.

•

.

.
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expenditure. In the event repayment or security sources provided by..§~_Q}v1_al!"!~_al<>!"!~--_..·· ~--------~
prove insufficient to pay when due principal or rede1nptionpremium of or interest on
•

•

.
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any borrowing by ,);C:Q}1Ia1n~J_!h~--~~a_1:~.
~h~.!IJ
..~f!~!'.~.v_9!~-~f.~!1:1_-~_~J<?.l!~.t-~~
..0/~}_9_f_1~~------··
~--------~
members that such deficiency in debt service should be made up by payments from the
Participating Municipalities, notify the Participating Municipalities of the necessity to
fund such debt service deficiency. In its notice to the Participating Municipalities, the
Board shall describe the project for which the expenditure or debt service deficiency
payment is required, the estimated cost thereof, the term over which the cost shall be
funded or the term of any debt service on which payment is sought hereunder, the

7

proportionate share of the estimated cost or debt service deficiency to be contributed by
each Participating Municipality requested to provide such funds, and the date or dates
.·{ Deleted: RIVS

upon which such funds are to be made available to.§CO Maine:.~.~1.~h.f.t!~~~.!!'!~Y
..~~··············

.

provided by each Participating Municipality in such manner as it shall determine, from
available revenue funds, by taxation, by borrowing, or otherwise. Each Participating
Municipality shall promptly take such action as necessary to provide such funds and
shall notify the Board as soon as such funds are available. The notice to the Board shall
be accompanied by an opinion of counsel stating that the funds have been fully
.·{ Deleted: RIVS

authorized and may properly be paid toJ.:;C9 ~?in~.~~1.!f.!!~~..f~~i:1.9.~.~.~<?.!~.~~.!.~.i~~.d.~Y.
.... •·····
borrowing, the Board's notice shall be accompanied by preliminary opinion of
recognized Bond Counsel indicating that an unqualified opinion approving of the
legality of bonds or notes to be issued for said purpose can reasonably be expected at
time such bonds or notes are issued and that the net proceeds may be properly paid to
.
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J;'.CO.. ~~.1.t~.e:..................................................................................................................
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The funds so provided by the requested Participating Municipalities shall be used
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by ,g~o ..rY1.a)~e
..<?.~!Y..f~!.!!~~.P.1:1.r2.<.>.~~.~.f~r.yxl).i.~!~.!h~
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..........······

funds not so used shall be returned to the Participating Municipalities in the same
proportion in which such municipalities originally contributed such funds.
The proportionate share of the expenditure to be contributed by each
Participating Municipality so requested shall be determined by the Board on the basis of
the percentage of solid waste processed from said Participating Municipality.
8.
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,ECO..Maine shall_establish_and fund.a .reserve account _for_catastrop11ic
.loss __.....-

and for after-care and closure and post-closure costs of solid waste disposal facilities, or
.

.

.

.
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for any other purpose which represents a cont111gentobltgat1onon the part of,EC::9............ ...- ~--------~
Maine or any of the Participating Municipalities to either perform or pay damages in the
future. Such reserves shall be left to accumulate with interest and shall not be used for
any other purpose than the purpose for which they are established. The reserves shall be
established and accumulated to an amount of not less than $300,000 and remain
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available for at least 20 years after any J;,,CO M?ine ashfill or ~c:1\~.fi.\L~.i.~P.9.~c:l\.~!~~_i~
......... ·····
finally closed.
Provided further, however, that if any liability exists for claims and expenses
arising from or caused by the ownership, operation or maintenance of any solid waste
.-{ Deleted: RWS

disposal facility under the,gCO Maine ~.<?!)~.W~~.t.~-~t<?g~~~.~n~.~.~)~.~_l.~.i.'I!~
..<?F
................ ·····
expenses are not covered by insurance or other funded reserve, or if any notice ofa
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Municipalities as provided for in Section 8 hereof, then each of the Participating
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proportionate share toward the payment of any claims, costs, damages, debt service
deficiency and any reasonable legal defense costs associated therewith, and that the
proportionate share to be contributed by each Participating Municipality shall be
determined and allocated on the basis of the percentage of solid waste processed by
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A Participating Municipality may withdraw from this AGREEMENT at the

end of a fiscal year provided that it has given the Board at least one (I) year's written
notice of its intention to do so. Such Participating Municipality shall be permitted to
withdraw only if it pays its proportionate share of the current indebtedness of RWS

)

prior to withdrawal and agrees by appropriate written documt:nt to pay its proportionate
share of any long-term indebtedness of RWS as such indebtedness becomes due and
payable; and shall convey to the other Participating Municipalities st'.ifficientright, title
•

•

•

.

.
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or mterest 111property owned by ,!;;C(_)
__M<l!!~~--<?!:.~~!~
J<?.1_1_1_t_lY._~Y..!yY_<?
..qr__
1:i:i_<?~.~···
................ _....- '-----------

Participating Municipalities and used by .§CO .M.~jne,P_l_l_~~~!~.r1_t_~_<?_~~~-t_i_(?_rl_~(~)_<1~<?Y~.!9.
......-insure unfettered use for the purposes stated herein by the remaining participants;
provided, however, during the period of notice, such withdrawing municipality shall not
.

.

.

.

.

become liable for any capital expenditures or borrow111gs
which may be made by gcq

_..../

Maine; and further provided, the withdrawal of any Participating Municipality from the
Agreement pursuant to this Section shall not relieve the withdrawing municipality from
9
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liabilities incurred by .§CO Maine 9.~!.i.r:ig.!~?
..~~~~~.~~h!P..~•.!_1.l.~?.~.!!~.~.i.l.i.ty_~r!~.~~.fr~!'!'!.<?.~
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is caused by an.§CO Maine ~9.1.i.~
..~~~~~A~~P.~~~!.f~~.i.1.i.ty_~~.t.~~!!~.~~(?.~.~!.~.~~.~Jf~.~~!~~
..... ·...date of such withdrawal.
I 0. Other municipalities, not original signatories hereof, may become parties to
this AGREEMENT upon three fourths (3/4) vote of the Board, upon the signing of the
AGREEMENT, and upon agreement to such further terms, conditions or other
considerations as the Board may require.
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11. The right, title and-interest of J?G9~.ai.r:i.<:
!i:i..~~!!~.~.?~.~~.~!?P.9?.?.1.~l!~.~····•··········
when exhausted of their capacity and of no further use in the accomplishment of the
purposes set forth herein shall be conveyed at no charge to that Participating
Municipality within whose boundaries said site is located unless such Participating
Municipality does not desire same.
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12. At such time as,g~o ..M~i.1.~e.?.~.~!!.h~Y.<:.~!~.~h~.~ge~.~IL<?J.i.t.~.~~E&?~.i~n?
..~~~ .. -·····
paid or provided for the payment thereof, the Board may, by a three fourths (3/4) vote of
the Participating Municipalities, parties to this AGREEMENT, dissolve this
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AGREEMENT and dispose ofall.§C9

t'-!f.ai~~
P.~<?.P~r~Y.?.!'~~.1
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manner as said Board shall authorize and direct. All money, if any, remaining in the
hands of the Treasurer, shall be paid to the Participating Municipalities as of the date of
such dissolution in accordance with the formula then in effect for the cost sharing of
capital contributions.
13. This AGREEMENT may be further modified or amended by mutual
agreement of all Participating Municipalities, parties hereto, evidenced by a duly
executed instrument in writing attached hereto and approved byJhe.Maine De_partment...... ..--
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said Participating Municipalities have caused this
AGREEMENT to be executed on their behalf by their respective duly authorized
,,.·{ Deleted: November 14, 1984

representatives, and to be dated.______

_,1'""2a..;o,,,o_
.....................................................

•

J

WITNESS:
By:_____________
City Manager, City of ___
By:_____________
City Manger, City of ____

_
__.__
.............. .
_
_

By:_____________
Town Manager, Town of
By::_____________

_
............... ······{_D_e_1e_ted---':'l'--_____
_

Town Manager, Town of
By:_____________
_
Chairman, Board of Selectmen of ____
By:_____________
Chairman, Board of Selectmen of ____
By:_____________
Chairman, Board of Selectmen of ____
By:_____________
Chairman, Board of Selectmen of ____
By:_____________
Chairman, Board of Selectmen of
By:_____________
Chairman, Board of Selectmen of ___
Approved by:

•···················

Commissioner, Department of
Environmental Protection

,._.·-·-· ......... ······-··

Memo:
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This Agreement is entered into in the State of Maine by and between
_______________

a body corporate pursuant to law

(hereinafter referred to as the "MUNICIPALITY") and ECO Maine ................................
a Maine non-
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....··.·{,------·------~
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capital stock nonprofit corporation (hereinafter referred to as ''.,§CO.Maine'.')........................ ···· ~-----------'
WHEREAS, the MUNICIPALITY is required to provide facilities for the safe and
efficient disposal of certain solid wastes generated within the MUNICIPALITY; and
WHEREAS, it is the policy of the State of Maine to promote and foster resource
conservation and resource recovery from solid waste; and
WHEREAS,,!::<;:()_
~.a.ine.!~
..':vill!ngan~.~b.1.et~.~e.sign.,
..~~!!~.t.r1:1.~t
and........... /
1 ()P.e.r~.t~
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maintain (or to cause the design, construction, operation and maintenance of) a solid
waste-to-energy facility; and
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WHEREAS,, E~Q Ma.i.1)~
!~..~!s.o.::".\!!!~g.~.1!~.
~~-1.~.~().P.~()Y!~.~.f.C?!.
.t.1).~.
0!!~t:1.~.ing.()f.
... __.-···
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and own the aforementioned facililY.v
................................................................................
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and obligations
set forth herein, the parties hereby agree as follows:

-.,,-d~------<

.:::·.·::>-D-e-le-te-d=:

WHEREAS, the MUNICIPALITYand
RWS desireto amendin its entiretyas
hcreinanerset forthin the Waste
Handling Agreement dated ~lay I, 1985
between RWS and the MUNICIPALITY,
as amended

Article I
Definitions
As used in this Agreement the following terms shall have the following meanings:
A.

Acceptable Waste means ordinary household, municipal, institutional,

commercial and industrial Solid Waste including, but not limited to, the following:

( 1)

Garbage, trash, rubbish, paper and cardboard, plastics, refuse, beds,

mattresses, sofas, refrigerators, washing machines, bicycles, baby carriages and
.·{ Deleted: RWS

automobile or small vehicle tires, to the extent that •.~~.9..!'1.ai~~
..~~~~~~~.!~~.~.!1.1.~~········_.-the air emission criteria and standards applicable to and at the Facility are not
violated; and
(2)

Processible portions of commercial and industrial Solid Waste; and

(3)

Wood and lumber, tree limbs, branches, ties, logs and trees, if no

more than four and one-half(4 1/2) feet long and eight (8) inches in diameter, and

leaves, twigs, grass and plant cuttings, provided that the MUNICIPALITY shall
not be obligated to deliver or cause to be delivered any items listed in this subpart
(3) to the Facility, and further provided that such items may be delivered to the

Facility by or on behalfofthe MUNICIPALITY on an irregular basis only and
shall represent an insignificant portion of the total Waste delivered to the Facility
by or on behalfofthe MUNICIPALITY within any Calendar Year; and
Notwithstanding any provisions to the contrary, Unacceptable Waste, including
Hazardous Waste, shall not be "Acceptable Waste" and is explicitly excluded therefrom.
Furthermore, any substances which as of the date of this Agreement are included as
"Acceptable Waste", but which are later determined to be harmful, toxic, dangerous or
hazardous by any governmental agency or unit having appropriate jurisdiction, shall not
be "Acceptable Waste" under the terms of this Agreement. However, any substances
which as of the date of this Agreement are not included within the definition of
"Acceptable Waste" because they are considered harmful, toxic, dangerous or hazardous
and which are later determined not to be harmful, toxic, dangerous or hazardous by any
governmental agency or unit having appropriate jurisdiction, shall be considered
"Acceptable Waste" unless a contrary determination has been or is made by any other
governmental agency or unit having appropriate jurisdiction or unless such substances
are otherwise considered "Unacceptable Waste" or "Hazardous Waste."
B.

Agreement means this Agreement, including any appendices incorporated

herein and as it may be amended from time to time.
C.
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Bonds mean the bonds to be issued by, ECO. Maine_or another entity from ....../
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time to time to finance:
(I)

All or a portion of the cost of designing, constructing and~!!!~.t~.1.1.irig
.. ,/./

all or any portion of the Facility .,;.~.ri~
.....................................................................
(2)
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Such additional amounts as may be required to pay f!.!!Y_costs
of

/:
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issuance of the BondsJ!ill!..!!?~~1:e.~~
~n the_B01_1~s
P.!?0..~9.J~(l.1.9
..a~x.r~.~~~Y~.~.~~g_~i.i_~~t./
issued by RWSonMarch 26, 1986,
to be funded from Bond proceeds; provided thatJJie Bonds .include, but.are .not ....... /
Iimited to, Al.I.~~!?~.~.
~.<?.1_11~
..1_1.<?.':"..
9.~1.~~
~<\1.1.1_i.1_1_g.
~!·.h.~~~.~.~.~!
..i.~~.L!~9
..P.L.1_r_~~!~.1_1.t.
J.<?
..il.T~~~.t
... /.

pursuantto a TrustIndenturedated
March I, 1986,between RWS and Casco
Northern Bank, N.A.. as Tn,stee
(hcrcinaficrthe "TrustIndenture"):and
(ii)
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Indenture to be entered by ECO Maine, including, without limitation, bonds
issued to refund in whole or in part any outstanding bonds of Regional Waste
Systems, Inc. or to finance costs of acquisition of the Facility from Regional
Waste Systems, Inc.
D.

BTU means British Thermal Unit.

E.

Business Day means each Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,

Friday and Saturday which is not a Legal Holiday.
F.

Calendar Year means a twelve (12) month period of Facility operations

beginning on January 1 of each calendar year and ending on the following December 31.
G.
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Commencement Date of Operations means the date designated by,.J;.C.Q...........-

Maine in its sole discretion upon which Acceptable Waste shall be delivered at the Site
by the Municipality pursuant to this Agreement.

....................
J:!.
..
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I.

I.
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Delivery Hours means the period of hours on each Business Day set by •.......
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ECO Maine during which Acceptable Waste may be delivered to the Facility. Delivery
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Hours may be suspended or modified by, ECO Maine ~!-!~
..t.<?.~h~!~~y~,n~.,
..~.~~~!.9.<?.l!~
............ ·...conditions or lawful orders to do so.
.I.

ECO Maine means ECO Maine, a non-capital stock, non-profit corporation

created pursuant to Title 30-A, Chapter 115; Title 13, Chapter 81; and Title 38. Section
1304-B of the Maine Revised Statutes, or any successor thereto or assignee thereof as
permitted by this Agreement.

K.

Facility means all buildings, equipment, installations and the like on the

Site required for Handling Solid Waste and ancillary activities, including production and
delivery of steam and electricity.
L.

Fiscal Year means a one year period commencing on July I of each

calendar year and ending on June 30 of the following calendar year.
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M.

Handle means to store, transfer, collect, separate, bale, salvage, process,

reduce, recover, incinerate, treat or dispose of.
N.

Hazardous Waste means Waste which by reason of its composition,

characteristics or other inherent properties is dangerous to Handle by ordinary means, or
which may present a substantial endangerment to health or safety, or which presents a
reasonable possibility of adversely affecting the operation of the Facility. "Hazardous
Waste" shall also mean Waste which is defined as harmful, toxic, dangerous or
hazardous at any time during the term of this Agreement pursuant to (i) the Solid Waste
Disposal Act, 42 U.S.C. §§6901 et seq., as amended; and (ii) the Maine Hazardous
Waste, Septage and Solid Waste Act, 38 M.R.S.A. 591301 et seq., as amended; and (iii)
any other Federal, State, county or local codes, statutes or laws; and (iv) any regulations,
orders or other actions promulgated or taken with respect to the items listed in (i) through
(iii) above; provided, however, that any such materials which are later determined not to
be harmful, toxic, dangerous or hazardous by any governmental agency or unit having
appropriate jurisdiction shall not be considered "Hazardous Waste" unless a contrary
determination has been or is made by any other governmental agency or unit having
appropriate jurisdiction.
.·{ Deleted: RWS

0.

Landfill means any landfill designated by, ECO Main~ f~~.t-1!
..t))~~.~~.~i.1:i:t.~:
...... ·····

P.

Legal Holiday shall mean a day designated as a legal holiday pursuant to

Section 1051, Title 4, Maine Revised Statutes, or such other day as may be so designated
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by• ECO Mai~)e..........................................................................................
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Member Municipality shall mean any municipality which is a member of, .........Deleted: asof the Commitmentfor
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0 perator means tI1e company, companies or any ot er entity wit 1 w 1c ,...........- '----------~
ECO Maine may from time to time contract or agree to operate the Facility, or, in the
absence of any such Operator, ,.E~Q !Vf
a)~~·.......................................................................
S.

Pit means the storage area or areas at the Facility from which Acceptable

Waste will be extracted for disposal, baling or other Handling.
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T.

Processed Waste means the Waste that is actually delivered to the Facility

by or on behalf of the MUNICIPALITY and which is removed from the delivery vehicle
or container or which is otherwise accepted for Handling at the Facility.

u.

Recyclable Waste shall mean newsprint, glass, metal cans, bottles and

other materials being recycled by the MUNICIPALITY as of the date of this Agreement,
which is acceptable waste and from which resources other than energy may be recovered
by the MUNICIPALITY.
V.

Recycle means to recover resources other than energy from Recyclable

Waste.
W.

Residue means by-products of the Handling of Processed Waste that are

not themselves Hazardous Wastes. Such by-products may include, but are not limited to,
ash, process rejects, oversized and bulky Wastes and unprocessable Wastes.
X.

Returned Waste means Waste that is actually delivered to the Facility by or

on behalf of the MUNICIPALITY, but which is not removed from the delivery vehicle or
container or is otherwise not accepted for Handling at the Facility.
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..1:1.1)~?.t:i.t~~.9.~.1.\~~?.~1.~~.?.<?.1.i.9.~~~\~.~i.~.1.~!!!~
.............. \.\. zAgreement.~
insufficient liquid content to be free flowing. "Solid Waste" includes, but is not limited
to, rubbish, garbage, scrap materials, junk, refuse, inert fill material and landscape refuse.
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"Solid Waste" shall in no case include sludges from air or water pollution control
facilities, septic tank sludge or agricultural wastes.
. .
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lllL System.means the.Fac1!tty,_Landfill,_and_any anctllary facil1t1es,_
whether.or........ ...- '----------~
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Waste on the Site or elsewhere, including Handling pursuant to contracts with other
persons or entities.
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Acceptable Waste and includes, but is not limited to, sewage and its derivatives,
construction and demolition debris, special nuclear or by-product materials within the
meaning of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and Hazardous Waste.
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MUNICIPALITY, its employees, agents or contractors.
Article II
Representations, Warranties and Covenants
A.
following:
(I)

It is a non-capital stock, non-profit corporation duly organized and

validly existing under the laws of the State of Maine in good standing, and
authorized to do business under the laws of the State of Maine and that it has full

)

power and authority to execute and to enter into this Agreement and is qualified to
perform this Agreement in accordance with its terms.
(2)

The execution and delivery of this Agreement has been duly
.·{ Deleted: RWS

authorized by all appropriate actions of,

~90 ty!~ine_~!!~
..i.~~.!?.<?.~!~.~f.P.!'.~~.t.<?f.~!
....... -····
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and this Agreement constitutes the legal, valid and binding obligation of,.~~o .......... ...Maine enforceable in accordance with its terms (except as enforceability may be
limited by applicable bankruptcy or similar laws affecting creditors' rights, and by
application of equitable principles if equitable remedies are sought).
(3)

The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement will not

violate any provision of law, any order of any court or other agency of
.·{ Deleted:

government,,. EC() Maine •.~.
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material agreement or other instrument to wh1ch~~CO..Ma1r:ie_!?.n~~-~.P.~.~!Y..<?.~.~.Y..
..-...- '--------------'
which it or any of its properties or assets is bound, or be in conflict with, result in
a breach of or constitute a default (with due notice or the passage of time or both)
under any such indenture, agreement or other instrument, or result in the creation
or imposition of any lien, charge or encumbrance of any nature whatsoever upon
.-{ Deleted: RWS

any of the properties or assets of,_ ECQ Maine:......................................................... ...B.
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The MUNICIPALITY warrants and represents to. E~_9 M_aine-~-<!~-~
..<?f.t_~~
.... -·...- ~-----------'

following:
(I) The execution and delivery of this Agreement has been duly authorized
by all appropriate actions of its governing body, this Agreement has been
executed and delivered by an authorized officer of the MUNICIPALITY, and this
Agreement constitutes the legal, valid and binding obligation of the
MUNICIPALITY enforceable upon it in accordance with its terms (except as
enforceability may be limited by applicable bankruptcy or similar laws affecting
creditors' rights, and by application of equitable principles if equitable remedies
are sought).
Article III
RESERVED
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Article IV
Operation of the System
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bringabout such financing.~
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so

or shall cause the System to be so operated, maintained, and administered, as to be
capable of Handling Acceptable Waste from the MUNICIPALITY.
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benefits of any Acceptable Waste deposited at the Facility.
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C.
the Facility and for Handling Acceptable Waste delivered to the Facility during any
period of Shutdown.
Article V
Delivery of Waste to the Facility
A.

On or after the Commencement Date of Operations the MUNICIPALITY

will cause to be delivered to the Facility all Acceptable Waste collected by it and all
other Acceptable Waste generated within the MUNICIPALITY except for Acceptable
Waste generated in areas listed in any applicable Appendix hereto. The
MUNICIPALITY will adopt reasonable measures to prevent the delivery of
Unacceptable Waste to the Facility.
B.

Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement to the contrary,

the MUNICIPALITY shall have no obligation to deliver Recyclable Waste generated
within the MUNICIPALITY to the Facility and of such types which as of the date of this
Agreement is actually being recycled. The MUNICIPALITY shall be obliged to deliver
•

.

, ,
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all other Recyclable Waste generated within the MUNICIPALITY to the Facility unless •......-·· ~--------~
ECO Maine consents to allow the MUNICIPALITY to retain additional types of Waste

)

for Recycling.
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such advance notice shall not constitute a breach or default under the terms of this
Agreement, but shall merely delay the MUNICIPALITY's obligation to deliver
• •

•
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Acceptable Waste to the Facility until -A~Y~!1
(7} ~~Y.~.~.f'.t.~!
..t.~.~.~.~!.l.i.~!'.<>nJ~~.~.~.t~.<>r:t.
............. ..-- -------------·{ Deleted: RWS

which,):::COMa.ineg~y-~~
..i:i.<?~.i.<::~
..~<?
..t.l)~.M.V.~.~C:.W.~1.IJ:Y.<?.Ul)_~_C:_<?_l))_l))~r:t_~-~!'!'!~.n.t
..Q11!~
..<?K
....··_.--'-----------~
Operations or the MUNICIPALITY receives actual knowledge of the Commencement
Date of Operations.
D.

RESERVED.E.:
..._..'\-!P.<>!~
_C:<>!'!'!!'!'.~_n5'.~l))-~nU?.~.t.~.
<>f.
Qp_e!.~~!<>~~( <?.~
-~'P.<>~
...... _/

such later date as provided in Section C above), the MUNICIPALITY is unconditionally

, Deleted: Prior 101heCompletionof
: Financing, the MUNICIPALITYwill
enacl a flow controlordinancepursu:mt
1038 M.R.S.A. 51304-8,as amended,
andshaJIthereindesignate1heFacilityas
the disposal or reclamationfacilityto
which all Acccp1.1bleWastegenerated
within the MUNICIPALITY(except as
otherwise providedin SectionA above)
must be delivered no laterthan
Commencement Date of Operations.~
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--{ Deleted: constructed or completed or

required and obltgated hereunder, whether or not the Fac1ltty,s •.9.P.~!.~~J.<?!"!?.l
..~!"!~.~.1~.~~h(!.~
... --.---

or not there is any breach or default by. EGO Mc1ine.<?K.i.t.~.9.~J.i.g_~~!.<?!"!~.h~~~.u.i:i.~~~L!~
............. -----·{Deleted: Rws
•

•

.
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deliver Acceptable Waste to the Site and, upon acceptance by. ECQ Ma1~(!
...~.<?.P.~Y
..~ .......... --.--- ___________
Tipping Fee therefore in accordance with this Agreement without any offset, deduction

.

.

--!Deleted: RWS

or setoff whatsoever man amount which, together with other revenues received by ,J:;:CQ...__
/ ..__
________

J
7
_,
__,

Maine from operation of the System, are sufficient to pay the "total cost of the System"
.

.

.

.

_-[ Deleted: RWS

as defined m Article VII hereof, and thereafter .~co M_~me_~)~c1!!.~~
..<?~!!g?.~~~.~~·~·~·t:i~!~
....-----· ..__
________

__,

such waste as provided herein.
F.

ECO Maine and the MUNICIPALITY acknowledge that the

MUNICIPALITY has been and may continue to be partv to a Waste Handling
Agreement with Regional Waste Systems. Inc. dated as of July I. I 986 {the "RWS
Waste Handling Agreement"). As long as the RWS Waste Handling Agreement is in
effect. any Acceptable Waste delivered by the MUNICIPALITY pursuant to the
provisions of the RWS Waste Handling Agreement shall be deemed to have been
delivered to the Facility for purposes of this Agreement.
Article VI
Delivery Procedures and Weighing
A.

All deliveries of Acceptable Waste to the Facility by or on behalf of the
-·{ Deleted: RWS

MUNICIPALITY shall be made during Delivery Hours and,~CO _M.aine9.1:.~~.~
..9.P.~.~~.t.<?!
...------

_-( Deleted:

RWS

.-{ Deleted:

RWS

_.( Deleted:

RWS

may reject any Acceptable Waste delivered at hours other than Deliv~ry Hours.,_EC9......... -,,.Maine or the Operator may also reject delivery of Unacceptable Waste. Except as

otherwise provided herein.• c;c::.9
M<1ine~ha.l_l
..~~eP..t.~~-F.~.~!).i~Y..~P.~.i:i.f<?.~.~(!.~~\P.~.<?.L
........... -·--·Acceptable Waste during Delivery Hours.
B.

• i:;co.~c1i11e_
.~h.~.1_1_
P!.O".!~~.~~-~-M.V.~!<:;:_I_~~-':·TfY.
-~Y.i_t_h
..c1.~e.~c.~ip~i9.n
..<?r_t_h~
......-/

type of vehicles which will or will not be accepted for use in delivering Waste to the
Facility. The MUNICIPALITY shall cause all equipment and vehicles delivering Waste
.·{ Deleted: RWS

to the Facility to bear an,~CQ__Mai_n~
!~(!.i:i.t.i.D.~<1!!~~.~.<?n~P.i.~~!.<?~-~!Y.A\~p!c1y_e~.~~.~t1.~
............ -/ ~---------,
.·{ Deleted: RWS
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.
ha II bem
. sueh fiorm as, ..........-.·{.._
Deleted:
RWS
personneI at tI1e sea Ie house at the Fact·1·1ty. Sa1.d .d
1 ent1.ti,cations
________

__J

ECO Maine may from time to time reasonably designate.
C.

• ECO.Main~ ~h~.l.1
..~~!~~~.i.l).~r.~~.~).1.~~.l:1.~~
..t.l)~.9.P.~r.~!()'..!~.!11~.i.l)~~!~
................ ·······{~D-e_le_te_d:_R_w_s
_____

___,

weighing facilities at the Facility for the purpose of determining the total Tonnage of
Acceptable Waste delivered to the Facility by or on behalfofthe MUNICIPALITY. Each
. Waste to the Fact·1·1tysI1aII be we1g
. hed man
.
d we,g
. hed out., E;C9.............. ...-.·{~-----------'
Deleted: RWS
ve h.1cIe de 1·,venng
Maine shall maintain or cause the Operator to maintain a weight record containing the
weight, date, time and vehicle identification of each vehicle entering and exiting the
Facility.,~CQ t\lta.in.~
~.h~!l.!11a.i.n.t.ai~.()~.~.~l!S.~.th~
..9P.~r~to.~.~o
..r:n~i~!!li.1.1
..~~P.!~.~.()f_a).l
............. ·······{~D-e_le_te_d_:
R_w_s
_____

__,

weight records for a period ofat least two years. The MUNICIPALITY shall have the
right to inspect the weight records upon reasonable advance notice.
D.

•

•

•• ( Deleted: RWS

, l;::~9.~~•ne..~!..t.l)~.9.P.~r~!()'..~_l).~!!.~.~!!~~~~.~.~~.41:1.~~!!!Y..()f.~.~~.t.~.~~~
........... ...-··· .._________

Acceptable Waste delivered to the Facility during any time that all weighing facilities are
incapacitated, being tested or are otherwise not available for use, on the basis of vehicle
volumes and estimated data obtained from historical information pertinent to the
MUNICIPALITY. These estimates shall take the place of actual weighing records
during such times.
E.

•

•

•

• .

.

.

•

.·{ Deleted: RWS

Waste which ts delivered to the Factlrty and which ts not reJected by, ECO ........- '-----------...,

Maine or the Operator shall be deposited at the Pit. No Waste may be stored outside the
Facility buildings except during an emergency and then only if applicable environmental,
safety and aesthetic requirements are satisfied. Title to all Waste shall pass to the
Operator when such Waste is deposited at the Pit.
F.

,•{ Deleted: RWS

Neither ,ECO_Maine, the .Operator_nor.the MUNICIPALITY_shall.................. ...-

knowingly permit deliveries of Hazardous Waste to the Facility.
G.

The MUNICIPALITY shall pay all costs related to Handling of

Unacceptable Waste delivered to the Facility by the MUNICIPALITY, its employees,
agents, or contractors, provided that the MUNICIPALITY shall not be obligated to pay
costs related to Handling of Unacceptable Waste generated within the MUNICIPALITY
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__,

but not delivered to the Facility by the MUNICIPALITY, its employees, agents or
contractors.
Article VII
Calculation and Payment of Tipping Fee
.-{ Deleted: RIVS

A.

The MUNICIPALITY agrees to pay ECO Maine ~J)PR!!!gJ.<'.!.(:!.~~
................ -···· '---------....,)

calculated herein for each Ton of Waste deposited at the Pit by the MUNICIPALITY, its
employees, agents or contractors. The Tipping Fee for each Fiscal Year shall be
calculated by:
(I)

Calculating the "total cost of the System" of the previous Fiscal

Year; and
(2)

Subtracting from the aforesaid "total cost of the System" all
.

.

.

.

.-{ Deleted: RIVS

revenues received by. E~O Marne (~~1.i:i
..t.~_e_~P<'.!.~~-t.1_<?~-~f.!h~
..~.Y.~~<'.!.1:1!.~~~J.~g_!h~
........ -····· '---------previous Fiscal Year, from any source other than Tipping Fees received from
Member Municipalities or any agency, instrumentality or subdivision thereof; and
(3)

Dividing the resulting amount by the number of Tons of Waste

deposited at the Pit during the previous Fiscal Year, by Member Municipalities, or
any agency, instrumentality or subdivision thereof for which a Tipping Fee may
be charged.

)

Until the Facility has been operational for at least a full year period following the
Commencement Date of Operations, any Tipping Fee shall be calculated based upon
estimated costs, revenues and waste deposits.
8.

As used herein, the "total cost of the System" for any Fiscal Year shall

mean all expenses associated with the System during that year and shall include, but not
be limited to:
(I)

The current expenses of operating, maintaining and managing the

System, including transportation and other ancillary costs;
(2)

Payments of principal, premium, interest penalties and other charges
,·{ Deleted:

on all bonds, notes and other obligations issued by .~_GQ.
M?_i_1.1.E!_i!!~.l-~1.~.i.ng_~11x
......... -····

11

RWS

amount owing to the issuer of a credit or liquidity facility provided in connection
with said bonds, notes and other obligations as such bonds, notes and other
obligations become due or upon an accelerated basis;
(3)

The creation and maintenance of such reserves sufficient to provide

funds available for debt service equal to 125% of expected debt service, or as may
be required by any trust agreement or resolution securing bonds, notes and other
Deleted: RWS

-------<

obligations of, E~O Main~_,
__
<_>_~-~?
..1:r:@'..~-~-~~~-1!1.~~-~~~.".~.~~-~~Y..~Y..
ECQ__Mai~e__f<_>_~
.... _/_._·::;-D-e-le-te-d-:
R-\-!/
5
any reasonable contingency;
(4)

The provision of funds for paying the cost of all necessary repairs,

replacements and renewals of the System;
(5)

.·{ Deleted: RWS

Payment or provisions for any and all amounts which, ECO Maine_____
.....-

may be obligated to pay or provide for by law or contract, including any
resolution or contract with or for the benefit of the holders of its bonds, notes and
other obligations and for the benefit of the issues ofa credit or liquidity facility
provided in connection with said bonds, notes and other obligations; and
(6)

Any deficit or anticipated deficit for the current year's operation,

including any deficit resulting from the failure ofa Member Municipality or any
other person or entity to pay Tipping Fees when due and owed.

)

(7)

Payments in lieu of taxes to Member Municipalities where all or a

portion of the System is located.

,c;,_:_.
_._._Q_~_
~~- ~~f~~~- J~!!x_!.~_.<?K.~?:~-~Y.~-~-r.
_f<_>_t_l_<.>.~!!"!8.~h~.
_<;_~~-':').~!"!~.~-~~~~
.P.~!~
..<.>.t
...__
......System for the ensuing Fiscal Year which shall include an estimate of the total Tipping

Deleted: (8) . Debr service as may be
deemed necessaryunder Subsection(3)
of this Section 10 fundthe conveyance10
RWS of all inreresrsin !he Sire and all
buildings and equipmenton rhe Sire held
by !he followingMember Municipalities:
Ponland, South Portland, Cape Elizabeth.
Scarborough,Limington,Lyman,

Fee to be paid by the MUNICIPALITY during the ensuing Fiscal Year based on the
actual Tonnage of Waste deposited at the Facility by the Municipality during the
previous Fiscal Year and upon the Tipping Fee for the Fiscal Year as calculated in
Section A of this Article. The MUNICIPALITY shall pay not later than the 15th day of
each following month an amount of money which shall equal I/12th of the estimated
total Tipping Fee to be paid by the MUNICIPALITY during the Fiscal Year.
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Waterboro, Hollisand Ogunquit.~

Deleted: RWS
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D.

..{ Deleted: RWS

At least 90 days prior to the Commencement Date ofOperations,~_CQ ......... -·...- ~--------__,

Maine shall submit to the MUNICIPALITY an itemized estimate of the expenditures,
anticipated revenues and anticipated waste deposits of the Facility during the period
beginning on the Commencement Date of Operations and ending on the following June
.

,

_.( Deleted: RWS

30th. On or before the Commencement Date of Operations, ~CO Mame ~~.~)).~~-c_>P.t.~-------·--,...
'-------------'
final budget for the operation, maintenance and administration of the System for this
period and submit such budget forthwith to the MUNICIPALITY. On or before the 15th
day of each month following Commencement Date of Operations, the MUNICIPALITY

,.{ Deleted: RWS

shall pay, ECO Maine ~i:t
..i_t!'!!9.~i:t.~.c_>X.._1!1_<?~~Y
..~~~~l__
t_c_>_~.h~.P.~9.X~~i,t_P.9.r!J~~-9.f_!h~.-~?.t_i_1:i:i.~!~~..-----· ~----------'
total Tipping Fee to be paid by the MUNICIPALITY through the beginning of the next
Fiscal Year.
E.

The Tipping Fee shall be adjusted during any Fiscal Year to reflect

substantial and unanticipated increases in costs, decreases in revenues or changes in
waste deposited at the Facility, provided that the MUNICIPALITY shall receive 30 days
prior notice of any adjustment of the Tipping Fee. Any such adjustments shall be made
using the calculation method set forth in Section A of this Article, including such
increases in costs, decreases in revenues, and changes in Waste deposited at the Facility.
--{ Deleted: RWS

If (a), ECO Maine g!:-'.~-~.~X~!!!~i:t
..':'_<?~J~~-·~c_>
..t.~~N~!~!~.ip.i_t!!!Y..~-~~~.~!.(i}.!\'.i.t.t
..i.~_!h~
j_~1-~g!!!~i:t.~
......--··{ Deleted: RWS

of,~.~ 9..1\1.~_i
n~ !\'.?.t_
.~!'.Y
..1.i.?.~
~).i.t.i~?..<?!..~~P.~.i:1~~.~.
(!!'.~).~,.~
.i.~g.~ ~!!.l:1.<?.t.
-1.i.1!1
.i.t~~.
!9..?.~Y..
?.'-1).<?.u
!'.!?..._...·-- ______
.

.

.

..( Deleted: RWS

due on or 111connection with any Bonds of,_E;:CQ._Mai_n_e
9.U~!1~-~-r
__
i_t!1Y..?.gr.e~!~~-n!.~\!h_a_i:iY.
.../
Credit Enhancement Provider and any amounts necessary to provide adequate reserves)
cannot be paid when due, or (ii) that any such liabilities and expenses have not been paid

.·{ Deleted: RWS

when due; and (b), ECO_t.Jaine has not obtained.other sources .of.funds.or.revenues.to......... ...pay such liabilities and expenses, then the Tipping Fee shall be increased by such amount
as determined in accordance with Section A of this Article, including such increases in
costs, decreases in revenues and changes in waste deposited at the site.
The Tipping Fee shall also be adjusted (in accordance with the calculation method
set forth in Article VII (A)) at least once every 6 months of each year during that portion
of the term of this agreement that any policy of bond insurance is in effect or any
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agreement between RWS and any bond insurer is in effect with respect to any of the
Bonds, provided, however, that in lieu of adjusting the Tipping Fee with respect to any
increased operating expenses during any Fiscal Year, RWS may obtain short-term (less
Deleted: S~rYiCSt
f;ty1n~nls
t2uring
Construc1ion~

than one year) interim financing.
F.

of
; During1heperiodfrom1hcCompletio11
Financingto 1hcCommencementDoucof

The MUNICIPALITY pledges its full faith and credit for the payment of

Opernlions, 1hc MUNICIPALITYagrees
to pay:t proportion:'lte
shnrcof sen·icc
paymenls calculaicd by RWS. The
MUNICIPALITY's propor1iona1eshare of
such service paymentsshall be a fo1c1ion

fees, assessments and other payments required of it under this Agreement, including, but
not limited to, payments required under this Article, and to levy upon and raise from

(i) the numeratorof whichis the

taxable estates within the MUNICIPALITY by general or special tax the amounts
required to make such payments, or to raise such amounts by means of a fee, user charge
or other cost sharing or assessment mechanism.

Article VIII
RESERVED

Article IX
Damage Or Destruction
If the System or any substantial portion thereof is damaged or destroyed to an
extent that it cannot function-as contemplated by the parties, by fire, the elements or

)

other casualty, then •.EC:::.Q
M~!!~~~h?:\L~~.~~~~~ •..~~.P.~!~.!'!!1.~
..~~-~~!1.~~!.~1.~!.!!~~
..$X~!~.1~
..t~.~h~..... .
best of its ability. Ifrestoration, repair or reconstruction is impractical, then,.E<;:QM~i!~e...\
;~

may terminate this Agreement by written notice to the MUNICIPALITY within one;~

hundred twenty ( 120) days after the date of damage or destruction, provided that whether :\
restoration, repair or reconstruction is impractical shall be determined by ,I;:_(,:Q
Ma.i.ne......

\\

and further provided that this Agreement may be terminated pursuant to the terms of this
Article only after the Bonds have been paid or defeased in full and any amounts owing to
any ,c_~·~~it
.~r1h.an~e.1!1er1t
P~·o\li~~r
f.~.~.!\~~.~.~.i:t.cJ~.l.1.~~--~-~~1!
..P.~!~:.T!~!?.Ag~~~.1~~!1.!.~.i_l.l
......... ,.

~:

terminate thirty (30) days after the date of such notice and the parties shall have no
further obligations hereunder, except for payment of all amounts then due and owing.

estimatedTonn3gcof Wasteof the
MUNICIPALITY as specified in
Appcndi, B of1his Agrecmen1;and (ii)
the denominatorof whichis the aggregate
estimatedTonnageofwasle of all
MemberMunicip3li1ies
duringsuch
period.The total amountof the service
payments(of whichthe
~IUNICIPALITY agrees 10pay ils
proponionateshare)shall consist of those
costs associatedwith financing.
developingand constructingfacili1ies
in1endedfor 1heHandling of Acccplablo
Wastegenerntcdwi1hinthe
MUNICIPALITY which RWS is required
to pay priorto Commcncemen1
of
operations,whethersuch\Vaste is
Handled by RWS al 1hosefocililies or al
otl1er facili1ies.~
The MUNICIPALITY is uncondi1ionally
obligated to make servicepayments
hereunder(whichservice pay1nen1smay
includeacceleratedobligations)without
any offset, deduction,or sctoff
whatsoever,and such obligationslrnllnot
be affoc1edby failure of R WS 10
cons1ruc11heFacility or by 1hebreach,
default or nonperfonnance by R WS of
any of its obliga1ionsor covenants
hereunderor by any othermatter
whatsoever.In the C\'cnt of n defaultin
lhc payment of any service paymen1by
any Member~1unicipality,then until
collection of such paymenl by R WS
pursuantto the provisionsof Section XI
(C) or until suchdefaultis otherwise
cured, the amountof any resultingddicit
shall be added 101helotal amounl of
service paymentsandas a resultshall be
paid by 1heotherMemberMunicipr.lities
nndthe agt:;regale
es1ima1edTonnageof
\1/asteof such dcfoullingMember
Municipali1ysh:,11be subtractedfromthe
denominatorof the fractionprovidedfor
hereunderin order10 delenninethe
tv1unicip:,lity's
proportionateshareof
!~ service payments.I
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Article X
Term Of Agreement
A.

This Agreement shall remain in effect as long as the ECO Maine Interlocal

Solid Waste Agreement remains in full force and effect and the Municipality has not
Deleted: until the last day of the

withdrawn from said Agreement in accordance with the provisions thereot~X.~~P.t.~.~~~!
..... •··_... twenty•third (23d) year following

Completionof Fimtncing,unlessea.rlier
tcnninatedas hereinprovided

notwithstanding any provision to the contrary, this Agreement shall remain in effect until
the Bonds have been paid or defeased in full and any amounts owing to any Credit

.·{ Deleted: liquidity provider

Enhancement Provider .h?Y~.~~.~!'!.P.?.i.cJ
.................................................................................
B.

RESERVED
===..:....:...=;;~

Y .••••••.••.••••••.•...•••••••••••.•.•••••.•••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••.•••••••••....•••••

...,

......-

C.

Deleted: R\VS or the MUNICIPALITY
may tenninatcthis Agreementupon
wriuennotice I hereof10 the01herpany
providedsuch nolicc is receivedprior10
Commilmenlfor Financinsor Ausust 15,
1985, whichever is earlier. If the

term hereof.,ECO Maine_shall_so.advisethe_MUNICIPALITY,_and.ifthe..................... .

proposeddate for the Commiuncntfor

MUNICIPALITY so agrees, the MUNICIPALITY shall then have the right to continue

Financing is priorio August 15, 1985,
RWS shall provide the MUNICIPALITY
with at least thirty (30) days written

noticeof such proposeddateand

delivering Acceptable Waste to the Facility on terms no less favorable than those then

MUNICIPALITY shall have the right to

tcnninatethis Agreementwithoutfurther
obligationat any timeduringsnid thirty

accorded other Member Municipalities. The MUNICIPALITY may elect to exercise
such right by providing •.ECO Maine ~!~hY·'.~!!!~l)Jl.<?.t.i.~~
..<.>X.t.~.i.~.
~.1.e~!i~1_1
..<?.1).~!~~
.1.?.t~~
..<?
f......_

·.

the date 60 days after the date on which .~~O M?.i.n~!l).f~~~TI.?.~!~~.M!!.l'!_l.~W~~.1.T.X'
..<?X.i.t.~-.. ···...
intent to continue to operate the Facility or 180 days before the end of the term of this

(30) day period.
Deleted:

RWS

Deleted:

RWS

Deleted:

RWS

Deleted:

RW~

Agreement. However, the MUNICIPALITY shall have no right to make such election
unless it is a Member Municipality as of the date the election is made. The
MUNICIPALITY agrees that it shall execute all documents and take whatever other
actions are necessary to effectuate such election and the failure of the MUNICIPALITY
to do so by at least IO days after the election is made shall void that election.
.·{ Deleted: RWS

D.

Neither •.E;~Qf'v1a!!'!~
..f).<?~
..t.l)~.MV~.~q·~·~·1=,·1.IY..~.~~
..t.~.~.~!g!~!.!~.!~!.1.1:1.i.£).~!~
...... •·····

this Agreement prior to the time provided in this Article for any reason whatsoever,
including without limitation, by reason of the default, continuing or persistent default or
non-performance of either party hereunder, the withdrawal of any Member Municipality
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from the lnterlocal Agreement or the termination or dissolution of the Interlocal
Agreement.

Article XI
Remedies for Nonperformance
A.

If at any time subsequent to Commencement Date of Operations, the

MUNICIPALITY delivers Acceptable Waste to the Facility which is required to be
Deleted: RWS

accepted bv •.ECQ.f\1ai,~~.P~!".~~.~~~.!~.!h!~.Ag~~.l?.'n~~!,
..~~~, ~~.9M.~!!1ef~.i_l.~.!9..~~~l?P~
........ ,:::-.-::
>-D-e-let-e-d:_R_W_S-~----<
such Acceptable Waste, then,.ECO fyiaine ~h?.tL~.l?.!!?.~.tl?J~.P.?..Y.~.C?Jh~.M!-!N..I.qpA~_IJY.
.... ······ '-D_e_let_e_d:_R_w_s
_____
the reasonable cost which the MUNICIPALITY had to pay for disposing of the
Deleted: RWS
Rws

Acceptable Waste which, ECO Maine ~.i.~
..~~!.?.~~~.P.~·.,
ECO Maine ~.~.~!!.P.?.Y.~~~~h.~9.~!~
.......::":.·:.Deleted:
within forty five (45) days of receipt ofan itemized bill from the MUNICIPALITY.
B.

'------------'

The parties agree and acknowledge that because of the unique nature of the

Facility it is difficult or impossible to determine with precision the amount of damages that
would or might be incurred as a result ofa failure of the MUNICIPALITY to deliver or
cause to be delivered all Acceptable Waste generated in the MUNICIPALITY to the
Facility, except as otherwise provided in Article V of this Agreement. Accordingly, the
,•{ Deleted: RWS

parties agree and acknowledge that where, ECO Maine h~.~.~.n
..<!~~-q~?.~~Jl?.'n~~Y..~!.!?.~Y.X<?.1:.,.-···
such a breach, then the damages to be awarded shall be liquidated damages in an amount
equal to one hundred twenty-five percent (125%) of the Tipping Fee which is in effect for
the period of breach times the estimated number of Tons of Acceptable Waste which was
not delivered to the Facility as a result of such breach. Such number of tons will be
estimated on a monthly basis by:
( 1)

Calculating the number of tons of Acceptable Waste generated in the

MUNICIPALITY and delivered to the Facility in the calendar month prior to the
commencement of the breach; and
(2)

Adjusting the above number of tons for any monthly or seasonal

variation in delivery which has occurred in the previous two calendar years; and
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(3)

Subtracting from the resulting figure the number of tons of

Acceptable Waste generated in the MUNICIPALITY and actually delivered to the
Facility during each month in which the breach occurs.

Where historical data does not exist sufficient to allow calculation of the estimated
number of tons of Acceptable Waste which was not delivered to the Facility as the result
of such breach, then that number of tons shall be estimated by, E(,:O.Maine in..<:1.r?Y.
...............

.·{ Deleted: RWS

...-

reasonable manner available.
C.

Either party may take whatever reasonable action may be necessary or

desirable to collect the payments and other amounts due as provided in this Agreement,
or to enforce performance and observance of any obligation, agreement or covenant
under this Agreement provided that neither party may terminate this Agreement for
nonperformance.
D.

Each party agrees that if either party incurs attorneys fees or other expenses

in the enforcement of its rights under this Agreement, then the prevailing party shall be
reimbursed by the other party for all such fees and expenses incurred, including court
costs, if any.
E.

In the event any agreement or covenant contained in this Agreement should

be breached by one pa11yand thereafter waived by the other party, such waiver shall be
limited to the particular breach so waived and shall not be deemed to waive any other
breach hereunder.

Article XII
Assignment/Delegation
A.

This Agreement shall not be assigned or delegated by any party without the
.·{ Deleted: RWS

prior written consent of the other party except that without such consent, E.<;:_Q.
MaJ!1<:!
......... ...may assign its interest and obligation hereunder to a person, firm or corporation
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.....····.·{____________

)
__,

assets or otherwise.
B.

.

.

. .
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Notwithstanding any other prov1s1onsof this Agreement,, ECO Maine ~~.Y.
....···· '----_-

_____

___,

enter into contracts or agreements with an Operator or Operators concerning the
maintenance and/or operation of the System.
C.

Anything to the contrary notwithstanding, the MUNICIPALITY consents
.·{ Deleted: RWS
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.........
party trustee for the purposes of obtaining bond financing and into other loan agreements
for the purposes of obtaining conventional or bond financing (which may include
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the acknowledgement that under such financing agreements, ECO Maine 1_'11.~Y.-~~
.....................
required to pledge and assign its rights in and to the Facility, and its contractual rights in
and to the Facility, and its contractual rights under this Agreement to the trustee or other
lender or Credit Enhancement Provider as security for its debt obligations in event of
default.
D.

Anything to the contrary notwithstanding, the MUNICIPALITY consents
.-{ Deleted: RWS

to the assignment of this Agreement or the revenues thereof by, ECQ Maine t~.!!~~
................ ···

Deleted: as defined in rhc lndcnrurc

Trustee and/or any Credit Enhancement Provider ,.a.n_cJ!.<?J'..t.<?.~11_Y..<?.t.1:i~r.!h!r~~p~r!Y..!~~!?.~~~
...... ······ ~--------~
)

in connection with bond financing and other loan agreements for the purposes of
obtaining financing (which may include agreements with Credit Enhancement Providers
in connection with such financing) as security for its obligations in event of default.
The MUNICIPALITY consents to the assignment of this Agreement to such
parties including the Trustee and any Credit Enhancement Provider(s) (hereinafter
collectively called the "Assignee") providing financing or Credit Enhancement, as
.· { Deleted: Indenture

defined in the trust indenture for the Bond~.f.or.~r..':Vi!h.~~~p~ct.
~~.the.fa.~ilityL~ite.,.
o.r......... ····
System or any portions thereof. In the event of any such assignment, the following
provisions shall apply to the extent, if any, now or hereafter required under any
.·{ Deleted: RWS

agreement(s) between ,.E:~O Ma!11_~.-~n9..!~-~-I.~~-~!~~-~11_~f.().~.~-t:iY..
~-~~~.i~__l;:.11.l:i~11_~.~~~-•:i.t_
............ ...Provider:
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Q) ____
There shall_be_nocancellation, surrender,_termination, amend.ment....... .--_.{ Deleted: RWS

or modification of this Agreement or the Interlocal Agreement by joint action of, ECO .........--Maine and the Municipality without the prior written consent of the Assignee.
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receipt requested, at such address as specified by the Assignee, copies of all notices
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which the Municipality may from time to time serve ,.§G9
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........... .--simultaneously therewith.
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Municipality that, ECO Maine i_~.\~.~.t?f.~~!!!.
~!~~.t?!_~~Y..<?J.t_l).t?.~.<?.r:t~?.,
..<?!
..1:1.1!~~~-?.'!Y
............... --.--agreement with any Credit Enhancement Provider, then the Municipality shall make all
payments due hereunder and under the Interlocal Agreement directly to the Assignee,
and shall deliver Acceptable Waste to the Site as designated thereafter from time to time
by the Assignee. Following any such notice of default and unless and until the
Municipality receives notice from the Assignee to the contrary, the Assignee shall have
the right to determine the amounts due under Article VII and Article VIII hereof, to
-( Deleted: RIVS

designate the location(s) of the Site, to exercise all other rights of,.EC.OM~.i.i:i~
.................. -------~--------~
hereunder, and to take such other actions as provided in any agreement between any
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Assignee and,. ~c;:9
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.......... ---···...................... ·····-·--·········· ..... _·-............................. --.---
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Municipality hereunder or under the Interlocal Agreement, and no consent or election
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purported termination of this Agreement by .E~O M.~/11e
o,U~.l?.M.t.1ll_i~\P?.l.i.ty_~~.~!.I.~~
........ ------'-----------'
effective against the Assignee without the prior written consent of the Assignee.
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ECO Maine hereunder or under the Interlocal Agreement unless such obligations are
expressly assumed in writing by the Assignee. The Assignee may, but shall not be
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obligated to, cure any default of,.E~Q Main~ ~111~~.i:.!~.i.~.A..g.r~.~~~~.i:i.t................................... -·..-Article XIII
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Insurance
To the extent practicableand financially feasible as determinedby, E~Q M~i~.~
..i~_i!~
......... /
,
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sole discretion,,E~O Ma!!1e~~.~)).~~.t.'!!l)
..~l).~.~~.i.rg~.i.r:t.~~.~.~~.~~.~<!.~.~.~~~.'!~l).~9..~~~
..•~~i.r:t~~\r:i.~~
.......------'----.--------.)
with financiallysound and reputable insurers, insurancewith respectto the Facility, and against
such liabilities,casualties,business interruptionsand contingenciesand of such types and in
,·{ Deleted: RWS

such amountsas shall be deemed by. ECO Maine t.<?.~~
..<:~.~!<?.1~~1)'
..i.~.~~.~-~.~~.~-<?L~~l).i.~!P.~!
............ /
organizationsengaged in the same or similar activities or havingsimilar propertiessimilarly
situated.

Article XIV
Non-Discrimination
.·{ Deleted: RWS

, ECQ_Ma_ine
~.l~-~!!.~~
..~~-~-q_l:1~!.~PP.<?.•:~~1.r~.i_ty_~~~--~f0.1:!1:l.?.t_i_'.'~.~-~~-i~~-~-'~J?.l_<?Y~.1:!.?.t:J~
....··..shall not discriminate on the basis of age, race, religion, color, creed, sex, sexual
preference, handicap, financial status, or national origin:
A.

In the persons served, or in the manner of service; or

8.

In the hiring, assignment, promotion, salary determination, or other

conditions of employment.

Article XV
Applicable Law
The laws of the State of Maine shall govern the validity, interpretation,
constiuction and performance hereof.

Article XVI
Amendment Of Agreement
No amendments to this Agreement may be made except in writing signed by both
parties. Should this Agreement be assigned under financing arrangements, the written
consent of such assignee shall also be required before any amendment becomes effective.
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Article XVII
Severability
In the event any covenant, condition or provision of this Agreement is held to be
invalid or unenforceable by a final judgment of a Court of competent jurisdiction, or by
any other tribunal, board or other entity, the decision of which is binding upon the parties
and which becomes final, the invalidity or unenforceability thereof shall in no way affect
any of the other covenants, conditions or provisions hereof, provided that such remaining
covenants, conditions and provisions can thereafter be applicable and effective without
materially changing the obligations of either party.

Article XVIII
Notices
All notices herein required or permitted to be given or furnished under this
Agreement by either party to the other shall be in writing, and shall be deemed
sufficiently given and served upon the other party if sent by certified or registered mail,
return receipt requested, postage prepaid, addressed as follows:
If to, ~CQ tvlaine: ___
....... __J}E!ne.ra.l.
lvt_anager.
____
..·····--______
...._______
...._..__-··-___
_
Regional Waste SystemsJl, Inc.
64 Blueberry Road
Portland, M11ine04102
With a copy to:

Nicholas S. Nadzo, Esq.
Jensen Baird Gardner & Henry
Ten Free Street, P.O. Box 4510
Portland, ME 04112

Ifto MUNICIPALITY:

Each party shall have the right, from time to time1 to designate a different person
and/or address by notice given in conformity with this section.
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Notice shall be deemed given when mailed and shall also be deemed sufficient
hereunder if delivered in person or if mailed by ordinary, first class mail, postage
prepaid.

Article XIX
Binding Effect
The Agreement shall bind upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and
their respective successors and assigns.

Article XX
Other Documents
Each party promises and agrees to execute and deliver any instruments and to
perform any acts which may be necessary or reasonably required in order to give full
effect hereto.
Article XXI
Headings
Captions and headings herein are for ease of reference and do not constitute a part
of this Agreement.

Article XXJI
Counterparts
This Agreement may be executed in more than one counterpart, each of which
shall be deemed an original and all of which together shall constitute the same
agreement.
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Article XXIII
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This instrument (including all appendices and attachments hereto) embodies the
whole agreement of the parties, and there are no promises, terms, conditions or
obligations other than those contained herein provided that if the MUNICIPALITY is a
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Agreement shall be binding upon the parties except that in the event any such provisions
shall be found to be inconsistent with this Agreement, this Agreement shall control.
Except as otherwise provided in this Article, this Agreement shall supersede all previous
communications, representations or agreements, either oral or written, between the
parties hereto. In the event that the requirements of any Article of this Agreement shall
be found to be inconsistent with those of any Appendix, the Article shall control.
Article XXIV
Consents
To the extent that the consent of either party to this Agreement is required to any
action of the other party pursuant to any provision of this Agreement, such consent will
not be unreasonably withheld.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement on
this __

day of _____________

_

Witnesses:
!) ________

I 2)_____

_

_

1)_________

_

By: _________

_

Its:___________

_
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2) .gco.(VIAIN!=;
............................................. ·····
By: _________
_
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MEMORANDUM
PLANNING
TOWN

DEPARTMENT
OF

Date:

November 21, 2005

To:

William Shane, Town Manager

CUMBERLAND,

MAINE

Cumberland Town Council
From:

Carla Nixon, Planning Director

Subject:

Yuletide Market on Cumberland Commons

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------On Sunday, December 18111,the Cumberland Farmers Market would like to host a Yuletide Market on the
Cumberland Common. For the event to occur in this location, the Town Council needs to grant approval
for the use of the Town-owned Common. Several other locations in Town were considered, but it was
agreed that the Common was the most central, attractive and visible location in the community.
I have been working with the organizers of this event to help them find a suitable location and to guide
them through the approval process. The three organizers are Pamela Harwood of Longwoods Alpacas,
Leslie Fitzgerald of Afternoon Tea and Company, LLC, and Cordelia Lane of New Elm Farm. They are
very excited about this event and its potential to provide both economic and social benefits to the
community. It is hoped that this could begin a community tradition that will become an annual event for
families and local agriculture-related businesses.
I have attached a description of the event that was prepared by the organizers. This outlines the date and
hours for the event, the names of the participating vendors, and a parking and lighting plan.
I have contacted the department heads to inform them of the proposal and gather their input. They have
all been enthusiastic about this event and are planning to assist as needed.

If the Council approves the event, the group will begin advertising locally and will run a notice on
Channel 2 and will post the notice on the Town's website and in surrounding communities. Since this is
the first year, it is difficult to estimate how many people will attend, but we are confident that the
proposed location will provide a central and safe gathering place for the event.
There will be representatives present at your meeting to answer any questions you many have.

If there is any other information you need prior to your meeting, please let me know.

Planning Department, Town of Cumberland • 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, Maine 04021 • Telephone (207) 829-2206 Fax (207) 829-2224

th

Sunday, December 18 , 2005 the Cumberland Farmers Market would like to host a
"Yule Market" on the Cumberland Common.

The event would take place from 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. and would feature locally
grown food items for the approaching holiday meals such as: beef, lamb, turkey,
winter vegetables, cider and apple products, maple syrup, jams and jellies,
originally blended teas, egg-nog, soup starters, cookie mixes, breads and pastries,
cheese and roasted chestnuts. Crafts available will include Alpaca products and
hand dyed wool for needle felting.

Unlike the common holiday fairs, this market will follow the tradition of the
European "Christmas Markets" held during the week before Christmas, traditionally
at dusk, with a focus on holiday meal preparation. (Fire pit, while common in
Europe is up for consideration here)

The following vendors have agreed to take part in this market. Leslie Fitzgerald of
Afternoon Tea and Company, LLC, Pamela Harwood of Longwoods Alpaca Farm,
Cordelia Lane of New Elm Farm, Kay Fowler of Spring Brook Farm, Richard and
Connie Sweetser of The Apple Barrel, Kathy Shaw of Quarry Hill Gardens and
Sally Merrill of Sunrise Acres Farm.

Pending are invitations to Silvery Moon Cheese, The Glossack's Jam and Jelly
Cupboard, centerpieces from another market member and a bread and pastry
vendor. Additionally a Boy Scout troop from Cumberland/North Yarmouth has
been invited to join us as a non-profit organization in the sale of popcorn.

The potential for this event to be both an economic and social opportunity for the
residents of Cumberland and North Yarmouth as well as surrounding communities
is wide open at this time. It is hoped that this could begin a community tradition that
will become an annual event for families and local businesses.

To minimize the inconvenience to the residents of the Common, we suggest that
vendors only be permitted to park on the common drive and that others park at the
Drowne Rd School as well as Mabel Wilson School. There could be additional
space for parking along one side of Tuttle Rd.

The Police Department could be asked to post No Parking This Side signs on the
northerly side of Tuttle Road and let the on-duty officers know of the event.

Lighting will consist of shop lights on stands for lighting the tables. There would
also be small white lights strung around the gazebo and along the frames of the
individual market tents/booths.

Traditional Christmas Markets are often heated and lighted by a bon-fire. Noting
the difficulty of manning something of this size, protecting the citizens/patrons and
their families could be more than we're equipped to do at this time we suggest a
smaller steel contained fire-pit for this year's market to provide atmosphere,
warmth and light.

The Fire Department will be offered the opportunity to sell its Christmas trees and
wreaths for the evening.

If the Council approves this, advertising would be done in local papers, on the town
channel and website, and postings in the surrounding communities.

As this is the first year, it is difficult to estimate how many people will attend, but
we are confident that the proposed location will provide a central and safe gathering
place for our event and hope that you will join us in the planning and strategy.

Item 05-188
To set a Public Hearing Date of
consideration and funding of Phase 1 of
the Water Line extension to Route 100 via
Blanchard Road and Skillins Road

Staff Recommendation:
Tuesday, December 13,2005 at 7 PM at Town Hall- all residents to be notified by
mail and notices to be posted on the Town Website and Cable Channel as well as the
local papers.
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Proposed Water Main Extension
to Route 100

David W. Crawford, M.P.H, PE
18 Mill Ridge Road

~ Cumberland, Maine (ME) 04021

Phone 207-829-5948 - Fax 207-829-5948 - Email dcrawfo1@maine.rr.com

November 28, 2005
Town Council
Cumberland, Maine 04021
Dear Town Council Members:
Subject: Public Hearing date for proposed water main extension to Route 100
(Phase 1).
I would like to recommend to the Council that the date for the public hearing to consider
and act on the Phase One water main extension should be no earlier than January of
2006. The December 12th Council meeting is an inappropriate time to be seeking full
community input due to the hectic holiday schedules faced by most people. Likewise, the
December 26th Council meeting is the start of Hanukah and also would likely limit the
number of people who could attend and participate.
The proposal to extend the water main to West Cumberland, along Route 100 and also on
Range Road has significant ramifications for growth and development in West
Cumberland. While the Town has apparently had meetings with residents along Skillin
and Blanchard Roads, the impact of such a proposal goes well beyond the roads the
water main will follow to Route 100. Few residents in this part of our community have
even been aware of the proposal. Because of the nature of the proposal and its potential
impact on the character and growth of the area, the Council should be making every effort
to seek as much feedback from and involvement of the citizens of the entire West
Cumberland region.
Additionally, I would recommend that the Town Council hold a hearing(s) on all phases of
the proposed water main extensions. A piecemeal approach to evaluation and
justification of cost and impact, a phase at a time, hinders full comprehension of the
effects the proposal may have on the community. Consideration of all proposed phases
at the same time would allow for a more effective planning process and measure of citizen
interest in the expansion of public water supply in the affected parts of Cumberland.
There are many questions that should be asked and answered regarding the entire
expansion before any phase is individually approved.

1 Mill Ridge Rd.
Cumberland, ME 04021
Nov.28.2005

Dear Town Council Member,
I am writing to request that you schedule the vote and public comment
on the proposed water main for January 2006. My reasons are as follows:

* The water main and the commercial development along Route 100 of
West Cumberland are really two aspects of a much larger issue, and that
is the overall growth of Cumberland, both residential and commercial.
With that in mind I believe that, once the water main is undertaken,
development along Route 100, the improvement of roads such as Range
Road will become more imperative while attendant issues,such as
increased traffic, lower property tax values, cost, loss of way of life, and
safety have not been adequately addressed.

* Thisissue is proceeding at a time of year when it is difficult for families
(think taxpayers) to receive and absorb the information that could
potentially alter how they feel about living in West Cumberland.
December 12th is right in the middle of school recitals and festivities
leading up to winter break and December 26th is the start of Chanukah.

* The proposed changes will set a course for the future of Cumberland.
You, as our town elected officials and a paid town employee, need to
proceed in a way that first and foremost addresses our questions and
concerns and convinces us that this is indeed a positive development.
The process needs to reflect input from the community as well as a great
deal of thought on how and why. One way to do this would be a citizen
group to participate in the process.
Thank you for your consideration of this request and proposal.
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Proposed Water Main Extension
to Route 100

TIF- In & Out of District Funding
In District

$2,000,000
$500,000
$200,000
$20,000
$2,720,000

Rt 1 Regional Fire Station
Rt 1 Sewer Upgrades
RT 1 Pedestrian Trail system- off road
Economic development Administration
Out of District

Master Plan for Rt 100 economic Development
Intersection Signals and Improvements Rt 100 & Skillins
Water Line loop to Rt 100 from Winn Road- 24000'
Water Line Pump Stations Rt 100 & Mill Road- 400 k each
Water Line extension through to Industrial Zone Black StrapRt 100 Lane Widen sings- deceleration lanes
Blackstrap Road improvements to Industrial Zone-3500'
Range Road Repairs to Connect Winn to Rt 100-16000'
2 Fire Trucks- Serve Rt 1 Corridor@ 25% Funding- 400 Keach
Ambulance Replacement every 5 years - 140k each@ 25%
Rt 100 Water Line- Growth and water Quality Issues
Blanchard Road/ Skillins Road Connector Corridor Rehab- 11,116'
Rt 100/ Blackstrap Signalization

$50,000
$150,000
$3,000,000
$800,000
$1,200,000
$500,000
$450,000
$3,000,000
$200,000
$210,000
$2,000,000
$1,800,000
$75,000
$13,435,000

Total TIF District

$16,155,000

Environmental Improvements out of District ???

Are these eligible

Drainage Improvements to comply with NPDES Phase 2- Stormwater
laws extensive throughout Town- identified in CIP
Not Sure this will pass a straight face test???

$3,000,000 +++
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3. Public Facilities, Improvements and Programs. The Town desires to expand and diversify its tax
base. In order to do so, however, a number of new public infrastructure improvements are needed in order to
make areas with the commercial, business and industrial zones of the Town suitable for commercial
development. Therefore, the tax increment, as described in Section 7 hereof, not allocated to Credit
Enhancement Agreements or to the Municipal Facilities described in the original 1996 Development
Program, will be allocated to finance some or all of the costs of the following public facilities, improvements
or programs (the "Public Facilities, Improvements and Programs"):
TABLE NO. I: POTENTIAL PUBLIC FACILITIES, IMPROVEMENTS AND PROGRAMS
(a) Sewer, road and sidewalk improvements along Route I to facilitate commercial development;
(b) Portion of the costs of a new fire station and related apparatus (25% of total cost) on Route I reasonably
allocable to serving new commercial development along Route I;
(c) Extensions of water lines and other environmental improvement projects and improvements to roads and
traffic signals to areas suitable for commercial development (including Route I 00) in order to facilitate
diversification of the Town's tax basis by increasing commercial development in such commercially zoned
areas of the Town;
(d) Master Plan for Route I 00 Economic Development; and
(e) Economic Development Director and ongoing administrative expenses associated with this development
effort.
The projects currently under consideration to be included in the Development Program are identified in
Table No. I above. The specific Public Facilities, Improvements and Programs to be financed with the tax
increment financing revenues will be approved through subsequent or separate action of the Town. In view
of the costs, therefore, the Town contemplates financing such Public Facilities, Improvements and Programs
from a number of separate tax increment financing districts to be created along Route One as that part of the
Town is developed.
Costs of the Public Facilities, Improvements and Programs shall include all "Project Costs" as
defined in Title 30-A, Chapter 206, Section 5225 of the Maine Revised Statutes. The Public Facilities,
Improvements and Programs to be financed by the tax increment may include the following as permitted by
Maine law: (i) development of new employment opportunities; (ii) acquisition, installation, design, and
construction of sewer improvements and extensions to facilitate additional economic development in those
areas or to mitigate the impact of the District; (iii) public roads, sidewalks and traffic safety enhancements to
areas impacted by traffic expected to be generated from the District; (iv) the Town's economic development
programs, as permitted under 30-A M.R.S.A. Chapter 206; and (v) other programs for economic
development, environmental improvements or employment training within the municipality, including, but
not limited to: (I) funding economic development programs or events developed by the municipality or
funding the marketing of the municipality as a business location; and (2) funding environmental
improvement projects developed by the municipality for commercial use or related to commercial activities.
The Town finds that each of the Public Facilities, Improvements and Programs described herein, and
the Project Costs thereof, will either directly or indirectly provide or encourage new employment
oppo1tunities within the Town or encourage and promote economic development that will broaden the
Town's tax base and improve the general economy of the Town. The Development Program thus will
provide financing for certain important Public Facilities, Improvements and Programs currently under
consideration by the Town. These projects either are related to the Development Program or are otherwise
qualifying projects under Chapter 206 of Title 30-A of the Maine Revised Statutes.

11/22/05
Cumberland Town Council and Planning Board
I hope you will think long and hard about the future of West Cumberland before you
automatically install a new water main on this side of town.
For a simple reason like fire safety a water line might be fine, but if your plan for the future is to
increase commercial development here on this side of town then please have a long range, well
developed, acceptable plan (for all residents and abutters to see) well before you vote "yes" to a
water main. This is especially important if you plan to change any Zoning within West
Cumberland.
I am not in favor of commercial development in West Cumberland, and I believe most residents
on this side of town are not either. We live here because of the peace and quiet and rural nature
of the landscape. The country setting we have now is enjoyed by most of us. If the water main's
acceptance means we must accept zoning changes and more commercial development too then
lets make sure all of this is discussed well before the water main is voted on.
The so-called commercial district off Route 100 in West Cumberland is not thriving. Several
businesses have failed here, some remain vacant, and several commercial lots of land have been
for sale for many years. The area was never developed well or with any fore sight. Yes it is
unsightly.
Architectural standards apparently do not exist here in West Cumberland. Landscaping
apparently was never required off Route 100, and although buffer zones were mentioned on
plans in earlier commercial development, they were never put in place.
If installation of the water main is really attempting to increase commercial development on this
side of town then the Town (Town Council or the Planning Board) needs to step up and admit this
is what you are planning for, and if so, then please make some changes so that any future
commercial development is done well.
West Cumberland might be unsightly in many people's eyes, but to those of us who live here, it
will be even worse to just c_ontinuewith the development of an unregulated mish mash of more
businesses. Please take some time, establish a real plan for the future, and make sure it will not
only look better than any previous development, but that these business's will succeed for years
to come or at least be properties that are "in demand" so they will not sit as vacant eyesores.
Please consider the fact that we might all be better off without a water main and without more
attempts at commercial development on this side of town. I realize the time may come when
commercial development may actually be wanted and needed, but personally I believe it is many
years away- especially in West Cumberland .... and if you try to develop it now you will just make
matters worse.
Thank you for your consideration

"J/7'.

J>

/~
Nick Knight
22 Mill Ridge Rd
Cumberland, Me 04021

Impact of Proposed Secession on Property Taxes,
Cumberland and the Secession Territory
(original analysis, 10/18/2005)

Pursuant to, and as required by, Maine Statute, Title 30-A, Chapter 113,
Section 2171-C. 2, the following constitutes the written report to be
submitted at the initial public hearing that " ... describes the impact of the
proposed secession on property taxes in the municipality as well as in the
secession territory. "
Impacts on the Secession Territory are very simple to analyze; taxes will neither decline
nor rise. This is an integral part of the underlying assumption by the five Secession
Territory Representatives, as embodied in the proposed Town of Chebeague Island's
Preliminary Budget, that there will be no immediate changes in the level of either
taxation or provision of municipal and educational services.

)

Impacts on the municipality, the Town of Cumberland, are far more complicated to
derive, especially as they are heavily contingent on calculations of the State's Essential
Programs and Services (EPS) allocation/cost sharing formula for education. Analysis is
made more difficult by Cumberland's involvement with SAD51, as the funding formula
must be applied across two towns. A further obstacle has been the regrettable illness of
the Department of Education's Jim Rier who has primary responsibility for calculating
EPS funding. The analysis below is based on runs of the model received immediately
prior to the initial public hearing, leaving insufficient time to analyze the results and
prepare an impact statement. The results of the analysis performed between September
15 and October 18, 2005 are presented below. The analysis shows that Cumberland
would receive a significant increase in state funding and an associated lower required
town allocation under EPS because secession would dramatically reduce total town
valuation while only slightly reducing the district's student population.
The analysis is based on DOE's EPS financial calculations, Chebeague Island municipal
cost estimates as provided by Town Manager William Shane, and necessary elements of
the proposed Town of Chebeague Island's Preliminary Budget (particularly school costs
and debt service assumptions). The analysis assumes that SAD51 will remain a two-town
district, would no longer financially support the Island School or transportation costs, and
that Chebeague would tuition its secondary students in to the district. The resulting
shares of the district budget's town allocations, based on valuation after secession, would
be 72.7% for Cumberland and 27.3% for North Yarmouth.
The analysis does not include any favorable impacts on the Town of Cumberland that
would be derived from municipal service contract agreements with the proposed Town of
Chebeague Island.

(original analysis, 10/18/2005)

Cumberland valuation
Mill rate
Cumberland tax revenues
Chebeague portion(@ 12.88% of valuation)

$ 866,673,800
X 18.80
16,293,467
2,094,995

Cumberland's tax revenue from Chebeague Island
Chebeague-related municipal service costs
Chebeague's portion of County tax
Chebeague's portion of Cumberland municipal debt service
Chebeague's portion of Cumberland's SAD5 l debt service
State funding from EPS formula
SAD5 l Chebeague-related budget reductions
Net loss of tax revenue post-secession, Cumberland
Pre-secession Cumberland tax revenues required
Post-secession Cumberland tax revenues required
Post-secession mill rate

2,094,995
-481,846
-83,800
-72,000
-200,400
-646,471
-423,623
$186,855
$14,198,473
$14,385,328
19.05

Sample impacts on homeowners:

Chebea2ue Island

Cumberland

Current
Mill Rate
Tax on $150,000 home
Tax on $300,000 home

18.80 per $1000
$
2,820
$
5,640

18.80 per $1000
$
2,820
5,640
$

Post-Secession
Mill Rate
Tax on $150,000 home
Tax on $300,000 home

18.80 per $1000
$
2,820
$
5,640

$
$

19.05 per $1000
2,858
5,715

NB.
1) If the $71,875 in tax revenues from the outer islands of the secession territory are
inco,porated into the impact analysis (they are neither in the analysis nor in the
proposed Town of Chebeague Island's Prelimina,y Budget), Cumberland's predicted mill
rate of 19.05 would increase to 19.14
2) $100,000 in net municipal service contract revenues would drop Cumberland's
predicted mill rate of 19.05 to 18.92

11/22/2005 Revisio11 of Tax Impact Analysis following 11/21/2005 meeting with Maine
State Department of Education's Jim Rier.

In a meeting on Monday, November 21, 2005 with Jim Rier, CICA representatives
discovered an additional education-related impact on Mainland Cumberland taxes that
would occur after Chebeague Island secedes from the Town of Cumberland. This impact
is separate and distinct from those impacts included in the prior analysis presented to the
Cumberland Town Council on October 18, 2005.
The original impact analysis omitted the shift in education cost burden to North
Yarmouth from Cumberland resulting from the shift in proportion of property valuation
that occurs when Chebeague Island's valuation is subtracted from the Town Of
Cumberland's valuation. In the DOE's analysis of current relative property valuations,
Cumberland represents 75.78% and North Yarmouth represents 24.22%; after secession
the shares shift to 72.72% and 27.28%, respectively, a shift of 3.06%. This, obviously,
results in a change in the two towns' relative responsibility for education costs.
The earlier impact analysis did include the change in the State subsidy through EPS
formula calculations to the benefit of Cumberland of $646,471. EPS calculations are
based on a "Total EPS Allocation" amount of $17,665,454. SAD51 's warranted budget
amount was $23,853,245. The difference, to be allocated based on the two towns'
relative shares which are valuation-based, is $6,187,791. Multiplied by the shift-share
factor of .0306, as explained above, the resulting shift in education cost burden from the
Town of Cumberland to the Town of North Yarmouth is $189,346. This compares most
favorably for Mainland Cumberland with the prior analysis net revenue loss from
secession of $186,855. Cumberland's mill rate slightly declines. The Town of
Cumberland will, in fact, benefit from Chebeague Island's secession by $2,491.

It should be noted that this number does not include any cooperative service purchase
agreements between the Town of Cumberland and the Town of Chebeague Island that
would inevitably further reduce Mainland Cumberland taxpayers' burden.

In summa11', the Town of Cumberland stands to significantly benefit financially
from an amicably negotiated secession of Chebeague Island.

(revised analysis, 11/22/2005)
Cumberland valuation
Mill rate
Cumberland tax revenues
Chebeague portion (@ 12.88% of valuation)

$ 866,673,800
X 18.80
16,293,467
2,094,995

Cumberland's tax revenue from Chebeague Island
Chebeague-related municipal service costs
Chebeague's portion of County tax
Chebeague's portion of Cumberland municipal debt service
Chebeague's portion of Cumberland's SAD5 l debt service
State funding from EPS formula
Shift in education cost burden (Cumberland to North Yarmouth)
SAD5 l Chebeague-related budget reductions
Net loss of tax revenue post-secession, Cumberland
Pre-secession Cumberland tax revenues required
Post-secession Cumberland tax revenues required
Post-secession mill rate

2,094,995
-481,846
-83,800
-72,000
-200,400
-646,471
-189,346
-423,623
$ -2,491
$14,198,473
$14,195,982
18.80

Sample impacts on homeowners:
Cumberland

Chebcae:ue Island
Current
Mill Rate
Tax on $150,000 home
Tax on $300,000 home

18.80 per $1000
$
2,820
$
5,640

18.80 per $1000
2,820
$
$
5,640

Post-Secession
Mill Rate
Tax on $150,000 home
Tax on $300,000 home

18.80 per $1000
$
2,820
$
5,640

$
$

18.80 per $1000
2,820
5,640

NB.
1) if the $71,875 in tax revenues from the outer islands of the secession territory are
incorporated into the impact analysis (they are neither in the analysis nor in the
proposed Town of Chebeague island's Preliminary Budget), Cumberland's predicted mill
rate of 18. 80 would increase to 18. 90
2) $100,000 in net municipal service contract revenues would drop Cumberland's
predicted mill rate of 18.80 to 18.67
3) if both of the above occur, the mill rate stills drops to 18. 77
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GEORGE D. LAPOINTE
COMMISSIONER

GOVERNOR

October 6, 2005
Town of Cumberland
Attn: Town Manager
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland Center, Maine 04021
Dear Town Manager:
The Department of Marine Resources has scheduled a public hearing on an application for an
aquaculture lease by Aqua Farms LLC. located in Casco Bay, Luckse Sound in Cumberland,
Cumberland County, Maine. The hearing has been scheduled for Thursday, December 1,
2005
at 2:00 p.m. at the Community Hall on Chebeague Island, Maine. Notification of the
hearing date is provided to you as required by 12 M.R.S.A. §6072(5).
A copy of the application, Department's site review report and public notice will be forwarded to
you approximately 30 days prior to the public hearing.
Please feel free to call me at 633-9531 if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

7-~

Mary Cos gan /
Aquacu ure Hea~aminer
MEC/smb
cc:

Aqua Farms, LLC.
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DEPARTMENT OF MARINE RESOURCES

Public participation in aquaculture leasing
The Maine Department of Marine Resources welcomes and encourages
comment on aquaculture lease applications.

How you can participate:
Watch for notices in local newspapers, municipal offices or from riparian
owners who have been notified.
Contact us and ask for a copy of the application.
Frequently, the Department and UMaine Sea Grant/Cooperative Extension
will hold an informal public meeting early in the review process. These
meetings are widely advertised and are a good opportunity to ask questions
and learn about particular proposed farms.
Submit written comments by mail, e-mail or fax. All comments submitted
before the end of the public comment period established by DMR will be
considered during the lease review. Comment submitted by e-mail or fax
must be backed up with signed hard copy submitted to DMR.
Provide testimony at the public hearing. Anyone can attend and speak at a
public hearing. The Department welcomes and encourages the public to
speak at hearings.
If you speak at a public hearing, you are testifying in a formal proceeding and
will be sworn in. To be effective:
•

Prepare your testimony in advance.

• Address your testimony to the statutory decision criteria.
• Support your points with evidence.
•

Be prepared to answer questions by DMR and applicant about your
testimony.

If the proposed farm will substantially and directly affect you, you can request
intervener status. If DMR grants you intervener status, you will receive all
correspondence during the review process, and can comment on the draft
decision.
You do not need to be an intervener to submit comments or testimony on a
proposed lease.
Application form for intervention - please contact the department prior to
submission.

Back to DMR Homepage

'

I

3.

Consolidation. The Commissioner may require the consolidation of two or more intervenors'
testimony, evidence and questioning if he determines that it is necessary to avoid repetitive or
cumulative evidence or questioning.

DEPARTMENT OF MARINE RESOURCES
Chapter 2 - Aquaculture Lease Regulations
2.20

Intervention (cont.)
4.

Correspondence of Parties. Once admitted as an intervenor, whether full or limited, the
intervenor applicant shall be considered a party to the proceeding. Each party shall provide
copies of all correspondence with the Department to all other parties and will be notified of all
communications between the Department and other parties to the aquaculture lease
proceedings.

,,

APPLICATION FOR SUSPENDED AQUACULTURE LEASE
AQUA FARMS, Lie.
To

~-:t~ ©
IJ ·

~

0 W [ -:,
··~-J,f1!
1

W DEC- 7 20D4.

"

The Maine Department o{Marine Resources
!MINF
D(PlOFMARINE
RESOUfiCES
MAAINE
SCl~~CES
LAB,
W.BOOTHBAY
HARBOR,
ME
Accepted as Complete 12/30/04

,,

T ll.ef O\~~
0

S±v~t

Address:
City:
County:
State, zip
Telephone:

business ______

::toll~.+
o\~;J
-

Email address:

J 1'}· M

home

)....?-cell

<?) ""'-~~

Date of Pre-application meeting: _ ____.fJ.__o_v_t.=-"---~-'------5'=--.('-------}oo _

Location of lease site:

Cv~
w,~~~
&>I..L-

·~

Total acreage requested:
(100-acre maximum)

water body

county

town

__,j
___
_

c__,'-"l..v
~

~J

C~)'--9
&:1 {l✓ l,l<.'><S.,~~
\

,..(.)

/0

Lease Term requested:
(IO-year maximum)

Name of species to be cultivated, common and scientific names:

g_"\
~:\v ')

i[_JV ' : ')

Name and address of the source of seed stock, juveniles, smolts, etc., to be cultivated:

Itiv

h

1-w
""-~ '-~(.

5-, ~

1-.oR

di.

,I'-<.. ) ')

e.

}

I hereby state that the information included in this application is true and correct and that I have read and
understandthe requ~partment's
rules governing aquaculture.
'_ , l..
Signature: ____

10/6/2000

~~c..._

Date:

__________
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1. SITE LOCATION
a.

Vicinity Map see attached chart

b.

Plan View
1. See attached chart lease boW1daries.
2. See attached chart depth contour.
3. See attached chart tide flows.
4. See attached charts marked with true north.
5. Scale: see charts.
6a. There are no Federal projects, structures, or existing aquaculture leases within
two thousand feet. There are no parks within one thousand feet. The nearest
navigational channel is indicated on the attached chart.
7. Latitude;Longitude;State Plane Coordinates; Comers, SW 43
70
NW 43
70
NE 43
70
SE 43
70
State Plane Coordinates to be supplied by DMR
I

42' 19''N
6'. 49"W
42' 24" N
6' 41" W
42' 24"N
6' 40" W
42' 18" N
6' 47" W

8. Metes and bounds. Beginning at the southwest comer thence 650 feet at
44 T to the northwest comer thence 125.0 feet at 134 T to the northeast comer
thence 650 feet at 224 T to the southeast comer thence returning 125.0 feet at
314 T to the southwest comer.
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2. SITE DEVELOPMENT
a.

Single Structure Schematic-Top View
See following page

b.

Single Structure Schematic-Cross Section
See following pages

c.

Maximum Structure Schematic-Top View
See following pages

d.

Maximum Structure Schematic-Cross Section
See following pages

e.

On-Site Support Structures
1. A forty one foot barge is used to harvest, seed, and do support work. The
barge is towed by a twenty four foot Carolina Skiff or a thirty four foot Webbers
Cove fishing vessel. It is riot permanently moored on site. See following pages.
2. Oil and gasoline are stored and transferred in approved containers. These
containers are then placed in plastic fish totes that have no comer drain holes
providing a secondary catch system. In the event of a spill the oil or
gasoline is contained in the fish tote and sopped up using oil spill pads and
disposed of at a disposal facility. Hydraulic fluid and grease used on the barge
and boats is food grade.
3. A portable unit is located on the boat. Contents are disposed of in the public
sewer system.

f.

Mooring Plan-Cross Section
See 2. c&d

g.

Mooring System Adequacy
The mooring systems in place for three years at our Clapboard and four years at
our Bangs Island Sites withstood seventy knot winds with associated chop and seas.
This system is similar to these mooring systems. Using a four point mooring system
affords protection in the event of a mooring failure. See following pages.

1.

Equipment Layout
See 2. c thru e
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PLAN VIEW
. MAXIMUM SITE COVERAGE
J

1)

2)

3) .

4)

5

MOORINGS(4)
8000 po_und granite

blocks

GROUND TACKLE(4)
60 FEET ·dNE INCH CHAIN
MOORING LINES(4) .
~' 120 FEET OF ONE AND

A
QUARTER INCH POL YPLUS
LINE

. RAFT CONNECTORS(4)
50 FEET OF ONE AND A.
QUARTER INCH POLYPLUS
LINE
(OR PROFESSIONALLY
.· APPROVED EQUIVALENTS)

5)

RAFTS(3)
40 FEET X:·~ 0 FEET
KAMES DESIGN

6)

CORNE-A BUOYS (4)

SCALE APPROXIMATE
1 INCH = 0 0 FEET

PLAN VIEW
CROSS SECTION
MINIMUM DEPTH 47 feet
MAXIMUM DEPTH 59 feet
SURFACE

t:~:.::2?:)~~j\\1}::.
~,~~~--~j
BOTTOM

1) MOORINGS
2) GROU.ND TACKU;
3) MOORING LINES
4) RAFT CONNECTORS
5) RAFTS
6) CORNER BUOYS
7) THIRTY .FIVE FOOT DROPPERS WITH FIVE FOOT HEADERS
8) MINIMUM DISTANCE FROM DROPPERS TO BOTTOM MHW NINETEEN
FEET
9) MINIMUM DISTANCE FROM DROPPERS TO BOTTOM MLW NiNE FEET

SCALE APPROXIMATE
1INCH
FEET

=9_0.
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Gear Color
Boat white
Barge aluminum hull, topsides natural wood and metal structures
Rafts gray metal frame, topsides natural wood

3. OPERATIONS
a.

Production Activities
1. The site is monitored by boat on a regular basis. Mussels are harvested year
round per market demand which currently is two days per week. A forty one foot
barge equipped with a mussel de-clumper, grader, and de-bysser is towed to the
site for this process. The barge moves between Portland Harbor and
· aquaculture sites in Casco Bay. Seeding of mussels is accomplished using the
barge also and consists ofloading the barge with seed mussels, hauling them to
the site, attaching them to the droppers, and placing them in the water for grow
out under the rafts. This takes place in the fall and then again in the spring.
Incidental seeding takes place year round -with seed graded out of the market
mussels when available.
Harvesting entails placing the barge alongside the raft being harvested. The
mussels on the droppers are then pulled from the water over a stainless steel slide
by hydraulic winch. Mussels are stripped from the droppers and fed through the
de-clumper and grader. The product is iced down at this stage and delivered to the
Portland Waterfront for de-byssing, weighing, and distribution.
Predator nets are cleaned as required due to biofouling. Nets are hoisted aboard
the barge using a net reel then and allowed to dry in the sun on top of the mussel
rafts or on nearby beaches. Once dry the organisms on the nets fall off and the
nets are rolled up and stored until redeployed.
Due to weather and varying requirements there is no set boat schedule. The
rafts are inspected and serviced year round from two to seven days a week
sometimes beginning before dawn or ending after dusk.
2.
Start-up entails placing the mooring system on site. The rafts are built on
shore and towed to the site. After connecting the rafts to the mooring system they
are seeded. Harvest begins in four to twelve months depending on age anq size of
seed planted. Each raft can produce up to sixty thousand pounds of mussels
annually.
Mussels are seeded at approximately one hundred and fifty to two hundred
mussels per foot of dropper with the droppers being thirty five feet long.
Averaging six thousand mussels per dropper with up to four hundred and fifty
droppers or two million seven hundred thousand mussels per raft. The maximum
stocking density for the site is approximately eight million one hundred thousand
mussels.

3. At this time there is no alternate system available. Following pages show rafts
on sites in Casco Bay. This system has been successfully deployed and
harvested in the State of Maine for more than five years in multiple locations.

b.

Noise and Light
I. Barge: Includes harvesting, seeding, and mooring work.
Hydraulic power packs run by a 24 horsepower 4 stroke engine
8 horsepower 4 stroke engine
4 horsepower 4 stroke engine.
As required by equipment in use.
2. The equipment is used as needed. Harvesting occurs on a year round basis.
When the site is active two to four days a comprise a normal week. The
equipment generally operates for two to four hours for harvesting and up to eight
hours daily for seasonal seeding. The site will be monitored on a regular basis as
allowed by weather.
3. The twenty four horsepower system is muffled with a factory installed muffler.
The smaller engines are not loud enough to require mufflers.
4. There is no lighting other than the navigation lights.
5. All work is scheduled for daylight hours. In the event of a breakdown it may be
necessary to extend these hours beyond daylight.

4. ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS.
a.

Environmental Characterization

This site has been under our observation since 1998. The first dive at the site is
recorded by Craig Tanner. Subsequent dives yielded identical results.
The bottom is flat, composed of mud, with a minimum layer of eighteen
inches covering the entire site. The depth varies little on the site and the bottom is
generally flat and featureless. Tides are generally in the ten foot range in this area
increasing to twelve or thirteen feet during flood tides and major storms. Currents
are tidal running predominately northeast and southwest at approximately one and
a quarter knot.
See 2. b. 2. for bottom contour.

5.AREA RESOURCES
a.

Shellfish Beds, Fish Migration Routes and Submerged Vegetation Beds

There are no shellfish beds in the proposed lease area. This area sees seasonal
migrations of mackerel, pollock, herring, striped sea bass, and several unidentified species
of smaller fish. None of these species is targeted for commercial fishing within the
proposed lease boundaries. Commercial fishing activity in and about the area is
predominately lobster and crab and is seasonal.

b.

Essential Habitats/Endangered Species
See letter from Phil Bozenhard, Maine Department oflnland Fish and Wildlife .
The applicant spoke with Mr Bozenhard in 2003 regarding another lease site and
asked him the status of endangered species with regard to the Hope Island site.
There was no change in status from the time he wrote the letter. See following
page Essential Wildlife Habitats for Maine.

AquaFarms LLC. Dive Survey
Hope Island

September4, 1999
Date:
11:30a.m.
lime:
Sunny,75°,light Eastwinds
Weather:
Water Temperature: 540
43°42'25"
Coordinates:
70°06'119"
Lowlide 12:14p.m.Heightof tide 0.0
lid es:
Bottom
muddyat 70',muddy,brokenshellsat 50'
Characteristics:
Summary:
The divestartedat the North Easternend of the proposedsight,at a depthof 60feet. At that depth
contour the site was void of anyflora andfauna. Thediveproceededto the SouthWest directionwhere
a few lobsterburrowswere observed,alongwith an occasionallobstertrap. Proceededin a zig zag
patterngoingfrom 60'to 50'depthfor 500'.The bottomwas homogeneous.
Still proceedingSouthWest I
travelledto 50'depth,there I encountereda few morelobsterburrowsalongwith sea spongerand one
scallop.The bottomhadvery little life. Swamto 20'to 30' depthwhere sea life increased..
Lengthof dive equaled15minutes.Distancetravelled 1200'.

CraigTanner
Diver
Scarborough,Maine
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ST ATE OF MAINE
DEPARTMENT OF
FISHERIES
& WILDLIFE
284 STATE STREET
41 STATE HOUSE STATION
AUGUSTA, MAINE
04333-0041

INLAND

ANGUSS. KING, JR.
GOVERNOR

RAY B. OWEN,JR.
COMMISSIONER

August 27, 1999
Tolloff Olsen
24 Myrtle Ave.
south Portland, ME 04106
Dear T olloff:
In response to your inquiry regarding significant wildlife habitats around Hope Island, I
have reviewed our files and have found no significant wildlife habitats in this area .

.. ...

PR.ll'IT't.OON klCYQ..10 PAPU

6.SURROUNDING AREA USE
a.

Riparian Landowners
1. See flowing page for local tax map.
2. Scorpio Corp
C/O John Cacoulidis
25 South Jericho Service Road Suite 30
Jericho, NY 11753

3. No work is to take place above the low mark..
4. The owner does not currently use the proposed lease site for access to the
riparian property.

b.

Existing Uses
1. There is very limited recreational traffic in this area. Rogues Rock to the north
of the site is a natural impediment to transiting this spot. Some lobster fishing
takes place on all sides of the site with gear occasionally being placed on the
proposed site. During the winter months this area sees little or no boat traffic.

2. Other than the physical presence of the rafts and moorings the site will remain
open to the public. Recreational traffic is light and predominately local. These
boaters will be aware of the mussel rafts and able to navigate around them.

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND,MAINE
I hereby certifythatthisdocument
is an exai::tphotographic
reproduction
of
the original d;ocument
onfileIn the Town
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7.TECHINICALCAPABILITY
Aqua Farms LLC. has successfully operated mussel rafts in Casco Bay at
two sites for up to five years. The owner operators of the company, Tollef Olson
and Craig Tanner, both have extensive marine experience. (see following
resumes) Equipment available to the company includes a twenty four foot
Carolina Skiff outfitted specifically for mussel aquaculture, a forty one foot
barge built by the company to service the rafts, one thirty four foot Webbers Cove
fishing vessel, and shore facilities located on Maine Wharf in Portland.
The company purchased a share in Tightrope Seafarms in the Blue Hill
Salt Ponds insuring adequate supplies of seed for its rafts. Combining the seed
site with the grow out sites we have developed a dependable commerdal supply
of top quality mussels.
Combining the above the company has demonstrated its technical
capability in the field.

8. FINANCIALCAPABILITY

a.

Financial Capability
See following pages. Operating account Key Bank

b.

Cost Estimates
The mooring system and three rafts with droppers cost approximately
eighty thousand dollars. Placing the equipment on site and seeding the
rafts raises that figure to one hundred thousand dollars.

c.

Other Lease Interests and Multiple Ownerships
Bangs Island, Cumberland, Cumberland County, Maine
Two acres Aqua Farms, LLc. One Hundred per cent ownership
Tightrope Seafarms, Blue Hill Salt Pond, Blue Hill, Hancock County,
Maine
Nineteen acres Aqua Farms, LLC. Thirty three per cent ownership
Clapboard Island, Falmouth.
One and two thirds acres. Aqua Farms,
ownership.

Lie.

one hundred per cent

d.

Other Lease Interests and Multiple Ownership Continued
A. Not Applicable

B. Partnership Applicant
1. October 30, 1998 See 8 d Articles of Organization
2.TollefOlson 60% owner
24 Myrtle Avenue, South Portland, Maine
Craig Tanner 40% owner
96 Spurwink Road, Scarborough, Maine
3. Partners participate on three active lease sites.
Bangs Island, Cumberland, Me. 2.0 acres active
Clapboard Island, Falmouth, Me. 1.66 acres active
Blue Hill Salt Ponds, Sedgwick, Me. 19 acres active 33% applicants
ownership.
4. Tightrope Seafarrns Is one third controlled by the applicant or 6.3 acres. Total
acreages under applicants control is ten acres.
5. Tollef Olson
Convicted of having an elver net on the shore 4 hours prior to the opening ·
of the season. 1997.
9 Other Requirements

A. See copy of bond for AFLL-CF a 1

~

KeyBank
P.O. Box 22114
Albany , NY 12201-2114
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Call our Key Business

AQUA FARMS
C/O
TOLLEF
OLSON
24 MYRTLE
AVE
SO PORTLAND
ME 04106-1617

1-888-KEY4BIZ

Enroll In Online Banking today at Key.com.
Access your available accounts, transfer funds and view your transactions

Resource

Center

(1-888-539-4249)

right from your PC.

Key Business Checking 191344003212
AQUA

Beginning balance 7-31-04
7 Additions
72 Subtractions
Net fees and charges

FARMS

Ending balance 8-31-04

Additions

Deposits

Date

Serial #

8-3
8-9
8-13
8-16
8-18
8-20
8-27

$4,832.59
+ 13,881.37
-13,200.46
+8.63
$5,522.13

Source

Customer Deposit
Customer Deposit
Customer Deposit
Customer Deposit
Hamilton Marine
Customer Deposit
Customer Deposit
Total additions

Portland

ME

$4,135.00
4,287.50
830.00
1,750.00
8.87
112.50
2,757.50
$13,881.37

Subtractions
Checks

• check missing from sequence

10068
*10072
10073
*10076
10077
10078
10079
10080
10081
10082

8-4
8-3
8-2
8-10

8-4
8-2
8-2
8-10
8-9
8-13

191344003212- 01961
69126

$416.66
150.00
625.00
132.00
150.00
500.00
500.00
132.00
625.00
154.00

10083
10084
10085
10086
10087
10088
10089
10090
10091
10092

8-13
8-13
8-13
8-13
8-18
8-16
8-13
8-13
8-13
8-18

250.00
366.00
500.00
625.00
110.00
50.00
100.00
52.40
1 000.00
424.21

10093
8-20
10094
8-17
8-18
10095
10096
8-23
10097
8-24
10098
8-23
10099
8-30
10100
8-31
10101
8-27
Total checks paid

120.00
686.44
88.00
625.00
500.00
250.00
625.00
500.00
250.00
$10,506.71

Business Banking Statement
August 31, 2004
page 2 of 5

Subtractions
(con't)
Wnhdrawals

Date

8-2
8-3
8-6
8-9
8-9
8-9
8-9
8-10
8-10
8-10
8-11
8-12
8-12
8-12
8-12
8-13
8-13
8-16
8-17
8-18
8-18
8-18
8-18
8-18
8-19
8-20
8-20
8-20
8-20
8-23
8-23
8-23
8-23
8-24
8-24
8-25
8-25
8-27
8-30
8-31
8-31

191344003212- 01961
69126

Serial #

Location

Getty 28222001
S. Portland ME
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ME
Getty 28222001
S. Portland ME
NaQa Auto Parts #26934 S.Portland
ME
Getty 28222001
S. Portland ME
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ME
Vessel Services
Portland
ME
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ME
Irving Mainway
South Portia ME
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ME
Jordans Lawn & Garden Caee Elizabet ME
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ME
NaQa Auto Parts #26934 S.Portland
ME
Foods On The Go - Reta Portland
ME
7 Eleven #32532
Portland
ME
Joshuas Tavern
Brunswick
ME
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ME
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ME
USQS22690301 06
South Portlan ME
Hamilton Marine
Portland
ME
Microsoft Online Servi 800-3865550 WA
South Portland Getty
South Portlan ME
Hamilton Marine
Portland
ME
Vessel Services
Portland
ME
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ME
Vessel Services Gear C Portland
ME
Vessel Services Gear C Portland
ME
TiQQer Tie Net
630-2933737 IL
630-2933737 IL
Tieeer Tie Net
NaQa Auto Parts #26934 S.Portland
ME
Foods On The Go - Reta Portland
ME
Jordans Lawn & Garden Caee Elizabet ME
ATM
Key 25 Market St Du #2 S Portland ME
Getty 28222001
S. Portland ME
Agua Diving Academy
Portland
ME
The Home Deeot 2406
Portland
ME
Vessel Services Gear C Portland
ME
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ME
EXXONMOBIL26 09639501 South Po
ME
Staeles #108
S. Portland ME
7 Eleven #32532
Portland
ME

191.07
22.25
24.50
17.31
51.70
52.75
55.65
11.62
16.29
39.96
14.50
25.37
25.57
27.82
72.82
34.14
52.02
19.76
38.43
11.87
21.95
50.00
55.39
76.65
53.16
10.80
12.85
144.60
202.36
15.48
42.91
51.20
60.00
27.35
52.50
14.55
29.76
48.62
50.00
32.33
44.55

Business Banking Statement
August 31, 2004
page 3 of 5

Subtractions
(con't)
Transfers

Date

8-12
8-25

Serial #

Destination

Commercial Loan Payment
Automatic Payment To Cash Reserve Credit

$679.04
212.30
$13,200.46

Total subtractions

Fees and
charges

Date

8-13-04
8-31-04
8-31-04
8-31-04
8-31-04
8-31-04
8-31-04
8-31-04
8-31-04

Quantity

Refund Overdraft Item Charge
Key Online Banking Fee-Quicken
Maintenance Service Charge
FDIC Charge
Checks/Withdrawals Paid Charge
Charge For Deposits Made
Local Deposited Items Charge
Foreign Deposited Items Charge
Earnings Credit

Unit charge

1
1
1
1
29
6
14
2
1

Fees and charges refunded this period

Some or all of your monthly maintenance and service charges may be offset by an
Earnings Credit Allowance that is calculated based on your investable balance.
To determine the Eami,:,gs Credit Rate that was used to calculate your Earnings
Credit Allowance for this statement cycle , please call the number listed on the
summary page of your statement.

191344003212- 01961
69126

27.00
6.95
8.00
.06
.18
.25
.08
.09
4.66

+$27.00
-6.95
-8.00
-.06
-5.22
-1.50
-1.12
-.18
+4.66
+$8.63

Business Banking Statement
August 31, 2004
page 4 of 5

Cash Reserve Credit 191344003212
AQUA FARMS

Beginning balance 7-31-04
1 Payment and other credit
Finance charge

$4,764.85
-212.30
+54.43

Outstanding balance 8-31-04
Minimum amount due

$4,606.98
$206.16

Payment due date

9-27-04

Credit available
Credit limit

Payments and
other credits

Finance
charge

393.02
5,000.00

-----"D-'-a.C.Cte'---------"S-'-oC'-urc-'-'-e ____________________________

8-25

_

Automatic Payment To Cash Reserve Credit

$212.30

Total

$212.30

ANNUAL

Daily

PERCENTAGE RATE

X

e_llflodlc rate

13.75000%

Days In

X

Average

0.03757%

=

FINANCE

CHARGE

da/lt_ balance

bllllr!Jl. ':l!!!,.a

31

$54.43

$4,674.06

To compute your average daily balance we add up each day's closing daily balance and divide
the total by the number of days in the stalement
period. The closing dally balance equals your
unpaid principal balance minus payments and credits posted to your account that day. We
transfer any closing dally credit balances you may have to your deposit account on the day they
occur.
For those contracts

which contain

a variable

rate provision , the periodic

rate may vary on your

Cash Reserve Credit account.

Inquiry
and payment
information

Questions

about your Cash Reserve Credit line? Please write us at the address

When you send payments
KeyBank

to this address , they are credited

to your account

below.

on the day we receive

them:

National Association

OH -01-51-0633
P.O. Box 94825
Cleveland , OH
Payments
them.

191344003212- 01961
69126

44101-4825

you send to any other KeyBank

location

are credited

within 5 business

days after we receive

page 5 of 5
CONSUMER ACCOUNT DISCLOSURES
The following disclosures apply OfW'f
to accounls covered by the Federal Tri.Ch-inLending Act or the Federal Electronic Funds Transfer Act, as amended, or sirrilar s1ale

laws.

BALANCING YOUR ACCOUNT

IN CASE OF ERROR OR QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR ELECTRONIC TRANSFERS:
Call us at the phone nurrt>er indicated on the first page of this sla1ement, OR vde us at
the address iS1edthere, as soon as you can, If you think your stalement or receipt is
wrongor if you need more information about a transfer isled on the slalement or
recei~ We must hear from you no later than sixty (60) days afler v.e sent you the
FIRST statement on 'lltlich the problem or error appeared.
•
•

Ten us your name and Account nurrt>er;
Describe the error or transfer that you are unsure about, and explain as
clearly as you can why you beieve tt is an error or why you need more
information;
Ten us the dollar amount of the suspected error.

•

If you tell us orally, v.e may require that you send us your co~int

Please examine your statement and canceled checks upon
receipt. Erasures, alterations or irregularities should be reported
promptly in accordance with your account agreement. The
suggested steps below will help you balance your account.

0

or question in writing

within ten (10) business days.

f) Enter into your check register and SUBTRACT:

We wNinvestigale your cof11)1aintand wHcorrect any error pro~.
If v.etake more
than ten (10) business days lo do this, v,e wiHrecredtt your account for the amount you
think is In error, so that you wl have use of the money during the time tt takes us to
complete our investigation.

COMMON ELECTRONIC TRANSACTION DESCRPTIONS:
XFER TOSAV
XFER FROM SAY
XFERTOCKG
XFER FROM CKG
PMT TO CR CARD
NJVCRCARD

-

INSTRUCTIONS
Verify and check off in your check register each deposit,
check or other transaction shown on this statement.

Transfer
Transfer
Transfer
Transfer
Payment
Advance

lo SavingsAccount
from SavingsAccount
to Checking AcCOlrll
from Checking Accooot
lo Credtt Card
from Credit Card

•
•

8

Checks or other deductions shown on our statement that
you have not already entered.
The "Service charges", if any, shown on your statement.

Enter Into your check register and ADD:
•
Deposits or other credits shown on your statement that
you have not already entered.
•
The "Interest earned" shown on your statement, if any.

-Ji

Preauthor1zed CredHa: If you haw arranged lo have direct depostts made lo your
Account at least once awry sixty (60) days from the same person or company, you can
caH us at the runber indicated on the reverse side lo find out v.hether or not the depostt
has been made.
IMPORTANT LINE OF CREDIT INFORMATION

1

Billing Rights Surm-ery. In caaa of Error or QueaUona About Your Bill: If you
think your statement is wong, or if you need more information about a transaction on
this s1alement, wtte us on a separate sheet at the address shown on your statement as
soon as possible. We must hear from you no later than sixty (60) days after v.e sent
you the FIRST statement on v.hichthe error or problem appeared. You can telephone
us, but doing so wnnot preserve your rights.

1iI11:iY11:liit
1:1:1:iiI:~1r::mB1i11:I:

In your letter, give us the fotowng information:
•
•
•

Your name and account number;
The dolar amount of the suspected error;
Describe the error and explain, if you can, why you belove there is an error.
If you need more information, describe the item you are unsl.W'eabout.

TOTALt $

1~mitii!i

You do not have lo pay any amen.I'llin question v.tlilev.e are investigating, tu you are
still obligaled to pay the parts of yoix biHthat are not In question. While v.e investigate
your question, v,e cannot report you delinquent or take any action lo collect the amounl
you question.

$

ExplanaUon of Finance Charge: YOLXFinance Charge is co~
on aRcash
advances from the date each cash advance is made uriil v.e receive payment in fuR.
We figure the Finance Charge on your ine of credl by aJ)fllyingthe daily periodic rate to
the "Average Daily Balance" (Finance Charge Balance) of your ine of credtt including
current transactions. To get the average daily balance v.e take the beginning balance of
yolK line of credtt each day, add any new cash advances or debits, and subtract any
payments or credits, fees and oopaidFinance Charge. This gives us your daily balance.
Then v.e add up all daily balances and divide lhis total by the number of days in the bilng
cycle lo gel the average daily balance. Then v,e rrulliplythe awrage daily balance by
the daily periodic rale times the nurrber of days in the bilng cycle. The Daily Periodic
Rate Is figured by dividing the Annual Percerlage Raia by the number of days in a year
(3651366 days).

::t:~::::~~~'.;:2
$

CREDIT INFORMATION: If you betiew v,e have reporled inaccurate information about
your account lo a credit reporting agency, you may contact the credit reporting agency
or wile k> us at

;1::1::~1~~~1
I

Key Credit Research Department
P.O. Box94518
Cleveland, Ohio44101-4518
Please inclJde yoix account rumer, a copy of your credit report rellecling the
inaccurate information, name, address, city, stale, and zip code, and an explanation of
why you belove the information is inacc1XBle.

191344003212- 01961
69126

$

TOTALt

$

~

KeyBank
P.O. Box 22114
Albany, NY 12201-2114

Business Banking Statement
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Questions or comments?
Call our Key Business Resource Center
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AQUA FARMS
C/O
TOLLEF
OLSON
24 MYRTLE
AVE
SO PORTLAND
ME 04106-1617

1-888-KEY 4BIZ (1-888-539-4249)

Enroll In Online Banking today at Key.com.
Access your available accounts, transfer funds and view your transactions

right from your PC.

KeyNotes
Please refer to the end of this statement for
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR ACCOUNT.
At KeyBank , we value your business and are committed to providing you with an
exceptional level of service. ·Therefore , we would appreciate if you would
review your address and phone number we currently have on file for your
accounts. This will help us provide you with responsive service and ensure we
can contact you quickly with information related to your accounts.
Please stop by any KeyCenter to verify your information as it appears on your
Business Banking accounts. You can also visit our Web site at www.Key.com to
enter the information online. From the Key.com homepage login to Online Banking
and Investing. Once you've logged in, please go to nse/f Servicen and select
nchange Addressn to enter your current information.
If you have any questions , please contact us at 1-888-KEY4BIZ.

Key Business Checking 191344003212
AQUA

Beginning balance 8-31-04
14 Additions
60 Subtractions
Net fees and charges

FARMS

Ending balance 9-30-04

Additions

Deposits

Date

9-1
9-7
9-7

191344003212- 01961
73073

Serial #

Source
Customer Deposit
Customer Deposit
Customer Deposit

$5,522.13

+ 17,328.07
-21,433.66
-23.36

$1,393.18

$3,980.00
315.00
1,572.50

Business Banking Statement
September 30, 2004
page 2 of 7

Additions

Deposits

Date

Serial #

Source

9-9
9-10
9-13
9-13
9-20
9-21
9-21
9-28
9-30

(con't)

Transfers

Date

Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Serial #

DeQOSit
De~it
DeQOSit
DeQOSit
DeQOSit
DeQOSit
DeQOSit
Dei2osit
Dei2osit

800.00
312.50
390.00
2,762.50
1,635.00
697.50
2,087.50
765.00
1,487.50

Source

Automatic Advance From Cash Reserve
Automatic Advance From Cash Reserve
Total additions

9-17
9-29

$50.00
473.07
$17,328.07

Subtractions
Checks

10102
10103
10104
10105
10106
10107
10108
10109
10110

• check missing from sequence

9-1
9-2
9-7
9-2
9-7
9-7
9-10
9-8
9-8
Withdrawals

$4 552.55
2 000.00
1 350.00
625.00
625.00
500.00
416.66
250.00
50.00
Date

9-2
9-3
9-7
9-7
9-7
9-7
9-7
9-9
9-10
9-13
9-14
9-15
9-16
9-17
9-17
9-20
9-20
191344003212- 01961
73073

10111
10112
10113
·10115
10116
10117
10118
10119
10120

Serial #

9-10
9-10
9-14
9-20
9-17
9-17
9-20
9-22
9-17

625.00
500.00
250.00
351.00
88.00
625.00
500.00
250.00
1 639.00

10121
9-24
10122
9-23
10123
9-28
10124
9-23
10125
9-29
·10121
9-29
Total checks paid

625.00
500.00
250.00
100.00
686.44
125.00
$17,483.65

Location

Vessel Services Gear C Portland
ME
Foods On The Go - Reta Portland
ME
Portland
ME
Agua Diving Academ:r'.
ME
NaQa Auto Parts #26934 S.Portland
ME
Foods On The Go - Reta Portland
EXXONMOBIL26 09639019 South Po
ME
ME
Foods On The Go - Reta Portland
Hamilton Marine
Portland
ME
ME
Foods On The Go - Reta Portland
Portland
ME
Agua Diving Academ:r'.
7 Eleven #32532
Portland
ME
ME
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ATM
Key 85 Commercial Stre Portland
ME
ME
Boone's Restaurant
Portland
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ME
Microsoft Online Svcs 800-386-5550 WA
Foods On The Go - Reta Portland
ME

1111.60
41.13
8.14
50.37
54.90
61.03
66.62
89.96
51.25
77.49
24.79
50.85
200.00
18.49
23.31
21.95
23.75
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Subtractions
(con't)
Withdrawals

Date

Serial #

9-20
9-20
9-20
9-21
9-21
9-22
9-22
9-23
9-24
9-24
9-27
9-27
9-27
9-28
9-29
9-29
9-30
9-30
Transfers

Date

9-13

Location

36.34
57.49
66.80
27.66
1127.97
15.00
126.32
5.43
26.33
51.17
39.95
47.87
59.99
264.82
53.45
221.18
23.85
47.11

Foods On The Go - Reta Portland
ME
Getty 28222001
S. Portland ME
Vessel Services Gear C Portland
ME
Getty 28222001
S. Portland ME
Debit Memo
Usps 2269030074
Scarborough ME
Undenmeyr Munroe -Mane Manchester
NH
Getty 28222001
S. Portland ME
Napa Auto Parts #23097 Portland
ME
Foods On The Go - Reta Portland
ME
Foods On The Go - Reta Portland
ME
South Portland Getty South Portlan ME
West Marine 084 '
Portland
ME
279-Hannaford 00002790 South Portlan ME
Gibbs Oil
92026665 Topsham
ME
Ocean Street Auto
South Portlan ME
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ME
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ME
Serial #

Destination

Commercial Loan Payment

$675.65
$21,433.66

Total subtractions

Fees and
charges

Date

9-30-04
9-30-04
9-30-04
9-30-04
9-30-04
9-30-04
9-30-04
9-30-04

Quantity

Unit charge

1
1
1
24
12
20
3
1

6.95
8.00
.01
.18
.25
.08
.09
.79

Key Online Banking Fee-Quicken
Maintenance Service Charge
FDIC Charge
Checks/Withdrawals Paid Charge
Charge For Deposits Made
Local Deposited Items Charge
Foreign Deposited Items Charge
Earnings Credit
Fees and charges assessed this period

Some or all of your monthly maintenance and service charges may be offset by an
Earnings Credit Allowance that is calculated based on your investable balance.
To determine the Earnings Credit Rate that was used to calculate your Earnings
Credit Allowance for this statement cycle • please call the number listed on the
summary page of your statement.

191344003212- 01961
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-$6.95
-8.00
-.01
-4.32
-3.00
-1.60
-.27
+.79
-$23.36
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Cash Reserve Credit 191344003212
AQUA FARMS

$4,606.98

Beginning balance 8-31-04
1 Payment and other credit
2 Advances and other charges
Finance charge

-4.552.55
+523.07

+1.25

Payment due date

$578.75
$25.00
10-25-04

Credit available
Credit limit

4 421.25
5,000.00

Outstanding balance 9-30-04
Minimum amount due

Payments and ____
other credits

Advances and ____
.other debits

_.::;D.;;:a.:..:te'-___

9-1

___;D:;.;a:;.;t.;:.e
_____

9-17
9-29

__;;S.;:.o.:curc;.;:.:;_e
____________________________

_

Cash Reserve Credit Payment

$4,552.55

Total

$4,552.55

s:;.;o:;.;u""rc:;.;e'-____________________________

_

Automatic Cash Reserve Credit Advance
Automatic Cash Reserve Credit Advance

$50.00
473.07

Total

Finance
charge

$523.07

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE RATE

14.00000%

Dally
periodic

rste

0.03825%

X

Days In

bllllnq cycle

30

X

Aversge

FINANCE

dally bs/snce

CHARGE

$109.30

To compute your average daily balance we add up each day's closing dally balance and divide
the total by the number of days in the statement period. The closing daily balance equals your
unpaid principal balance minus payments and credits posted to your account that day. We
transfer any closing dally credit balances you may have to your deposit account on the day they
occur.
For those contracts which contain a variable
Cash Reserve Credit account.

191344003212- 01961
73073

rate provision , the periodic

rate may vary on your

$1.25
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Inquiry
and payment
information

Questions

about your Cash Reserve Credit line? Please write us at the address

When you send payments
KeyBank

to this address , they are credited

below.

to your account on the day we receive

them:

National Association

OH -01-51-0633

P.O. Box 94825
Cleveland , OH
Payments
them.

191344003212- 01961
73073

44101-4825

you send to any other KeyBank

location

are credited

within 5 business

days after we receive
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CONSUMER ACCOUNT DISCLOSURES
The following disclosures apply only lo acCOU'lls covered by the Federal TnAIHrrLending Act or the Federal Electronic Funds Transfer Act, as amended, or sirrilar state
laws.

BALANCINGYOUR ACCOUNT

N CASE OF ERROR OR QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR ELECTRONIC TRANSFERS:
Cal us a1the phone nunber indicated on the first page of this slatemer-., OR vde us a1
the address isled there, as soon as you can, if you thirj( your statement or receipt is
v,rong or if you need more information abm.Ca transfer isled on the statement or
receipt. We rrust hear from you no later than sixly (60) days after we sent you the
FIRST statement on Ylhich the problem or error appeared.
•
•

•

Ten us your name and Account number;
Describe the error or transfer that you are unsure about, and explain as
clearly as you can vmyyou beiew It Is an error or vmyyou need more
information;
Tel us the dollar amourtl of the suspected error.

If you ten us orally, we may require tha1 you send us )'OlK cof1l)laint or question in writing
....«hinten (10) business days.

Please examine your statement and canceled checks upon
receipt. Erasures, alterations or irregularities should be reported
promptly in accordance with your account agreement. The
suggested steps below will help you balance your account.

0

f) Enter Into your check register and SUBTRACT:

We v,d investigate your co~int
and wNcorrect any error pro~.
If we lake more
than ten (1 OJ business days lo do this, we wil recredit your account for the arrount you
think is in error, so 1ha1you wl have use of the money during the time It lakes us lo
complete our investigation.

COMMON ELECTRONIC TRANSACTION DESCRPTIONS:
XFERTOSAV
XFER FROM SAY
XFERTOCKG
XFER FROM CKG
PMT TO CR CARD
ADV CR CARD

-

Transfer lo Savings Account
Transfer from Savings Accounl
Transfer lo Checking AccolK'II
Transfer from Checking Account
Payment lo Credit Card
Advance from Credit Card

INSTRUCTIONS
Verify and check off In your check register each deposit,
check or other transaction shown on this statement.

•
•

8

Checks or other deductions shown on our statement that
you have not already entered.
The "Service charges", if any, shown on your statement.

Enter Into your check register and ADD:
•
Deposits or other credits shown on your statement that
you have not already entered.
•
The "Interest earned" shown on your statement, if any.

al1I

P111■uthorlzed Credits: If you haw arranged lo haw direct deposits made lo your
AcCOt.111
a1 least once ewry sixly (60) days from the same person or company, you can
caU us a1the number indicated on the reverse side lo find oLA~r
or not the deposit

has been made.
IIIPORTANT

UIIE OF CREDIT tffORMATION

:i:::::1:i,:j::::::i@::jlj!jljlI:

BIiiing Rights Sunnwry: In case of Enror or Queatlona About Your BIii: If you
think your statement is wong, or if you need more information aboula transaction on
this statemer-., wile us on a separate sheet at the address sho'Ml on your statement as
soon as possi~.
We rrust hear from you no later than sixly (60) days after we sent
you the FIRST statement on v.llich the error or problem appeared. You can telephone
us, but doing so wft not preserve your rights.
In your letter, giw us the following Information:
•
•
•

Your name and account number;
The dolar amount of the suspected error;
Describe the error and explain, if you can, vmyyou beiew there is an error.
If you need more information, describe the Item you are unsure about.

TOTAL.$

!!a111

You do not haw lo pay any amount In question v.tile M are investigating, but you era
still obligated to pay the parts of your bift that ara not in question. While we investigate
your question, we cannot report you deinquent or lake any action lo collect the amount
you question.

$

Explanation of Finance Charge: Your Finance Charge is colll)l,(ed on au cash
advances from the dale each cash advance is made until 1o1ereceiw payment In fun.
We figure the Finance Charge on your ine of cred• by applying the daily periodic rale lo
the "Awrage Daily Balance" (Finance Charge Balance) of your ine of credit including
current.transactions. To get the average daily balancewelake the beginning balance of
your line of credit each day, add any newcash advances or debits, and subtract any
payments or credits, fees and unpaid Finance Charge. This gives us your daily balance.
Then we add up au daily belances and divide this total by the rurtier of days in the biUng
cycle lo get the average daily balance. Then W8 multiplythe average daily balance by
the daily periodic rale times the number of days in the bilng cycle. The Daily Periodic
Rate is figured by dividing the Annual Perceriage Rate by the number of days In a year
(3651366 days).

u:::j:1!:!llllijjl:1m:
$

CREDIT INFORMA TlON: If you beiew 1o1ehaw reported inaccurate information about
your account lo a credit reporting agency, you may coriact the credit reporting agency
or v.ri1elo us at

~1i:i::11.~f:!~"

Key Credit Research Department
P.O. Box 94518
Cleveland, Ohio 44101--1518
Please incude yc>IM'accour-. number, a copy of your credit report reflecting the
inaccurate information, name, address, city, stale, and zip code, and an explanation of
v,t,y you belew the information is inaccurate.

191344003212- 01961
73073

$

TOTAL. $

I
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IMPORTANT INFORMATIONABOUTYOUR ACCOUNT
Th«e in two soparatodianges that we need to inform you abrul The lint change ia due to lho Qud Oeamg for the 21" Cmtwy
Ac\ (Cbeclc 21)-,a new foderal law, whichbocomc,, effective oo October28, 2004. Tho socood involves a cbangepmainmgto point-

of-sale tJansactionswhich becomeseCfcctiveon Decembec10, 2004.

Cbeck21
B~ve
on Oct.ob« 28, 2004 the following revisionspc:rtaminglo Check 21 will be made amending the Depo,m Accounl Agrummt
and FtuwbAM?ilabilityPolicy provided to you when you opooodyour KoyBank checlciogor money mmket saving,,Account.
The eoctial tilled Payment ol CIMcb; Ovenlrafb ii, revised to reflect a new section title Payaeirt of lleat.s; Onrdrafls;
Sul,,tltute Clecb end lhe addit.iooof the fol.lowmgdisclos.n-cto the md of this !ICICl:ion.

What b a subS'tltute
check?
To mah: check proocssiogmtcr, fedcnl law pamits beob to replace original checks with "subet:itae chccb." These checks are
. similarin size to <qpnal chccb wilh a slightly rcduoc,d ima@cof the fromandbeckof the criginal check. Tue fraJt of a aubotitae
checlcstates: "Th.isis a legal copy of your c:heck.You am U5C it the 58lDC way yoo would uso the originel chock.• You may use e
rubstitute check es proof of payment just like the original check. Somo or all of the cbecb that you receive !:eek from us may be
IUbstitutedtecb.
The .ection titled De,-tt, to AcCOll■tl is revised to reflectthe addition of the followingdoolosure to the md of this section.
Rmtrldlo■ o■

Depoolt of S.betltate C1-b.
You are prolubik,d from dcposit.i:og
or~
eoy aubst:ilae chook with us that was
oot previously craited bye financial i.ostiliixn sod then tramferredto you. uo.las you have aigped e aeperare
8elVioe
agreement with
us that governsthis prooe,s. Please cxntact ~ur Aooouo.Offioerto ditcu» these !ICfVices
fur busincs5 c:wtomersin greeter ddail. Io
the
yoo deposit a d>stitute cllCCkwithout our prior aithorization and we subscqucrtly p-oceu the rumtitutc check, you urume
all risk of losxs, damages, liabilaie5md other obligations that may arise as a result of your actiai, end yoo agree to indemnifyend
save us bannleu in the Dl8IIDeC dcaaibed in the aectiw tilled Adnrn Clalta; 1■te,,,_der; Lepl ~ &-omall knsea,
damages, liabilities, ob~.
tlXJl<DI""end oosta that we incur as a result of your actiClll. Sli>stilutechecb cn:aled by us or ano1h«
financial im.ibiiw that are retumoo
to a customoc ~ (ie. a lltlbtl.inte check of a deposited itan returned uq,ajd) may be
redepooiteclmaccordancewithawlicoole rules, regulatimsand laws.

=-

Point-of-Sale Transactions
Blfect:iveoo DeoemberI 0, 200-1,for poim--0f-saletremactiom we may reduoe the funds availeblein your Aocmrt by the 11111'"11of
eoy poiot-<>f-sale
transactionfoc'Mtichthe men:hant/peyeebasreceivedauthorizaiw from us, whether or oot the traosacticnbas been
prescded torpayment. lhercfon:, the lim pa:agniph of the l'C<tiootilled Payae■t of ltetm; Onrdrafts; S■betitut. Chedu in the
Deposit Accoeusl Agremm,t and Fwnds.AMZilabilityPolicy provided to you when you opcoed your KeyBank checlcicg or money
martet savings Accouot is revised all.er the eleventh smt.eoce to replace lhe remainder of this paragrai:hw-11the following new
secad paregrapi which includes the edditicmof the below new itelicw:d language.
"We may debit your Accouot oa the dily ao item ia presea.ed by elcctrooic or od,a- means, or at an cadier time based Clll ootificetion
received by us that an item drawn OD your Accouat basbeeo depositedfor oollect.ionin SlOCher
linaocial institutiai. We pay cbccb
or other itans from the limds that we ddemtioe, in our di8cntiao, en, "available" for witb<hwal from your Acoot.u. Some or ell of
tho funds in your Accomt may not be 'avail.able". For u:anph, for pouu-<f-sak tramoctions the juNb i11your ACX'OIDIIthat or•
"awn/JJble"may be redMcd by lite _,,.,
of DJ9'transad:ion for 111rich
the madiantlpayee receive auJhorization
from u.r, whether
or not the transactio1I has bem preserdedfor poJmfflL We may ronsider sa,cltpending transactionfor the purpose cf determiningthe
amow,t of f,mtb i11your Accounl ID be taed ID pay odrer I/mu ~lfkd
agaim1 yow ACCOMnt lo addiioo, fi.uclsyou deposit mey
oot be immediatelyavailablemderour Funds Availability Policy. Likewae, we 1111)'have plaocd a "bold" Clll some or all of the fuod5
in your Account because, torexampk., we reasonablybelieve a court ord« has rcstrmed us from relea1iogfunds to you. We will ID
be liable to you for damages,wrongful dishonor,or additionalfees incurredif we d.booor or decline lo pay a check or otbc:r item
Mffl'll on or payable from yolD"Aocoml if the Aocowt has insuflicieotavailable funds to pay the check or ache.-itan. We do net
have to dteol::the balenoe in yoor AOOOlEt
more then moe to dctennineif there ere available funds. If en item ia pn,eeoted for
peyment againstyour Accoonl.erd ia returned for any rea800 more thentwioe, we reserve the right to ceaae eoy further negotialioo of
the item.

Please ntaln t.bb Important Information with your other Deposit Account Agreements and Disclosures.
H you have qucstioos about any of this infonnatioo, please call the tclq:hme mDDbec
Clll this ltatcmcm. For more iofonoatioo aboct
Cbock 21 please visit www.Ke,.com1CbeckU.

191344003212- 01961
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KeyBank
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Albany , NY 12201-2114
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...1..1,1I I,,II..1.1
Questions or comments?
22

31

T 0134

00000 R EM AO

Call our Key Business

AQUA FARMS
C/O
TOLLEF
OLSON
24
MYRTLE
AVE
SO PORTLAND
ME 04106-1617

Resource

Center

1-888-KEY 4B IZ (1-888-539-4249)

Enroll In Online Banking today at Key.com.
Access your available accounts, transfer funds and view your transactions right from your PC.

KeyNotes
KeyBank offers an Account Analysis service which provides a method of pooling multiple
business checking account balances to offset services fees and charges. To learn more
about our Account Analysis service please call the Key Business Resource Center at
1-888-KEY 4BIZ.
Now Online Banking and Investing is quick and easy to find within Key.com.
Simply go to •Access My Accounts• at the top of every page and sign on.
Applying for new accounts has also been made easier; just select the "Apply for
Loans and Accounts• link at the top of all pages. Visit Key.com today!

Key Business Checking 191344003212
AQUA FARMS

Beginning balance 9-30-04
15 Additions
60 Subtractions
Net fees and charges

Ending balance 10.31-04

Additions

Deposits

Date

10-1
10-4
10-5
10-8
10-8
10-12
10-14
10-14
10-18

191344003212- 01961
69316

Serial #

Source
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer

Deposit
Deposit
Deposit
Deposit
Deposit
Deposit
Deposit
Deposit
Deposit

$1,393.18
+21,467.12
-18,827.53
-24.03

$4,008.74

$2,022.50
622.50
2,420.00
625.00
4,892.50
900.00
1,152.50
2,200.00
545.00

Business Banking Statement
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Additions

Deposits

Date

Serial #

Source

10-19
10-21
10-26
10-28
10-29

(con't)

Transfers

Date

Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Serial #

10-13

1,062.50
777.50
562.50
655.00
1,317.50

Deeosit
De~osit
Deeosit
Deeosit
Deeosit

Source

Automatic Advance From Cash Reserve
Total additions

$1 712.12

$21,467.12

Subtractions
Checks

• check missing from sequence

10126
• 10128
10129
10130
10131
10132
10133
10134

10-13
10-1
10-21
10-5
10-4
10-7
10-8
10-6
Withdrawals

$6 050.00
10135
750.00
10136
150.00
10137
145.60
10138
424.21
10139
10140
240.89
500.00
10141
250.00 ·10143
Date

10-1
10-4
10-4
10-4
10-4
10-5
10-6
10-6
10-6
10-6
10-7
10-8
10-8
10-12
10-12
10-12
10-12
10-12
10-12
10-13
10-15
10-15
10-18
191344003212- 01961
69316

Serial #

10-7
10-12
10-19
10-14
10-12
10-12
10-18
10-15

1 350.00 ·10145
10-28
336.00
10146
10-21
25.21
10147
10-20
72.80
10148
10-22
500.00 • 10151 .
10-29
625.00 ·10153
10-29
250.00 Total checks paid
500.00

11.00
424.21
250.00
625.00
625.00
250.00

$14,354.92

Location

South Portland Getty
South Portlan ME
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ME
Big AQQle Washington A Portland
ME
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ME
Vessel Services Gear C Portland
ME
Gowen Inc
Portland
ME
Gowen Inc
Portland
ME
Vessel Services Gear C Portland
ME
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ME
Naea Auto Parts #22432 Scarborough
ME
s. Portland ME
Staeles #108
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ME
ATM
Key 25 Market Street
So Portlan ME
Kinko'S #0168
Portland
ME
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ME
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ME
Irving Mainway
South Portia ME
7 Eleven #32532
Portland
ME
Getty 28222001
S. Portland
ME
Foods On The Go - Reta Portland
ME
South Portlan ME
Uses 2269030106
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ME
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ME

$50.00
23.77
26.14
27.78
2 200.00
26.29
10.67
12.00
12.19
34.66
55.64
36.17
60.00
3.86
15.47
20.50
23.47
46.20
58.63
5.00
2.58
52.85
44.26
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Subtractions
(con't)
Withdrawals

Date

Serial #

10-18
10-18
10-19
10-19
10-20
10-20
10-25
10-25
10-25
10-26
10-26
10-27
10-29
Transfers

Date

10-12
10-25

Location

Getty 28222001
S. Portland ME
Vessel Services
Portland
ME
Microsoft Online S11cs 800-386-5550 WA
7 Eleven #32532
Portland
ME
Napa Auto Parts #26934 S.Portland
ME
Vessel Services Gear C Portland
ME
Taste of Orient Restau Wiscasset
ME
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ME
Jordans Lawn & Garden Cape Elizabet ME
7 Eleven #32532
Portland
ME
Shell Oil 11668137230 S Portland
ME
Direct Withdrawal , Advanta
Card Paymt
Foods On The Go - Gas Portland
ME
Serial #

62.01
82.37
21.95
37.73
18.78
144.00
23.85
27.06
105.25

34.65
56.96
293.00
24.21

Destination

Commercial Loan Payment
Automatic Payment To Cash Reserve Credit

$667.66
25.00
$18,827.53

Total subtractions

Fees and
charges

Date

10-29-04
10-29-04
10-29-04
10-29-04
10-29-04
10-29-04
10-29-04
10-29-04
10-29-04

Quantity

Unit charge

1
1
1
22
14
20
4
1
1

6.95
8.00
.03
.18
.25
.08
.09
.82
1.19

Key Online Banking Fee-Quicken
Maintenance Service Charge
FDIC Charge
Checks/Withdrawals Paid Charge
Charge For Deposits Made
Local Deposited Items Charge
Foreign Deposited Items Charge
Uncollected Funds Charge
Earnings Credit
Fees and charges assessed this period

Some or all of your monthly maintenance and service charges may be offset by an
Earnings Credit Allowance that is calculated based on your investable balance.
To determine the Earnings Credit Rate that was used to calculate your Earnings
Credit Allowance for this statement cycle , please call the number listed on the
summary page of your statement.

191344003212- 01961
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-$5.95
-8.00
-.03
-3.96
-3.50
-1.60
-.36
-.82
+1.19
-$24.03
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Cash Reserve Credit 191344003212
AQUA FARMS

Payments and
other credits

-----"D'""a--te---------"S-'-o""urc"""-'-e

Advances and _____
other debits

Finance
charge

10-25

$578.75
-25.00
+1,712.12
+19.57

Outstanding balance 10-31-04
Minimum amount due

$2,285.44
$95.09

Payment due date

11-26-04

Credit available
Credit limit

2 714.56
5,000.00

____________________________

_

Automatic Payment To Cash Reserve Credit

$25.00

Total

$25.00

o__
___
a
t-'-e
_____

s__
o___
u__
rc___
e_______________________________

10-13

Automatic Cash Reserve Credit Advance

$1 712.12

Total

S1,712.12

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGERATE

14.25000%

Beginning balance 9-30-04
1 Payment and other credit
1 Advance and other charge
Finance charge

Daily
e,erlod/c rate

0.03893%

X

Days in

bllll!!!J. crEJ.e

31

_

X

Average
dalli. balence

$1,621.50

To compute your average dally balance we add up each day's closing dally balance and divide
the total by the number of days In the statement period. The closing daily balance equals your
unpaid principal balance minus payments and credits posted to your account that day. We
transfer any closing daily credit balances you may have to your deposit account on the day they
occur.
For those contracts which contain a variable
Cash Reserve Credit account.

191344003212- 01961
69316

rate provision , the periodic

rate may vary on your

FINANCE
CHARGE

$19.57

Business Banking Statement
October 31, 2004
page 5 of 6

Inquiry
and payment
information

Questions

about your Cash Reserve Credit line? Please write us at the address

When you send payments to this address , they are credited
KeyBank National Association

below.

to your account on the day we receive

them:

OH--01-51-0633
P.O. Box 94825
Cleveland , OH 44101-4825
Payments you send to any other KeyBank location
them.

191344003212- 01961
69316

are credited

within 5 business days after we receive

page 6 of 6
CONSUMER ACCOUNT DISCLOSURES
The foao-..;ngdisclosures apply only to accounts covered by the Federal Tn#HnLendlng Act or the Federal Electronic Furlds Transfer Act, as amended, or sirrilar state

laws.
tj

CASE OF ERROR OR QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR ELECTRONIC TRANSFERS:

Cal us at the phone number indicaled on the first page of ttis statemert, OR wile us at
the addrass Isled there, as soon as you can, If you think your stalement or receipt Is
wrong or if you need more information about a transfer fstad on the statement or
receipt. We rrust hear from you no laler than sixty (60) days afterwe sent you the
FIRST statement on ¥heh the problem or error appeared.
•
•

•

Tel us your name and Account number ;
Describe the error or transfer that you are Ul'lSureabol.(, and explain as
clearly as you can why you beieve tt is an error or why you need more
infonretion;
Tel us the dollar amounl of the suspected error.

ti you lel us oraly, we may require that you send us your co111)1ainl
or question in v.1iting
within len (10) business days.

BALANCING YOUR ACCOUNT

Please examine your statement and canceled checks upon
receipt. Erasures, alterations or irregularities should be reported
promptly in accordance with your account agreement. The
suggested steps below will help you balance your account.

0
8

Enter into your check register and SUBTRACT:
•
Checks or other deductions shown on our statement that
you have not already entered.
•
The "Service charges", if any, shown on your statement.

9

Enter Into your check register and ADD:
•
Deposits or other credits shown on your statement that
you have not already entered.
•
The "Interest earned" shown on your statement, if any.

We wil investiga1eyour co111)1aint
and wl correct any error prol11]Cly.ti we take more
than ten (10) business days to do this, we wil recredit your account for the amount you
think is In error, so that you wlhave use of the money a.ring the time tt takes us to
complete our investigation.
COMMON ELECTRONIC TRANSACTION DESCRPTIONS:

XFERTOSAV
XFER FROM SAV
XFERTOCKG
XFER FROM CKG
PMT TO CR CARD
ADV CR CARD

-

Transfer to Savings Account
Transfer from Savings Accour1t
Transfer to Checking Account
Transfer from Checking Accounl
Payment to Credtt Card
Advar:icefrom Credit Card

INSTRUCTIONS
Verify and check off In your check register each deposit,
check or other transaction shown on this statement.

Preauthorlzed CredH■: ti you haw arranged to have direct depostts made lo your
Accourll at least once every sixty (60) days from the same person or company, you can
cawus at the runber indicated on the reverse side to find oul whelher or not the depostt
has been made.

•1•

MPORTANT I.ME OF CREDIT IIFORMATION

lt/lilwl
/~III
tiltili!llli~~:1~
:I~

BIiiing Right■ Surrmary. In cue of Error orQuHtlon■ About Your BIii: ti you
think your statement Is wong, or if you need more Information aboul a transaction on
this statemert, v.rite us on a separate sheet at the address shov,n on your statement as
soon as possible. We rrust hear from you no later than sixty (60) days after we sent
you the FIRST statement on W1ichthe error or problem appeared You can lelephone
us, but doing so wRnot preserve your rights.

1

1

In your letler, give us the folowing information:
•
•
•

Your name and account nl.lTi>er;
The dolar amounl of the suspected error;
Describe the error and explain, if you can, why you beieve there is an error.
ti you need more information, describe the item you are Ul'lSureabolL

TOTALt

tllllitl

You do not ha\18to pay any amoUl'"II
in question -..tile M are i11\18Stigating,
tu you are
stil obligated to pay the perts of your binthat are not In question. While we investigate
your question, we camol report you delnquent or lake any action to colect the amounl
you question.

$

ExplanaUon of Finance Charge: Your Finance Charge Is co~
on aftcash
advances from the date each cash advance is made urilil we receive payment in ful
We figu"e the Finance Charge on your ine of cred~ by applying the daily periodic rate lo
the "Average Daily Balance" (Finance Charge Balance) of your lne of credtt incuding
current transactions. To get the average daily balance - lake the beglmlng balance of
your lne of credit each day, add any new cash advances or debits, and sutaact any
payments or credits, fees and u,paid Finance Charge. Ttis gi\185us your daily balance.
Then we add up al dally balances and divide this total by the number of days In the billng
cycle lo get the average daily balance. Then - nuli~ the average daily balance by
the daily periodic rate times the rurber of days in the bilng cycla. The Daily Periodic
Rste is figured by dividing the Annual Percentage Rale by the rurber of days In a year
(3651366 days).

;;;:~::~1::l!~~~j
~:1~:!~~:!
1

$

CREDIT INFORMATION: ti you belew we have reported inaccurate Information about
your accoUl'll lo a credit reporting agency, you mey contact the credit reporting agency
or wtte to us at

,11f:i!ll;.■~1~:!:!l~:1

Key Credit Research Department
P.O. Box 94518
Cleveland, Otio44101-4516
Please inclode your account rurber, a copy of your credit report reflecting the
inaccurate information, name, address, ctty, stale, and zip code, and an explanation of
why you belew the infonretion is inaccurale.

191344003212- 01961
69316

$

$

TOTALt

$

I
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Deputy Secretary of St.ate

(Check box only if applicable)

A True Copy When Attested By Sigmtnrc

.

tir· 0rtut'1s•./(Jl,_~

D This is a professional limited'liability coli'l.p~y formed
pursuant to 31 MRSA.§611·ancLl3 ·N{RSAChapter 22.

Deputy Secretary of State

· Pursuant to 31 MRSA §622, the undersigned adopt(s) the following articles of organization:

FIRST:

Toe name of the limited liability company is .

Agua Fa·rms LLC
(The name must conw.n one of the following: "LimitedLiabiliiy Company•, "L.L.C. • or "LLC"; §603.1.A.)

SECOND:

The name of its Registered Agent, an individual Maine resident or .a corporation, foreign or domestic; authorized
· to do business or carry on activities in Maine, and the address of the registered office shall be

Nicholas

H. Walsh
(name)

111 Commercial

Street

Portland

M.E 0.4101

(physicallocation• street (001 P.O. Box), city, state and zip code)

(mailing address if diffcrcnl from above)

THIRD:

("X" one box only)
Toe management of the company is vested in a member or members.

0 B. I.

2.

Toe management of the company is vested in a manager or managers.
managers and the maximum number shall be __
managers.

The minimum number shall be

If the initial managers have b~n selected, the name and business, residence or mailing address of each manager
is:

NAME

ADDRESS

..•.·· ·:

D Names and addresses of additional managers are attached hereto as Exhibit __

, and made a part hereof.

Maine Secretary of State

2004 Annual Report
Electronic Filing Acknowledgment
For Limited Liability Companies on file as of December 31, 2003

Charter Number: 19990289DC
DCN Number: 2040029834022
Legal Name: AQUA FARMS LLC
Registered Agent and Registered Office:
PAULE.PECK
ONE MONUMENT WAY
PORTLAND, ME 04101

Brief statement of the character of the business:
AQUA-FARMING

Name and Address of Members:
CRAIG TANNER
96 SPURWINK ROAD, SCARBOROUGH ME 04074
TOLLEF OLSON
24 MYRTLE AVENUE, SOUTH PORTLAND ME 04106

Date of Filing: May 13, 2004
Name and Capacity of Authorizing Party:
TOLLEF OLSON, MEMBER

Search Corporate Names
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Information Summary
Subscriber activity report

This record contains information from the CEC database and is accurate as of:
Thu May 20 2004 14:17:02. Please print or save for your records.
Legal Name

Charter Number •

Filing Type

Status

AQUA FARMS
LLC

19990289DC

LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY (DOMESTIC)

GOOD
STANDING

Filing Date

Expiration Date

Jurisdiction

10/30/1998

NIA

MAINE

Other Names

{A=Assumed ; F=Former)

NONE

Clerk/Registered Agent
PAULE. PECK
ONE MONUMENT WAY
PORTLAND, ME 04101

Click on a link to obtain additional information.
List of Filings

View list of filings

Obtain additional information:
Certificate of Existence (more info)

Short Form without
amendments
($25.00)

You will need Adobe Acrobat version 3.0 or higher in order to view PDF files.
If you encounter problems, visit the troubleshooting_page.

http://www.informe.org/icrs/lCRS?CorpSumm=l 9990289DC

Long Form with
amendments

($35.Q.O.Y-
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CONTINUATION CERTIFICATE

THE ACADIA INSURANCE COMPANY (hereinafter called the Surety) hereby
continues in force its.Bond No:

BMA 0502527

in the sum of:

Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00)

on behalf of:

Aqua Fanns, LLC

in connection with:

License & Pennit Bond for an Aquaculture Lease

in favor of the:

Maine Department of Marine Resources

for the (extended) tenn:

beginning on the 6th day of July, 200 I
and ending on the 6th day of July, 2002

subject to all the covenants and conditions of said Bond.
The Continuation is executed upon the express condition that the Company's liability
shall.not· be cumulative and shall be limited at all times by the amount of the penalty stated in the
bond. ·

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Company has caused this instrument to be signed by its
duly authorized Attorney-in-fact and its corporate seal to be hereto affixed this 9th day of July,
2001.
.
.

Acadia I
Sure

fo)~©UW~~

ln) JUL 1 1 2001 ~
.._.,__. _____..._,
__ _
IMINE
DEPT
OfMARINE
RtSO\JRCES

MARIN[
SCJENC{S
lAB.W.BOOTHBAY
HARBOR.
ME

ompany

C. SUPPLEMENT AL TO MDMR APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
2. SITE LOCATION

2.b. Plan View
6b. There are no weirs or other constraints within 2000 feet of the site.
c. Aerial Photo
NIA

4.0PERA TIONS

b. Upland Facilities or Holdings
I. No feed is transported by Aqua Farms. Weighing and bagging the mussels and
boat dockage takes place at 72 Commercial Street, building number five in
Portland, Maine.
c. Current Operations
1. See State Application 4. Operations

7. SURROUNDING AREA USE

b. Existing uses
3. There are no moorings within the proposed lease area. No fishing or dragging
takes place within the proposed lease boundaries. There is some lobster and crab
gear in the vicinity on a seasonal basis..
c. Point Source Discharges
There are no known point source discharges in the area.

10. OTHER REQUIREMENTS

b. Local Approvals
Cumberland does not have a Harbor Master or equivalent.
c. U.S. Coastguard
Applicant will be applying for a Coast Guard Private Aid to Navigation Permit for a
flashing light.
d. Seed/Stock Source Confirmation
All seed is collected in State waters.
e. Other
See copies ofleases for Bangs Island and Clapboard Island on the following pages.

11. Anticipated Employment Opportunity

Currently there are three full time positions which are filled by licensed mussel
harvesters. Two part time positions exist at the shore facility working as sorters and
baggers. Part time help is needed to assist with the seeding seasons. This site will
increase our production potential by thirty three per cent and create up to three new
positions. Aqua Culture uses the same infrastructure as the commercial fishing industry
and is beneficial to many of their service and equipment suppliers helping preserve these
jobs.

STATE OF MAINE
AQUACULTURE LEASE
No.

717-04

This is a lease conveying certain, limited rights in the submerged lands and waters of the State
of Maine. Please read the lease carefully and abide by its terms.
THIS LEASE is entered into by the Department of Marine Resources, an agency of the
State of Maine, by its Commissioner acting pursuant to the provisions of 12 M.R.S.A. §6072-A
and §6073, hereinafter the" Lessor" and Aqua Farms Limited Liability Company (LLC),
hereinafter the" Lessee." Lessor hereby leases to Lessee on the terms and conditions
hereinafter set forth, the following described submerged land situated in Cumberland County,
Maine, to wit: 1.66 acres of coastal waters and public land southeast of Clapboard Island,
Falmouth, Maine, described more particularly as follows:
BEGINNING at the point with the geodetic coordinates Latitude 43° 42' 42.12" N,
Longitude 70° 11' 20.1 O"W, in datum WGS84 and southwest corner; thence proceed 037°
True, for a distance of 580 feet to the northwest corner (Latitude 43° 42' 46. 70" N, Longitude
70° 11' 15.35" W); thence proceed 127° True, for a distance of 125 feet to the northeast corner
(Latitude 43° 42' 45.95" N, Longitude 70° 11' 13.99" W); thence proceed 217° True, for a
distance of 580 feet to the northwest corner (Latitude 43° 42' 41.38" N, Longitude 70° 11'
18.74" W); thence proceed 307° True, for a distance of 125 feet to the southwest corner and
point of beginning.
hereinafter referred to as the" leased premises."
1.

TERM. The term of this lease is for three years, beginning on the twenty-ninth day of
May, 2001 and continuing to the twenty-eighth day of May, 2004. Within one year of the
granting of this lease to Lessee, the Commissioner of Marine Resources shall review
the lease to determine whether revocation pursuant to the standards of 12 M.R.S.A.
§6072-A is warranted.

2.

USE. Lessee, his guests, servants, or agents are hereby authorized to use the leased
premises for the purposes of cultivating blue mussels using suspended culture
techniques.

3.

OTHER USES. Lessor reserves the right to make the greatest multiple, compatible
uses of the leased area, but shall preserve the rights of Lessee to the extent necessary
to carry out the lease purpose.

4.

ASSIGNMENT. The rights leased herein by Lessor may not be assigned or sublet by
Lessee.

5.

RENTAL. Rental shall be payable hereunder as follows:
Fifty dollars ($50) per acre per year payable on or before each October 1st throughout
the term hereof, rental for the first full year (or any fraction of the current year) being due
and payable upon execution thereof.

6.

INDEMNITY. Lessee agrees to defend or cause to be defended and to indemnify
and hold the Lessor harmless from and against any and all manner of claims, suits,
expenses, damages or causes of action for damages arising out of, or allegedly
arising out of, in whole or in part, the use or occupancy of the premises by Lessee, its
agents, contractors, employees and invitees.

7.

PERFORMANCE BOND. Lessee shall post a bond or establish an escrow account
conditioned upon his performance of the obligation contained in the aquaculture lease
document in the amount of five thousand dollars ($5,000).

8.

MAINTENANCE.

9.

a.

When the area is not covered with ice, Lessee will mark and maintain the corner
markers of the lease tracts by means of buoys or by other devices satisfactory
to the Department.

b.

No nuisance shall be permitted to exist on the leased premises. Lessee shall
not operate in such a fashion as to be detrimental to public health, personal
property or marine resources, or as to create a serious threat to the marine
environment.

c.

Lessee shall, at its expense, keep the leased premises free of garbage, refuse
and similar material and shall maintain all improvements on the leased premises
in good condition and repair, reasonable wear and tear only excepted.

DEFAULT. The following events shall be deemed to be events of default hereunder:
a.

If Lessee fails to pay when due any rent payable hereunder;

b.

If Lessee does not comply with any other provision of this Lease and does not
cure such noncompliance within 30 days after notice thereof to Lessee, or
where such noncompliance cannot be cured within 30 days, if Lessee fails to
promptly and diligently undertake to cure such noncompliance and cause the
same to be cured as soon as reasonably possible;

c.

If Lessee shall make a transfer in fraud of creditors or be adjudged bankrupt or
insolvent in any proceedings;

d.

If a receiver or trustee shall be appointed for all or substantially all assets of
Lessee;

e.

If Lessee shall abandon any substantial portion of the leased premises; or

f.

If substantially no aquaculture has been conducted on the leased premises
within the preceding year, or if Lessee has conducted aquaculture activities in a
manner substantially injurious to marine organisms.
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Upon the occurrence of any such event of default, Lessor may, in addition to (and not instead
of) any other remedies available at law or equity, revoke this lease. A lease revocation shall be
an adjudicatory proceeding under the Maine Administrative Procedures Act, Title 5, chapter
375, subchapter IV. A hearing with public notice shall be held prior to revoking any lease.
10.

ENTRY. The Lessor, its agents and representatives shall have access to the premises
at all reasonable times for the purposed of inspecting the same and securing
compliance with the terms and conditions of this Lease.

11.

NOTICE. Notice required to be given to Lessor or Lessee under this lease shall be
deemed to have been given when actually delivered or when deposited in the United
States mail, first class, postage prepaid, addressed as follows:
TO THE LESSOR:

Department of Marine Resources
21 State House Station
Augusta, Maine 04333

TO THE LESSEE:

At the address given below or at such other address as
Lessee may have theretofore specified by written notice
actually received and placed on record with Lessor.

12.

AL TERA TION. Lessee may make no alteration to the premises except that specifically
authorized by the regulatory permits that are issued directly following and which form a
part of this Lease, without Lessor's prior written consent.

13.

FILING. Lessee shall record the lease in the registry of deeds of each county in which
the leased area is located.

14.

NOTICE. After being granted a lease, Lessee shall publish a notice in the Forecaster.
The notice shall describe the area leased and enumerate any restrictions in the leased
area.

15.

MISCELLANEOUS. This Lease shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of
Lessor and Lessee and their respective legal representatives. Failure of either party to
complain of any act or omission on the part of the other party, no matter how long the
same may continue, shall not be deemed to be a waiver by said party of any of its
rights hereunder. No waiver by either party at any time, express or implied, of any
breach of any provision of this Lease, shall be deemed a waiver of or a consent to any
subsequent breach of the same or any other provision. Lessor makes no warranty of
Lessee's leasehold estate and in the event of any lawful ejectment of Lessee, Lessor
shall refund to Lessee any rentals theretofore paid to Lessor hereunder. Lessor shall
comply with all applicable laws, regulations and ordinances of governmental entities
that have jurisdiction over the leased premises. This lease contains the entire
agreement of the parties and may not be modified except by a writing subscribed by
both parties.
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The Lessee expressly agrees to all terms and conditions herein, and binds himself for
the payment of the rental hereinbefore specified.
day of

Executed this

Uvly

Lessee: Aqua Farms Limited Liability
Company (LLC)

By___

~

~~..___'_______

o

Bylk~~

_

l

M

2001,

Lessor: State of Maine
Department of Marine Resources

(Lessee)

JoI~ e-&:O\c, ~

I

.R vv-.

<-x---

(Commissioner)
George D. Lapointe

(Print Name and Title)

Lessee's Address:
Aqua Farms Limited Liability Company (LLC)
Attn: Mr. Tollef K. Olsen
24 Myrtle Avenue
South Portland, ME 04106

State of Maine
Kennebec County

[4//ef

a~,y-~,D Leipa,·,re..

I

Personally appeared
t) S011
for Aqua Farms Limited Liability Company
and acknowledge to be his free act and deed
before me.

Personally appear~d
for the Department of Marin~ Resources '
and acknowledged to be his free act
and deed before me.

My Commission Expires:

Notary Public
My Commission Expire .

NANCYL. GREENE
NotaryPublic,Stateof Maine

MyCommlnton
E,cplre,Oclob« 7,2006
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RuthE. Riope"
COMMISSION
EXPIRE:~
AUGUST30, 2001

STATE OF MAINE
DEPARTMENT OF MARINE RESOURCES

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION OF
)
AQUA FARMS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
)
(LLC), FOR AN AQUACULTURE LEASE
)
LOCATED OFF BANGS ISLAND, CUMBERLAND,)
CUMBERLAND COUNTY, MAINE
)

PROPOSED
FINDINGS OF FACT,
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
AND DECISION

On October 30, 2001, Aqua Farms Limited Liability Company (LLC), of South Portland,
Maine, applied for an aquaculture lease totaling 2.0 acres of coastal waters of the State of
Maine, located west of Bangs Island, in Cumberland, Cumberland County, Maine.

The

applicant requested the lease for a term of ten years for the purpose of cultivating blue
mussels, Mytilus edulis, using suspended culture techniques. The application was accepted as
complete on November 26, 2001. A public hearing on this application was held on December 5,
2002 at 1:00 p.m. on Chebeague Island.
The proposed lease area in the application is currently leased to Aqua Farms as a
limited-purpose (experimental) lease which expired April 1, 2002. As provided in 12 M.R.S.A.
§6072-A(20), Aqua Farms was permitted to continue its operations under the experimental
lease because they submitted a completed application prior to the expiration of t,he
experimental lease.
Approval of aquaculture leases is governed by 12 M.R.S.A. §6072.

This statute

provides that the Commissioner of the Department of Marine Resources (DMR) may grant a
lease if he determines that the project will not unreasonably interfere with the ingress and
egress of riparian owners, navigation, fishing or other uses of the area, taking into consideration
the number and density of aquaculture leases in an area; the ability of the site and surrounding
areas to support ecologically significant flora and fauna; or the use or enjoyment within 1,000
feet of municipally, state or federally owned beaches, parks, or docking facilities.

The

Commissioner must also determine that the applicant has demonstrated that there is an
available source of organisms to be cultured for the lease site.
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Evidence Concerning the Nature and
Impact of the Proposed Lease

The ~videntiary record before the Department regarding this lease application includes
the Department file, including the application and the Department site report, and the record of
the December 5, 2002 public hearing. Tollef Olson, representing Aqua Farms LLC, and Jon
Lewis, the Department's Aquaculture Environmental Coordinator, provided testimony at the
hearing.
According to the application and the testimony by Mr. Olson, Aqua Farms proposes to
continue the suspended culture of blue mussels it has been conducting on the lease area under
an experimental lease granted in April 1999. The 108.9' by 800' lease area contains three 40'
by 40' rafts referred to as a Karnes Raft System. Each raft holds 400-500 dropper ropes, 35
feet in length, to which the mussels are attached and grown. Predator nets are located around
the perimeter of each raft. The predator nets are 35' to 40' long with a 4" mesh size. The
mooring system is comprised of four 8,000 pound granite blocks. The blocks are attached to
approximately 60 feet of one inch single chain tackle, which in turn is attached to approximately
120 feet of one and a half inch polyplus line. The mooring system has been in place for over
two years and has withstood winds as high as seventy knots and three foot seas.
Seed stock is obtained from Tightrope Seafarms in the Blue Hill Salt Pon_dsand from
Aqua Farms' mussel rafts in Casco Bay. Generally, seeding takes place in the fall and spring,
but there is also a limited amount of seeding throughout the year using the undersized mussels
harvested on the rafts.

Grow out takes place over 6 to 18 months.

harvesting on site takes place year round three to five days per week.

Maintenance and

The rafts are serviced

using a twenty-foot Carolina Skiff and a 41-foot pontoon barge with a twenty-foot beam. The
applicant accesses the lease site from boat ramps located in Portland, South Portland, or
Falmouth. The barge is not powered and is moved by the skiff. It is not permanently moored at
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any particular location. The barge is moored either on one of Aqua Farms' lease sites or at.\he
applicant's mooring near his home in South Portland.
According to the application, the rafts are already in production with seed to market size
mussels.

The maximum annual production is three hundred thousand pounds.

maximum density of two million eight hundred thousand mussels per raft.

There is a

The applicant

testified that production levels under a standard ten year lease will remain the same as they
were during the period of the limited purpose lease.
The predator nets are cleaned when bio fouling occurs, usually during the summer. The
nets are dropped to the bottom and removed for cleaning on shore. The applicant testified that
he would agree to a lease condition stating that he is responsible for the removal of his predator
nets that are dropped to the bottom.
According to the application, the lease area is located west of Bangs Island. The owner
of Bangs Island is the State of Maine. There is some recreational use of the island. According
to the applicant, the lease site does not interfere with access to the island.
According to the testimony of Mr. Olson and the application, the lease site is located in
approximately 60 feet of water at high tide, east of the main navigational channel.

Current

navigational uses of the area include light recreational traffic and lobster boats. The lease site
is marked with radar reflectors to alert potential navigators. The applicant provided a letter from
Cumberland Harbormaster Ted Curtis regarding existing uses of the area. Mr. Curtis stated
that the lease area would not adversely impact navigation.
The applicant contacted Phil Bozenhard of the Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife (IF&W) and confirmed that the lease area is not within an essential habitat. A letter
from Mr. Bozenhard is attached to the application.
Commercial and recreational fishing near the lease area, according to the applicant,
consists of commercial lobster fishing ·on and around the site, and recreational fishing · of
pollock, mackerel and striped bass. The applicant testified that lobstermen fish close to the
rafts on the lease area and there have been no problems associated with lobster fishing on the
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site. There were no comments submitted nor testimony provided by any fishermen regarding
the lease application. The experimental lease for this area contains two conditions regarding
lobster fishing on the lease site: 1. lobster and crab fishing are allowed on the open areas of the
lease; and 2. the leaseholder will clear all lobster gear that becomes tangled with his equipment
when the owner identifies his equipment to the leaseholder. The applicant testified that he
agrees to continue with the same conditions on a standard lease.
The applicant conducted an environmental baseline survey of the lease area and
provided the results of the survey in the application.

The information for the survey was

gathered on July 28, 2001 in a. series of five dives transecting the site diagonally.

The

information obtained was compared to the diver evaluation conducted prior to the limited
purpose lease application for the area.

According to the application, mussel drop-off has

created more diversity of flora and fauna. The areas beneath the rafts have common mussel
populations and an increase from rare to common lobster habitation. Green and rock crabs
and starfish are abundant under the rafts.

There is ·a moderate amount of mussel shells and

kelp can be found attaching to the shells. The areas between the rafts have changed little from
the original dive surveys and remain mud bottom. The low and high tide depths are estimated
at 43 and 53 feet. The current flow is tidally driven and flows northwest on the flood and
southeast on the ebb.
Due to the change in benthic conditions under the rafts in the lease area, Mr. Olson was
questioned as to whether he would be willing to monitor the site by SCUBA diving under the
rafts and to provide an annual monitoring report to the Department. Mr. Olson testified that he
would be willing to monitor the site and provide an annual report.
The Department's Aquaculture Environmental Coordinator (AEC) and his assistant
conducted a site visit at the proposed lease area on July 11, 2002. The AEC created a site
report summarizing the information obtained during the site visit and provided testimony
regarding his site report at the public hearing. According the AEC's testimony and the site
report, the lease site is located approximately 300 feet west of Bangs Island in water depths
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ranging from 54.4 to 58.6 feet at high tide and 45.99 to 50.19 feet at low tide. The lease site

also located approximately 1,791 feet east of the main navigational channel.
According to the site report, no moorings, other than those associated with the
applicant's existing gear, were observed on or around the lease site.

Bangs Island is an

undeveloped island owned by the State of Maine. In the AEC's opinion, the proposed lease
activities will not interfered with riparian ingress and egress, nor access to moorings.
According to the AEC, the proposed activities are not expected to interfere with
navigation in the area, which consists of lobster fishing vessels, and small recreational vessels,
such as kayaks. The majority of all vessel traffic is expected to occur outside the western
boundary of the proposed lease site, in the main navigational channel.
Fishing activity in the area of the proposed lease, according to the site report, consists
of lobster fishing on and around the lease site. The nearest aquaculture lease, aside from the
existing limited purpose lease on the site, is located 5 miles to the west. The area of the
proposed lease is classified as open for the harvest of shellfish.
In preparing the site report, the AEC obtained comments regarding the proposed lease
from the Cumberland Harbormaster, Ted Curtis, and Marine Patrol Officer Thomas Hale. Mr.
Curtis indicated that the area west of Bangs Island is isolated and poses no navigational
hazards.

He also stated that the only fishing in the area is lobster fishing and occasional

recreational fishing. Mr. Hale indicated that during the three years the limited purpose lease
operated, he did not receive any complaints.

He stated that the lease area is located well

outside the navigational waters· and fishing in the area is limited to lobster fishing and
recreational fishing for striped bass.
The AEC testified regarding the results from his July 11, 2002 SCUBA diver survey of
the lease area.

This survey was compared to the survey of October 1998, which was

conducted during the lease application process for the limited purpose lease.

The bottom

conditions of the lease area outside the footprints of the rafts are similar to those observed in
1998. The bottom of the lease site consists primarily of flat mud bottom. The topography is flat
5
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and mostly barren.

The AEC testified, however, that he observed a significant change in

benthic conditions from those observed in 1998, directly under the rafts.

The bottom

composition under the rafts changed from a flat, barren mud bottom to a slightly firmer mud
bottom completely covered in mussels and sea stars. The accumulation of mussels under the
rafts from drop-off has resulted in the appearance of large numbers of sea stars and crabs
feeding on the mussels. He also observed patches of Beggiatoa sp. and anoxic sediments due
to the nutrient load from the dead mussels. He indicated that such conditions could lead to
decay. He did note that all of the observed impacts were contained within the footprints of the
rafts. The AEC also used an instrument to measure the level of dissolved oxygen at the site.
He testified that he noticed a slight reduction in dissolved oxygen at the rafts, but the reduction
was not biologically significant.
Due to the AEC's findings, he suggested monitoring the conditions under the rafts in
order to study the effects of mussel rafts on the benthic environment.

He testified that the

applicant should look for the start of the disappearance of the crabs and stars from the lease
area, and to look for anoxic conditions. As the changes have occurred only under the rafts, the
AEC does not anticipate any widespread effects outside of the lease area.
Findings of Fact

The proposed lease site is located approximately 300 feet west of Bangs Island.
Access to the proposed lease site would be by boat from the boat ramp in Portland, South
Portland or Falmouth. The only riparian owner within 1,000 feet of the lease area is the owner
of Bangs Island, the State of Maine. There are no moorings, other than those associated with
the applicant's existing gear, on or around the lease site. Based on this evidence, I find that the
lease will not unreasonably interfere with the ingress and egress of riparian owners.
The proposed lease is located in water depths of approximately 45.99 to 50.19 feet at
low tide, 1,791 feet from the main navigational channel.

Navigation in the area consists of

lobster fishing vessels and small recreational boats. The lease site is located well outside the
navigable waters. The majority of all vessel traffic is expected to occur in the main navigational
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channel. Based on the foregoing, I find that the proposed lease will not unreasonably interfere
with navigation.
Fishing in the area of the proposed lease site consists of lobster fishing and occasional
recreational fishing. The applicant will allow lobster fishing and recreational fishing within the
boundaries of the lease. The nearest existing aquaculture lease is located approximately 5
miles west of the proposed lease area. The area of the proposed lease is classified as "open"
for the harvest of shellfish. I find that the proposed lease will not unreasonably interfere with
fishing or other uses of the area.
Existing flora and fauna observed at the proposed site consists of a new population of
mussels, stars,· and crabs, which was created by the drop-off of mussels from the rafts. These
new populations are contained within the footprint of the three rafts and therefore do not appear
to create any widespread impacts. The remainder of the lease site, outside the footprints of the
rafts, continues to consist of a flat mud bottom.

Based on this evidence, I find that the

proposed lease activities will not unreasonably interfere with the ability of the site and
surrounding areas to support existing ecologically significant flora and fauna. However, due to
the change in benthic conditions under the rafts, the applicant is required to perform annual
SCUBA dives to monitor benthic conditions at the lease site and shall submit the results of the
dives in an annual written report to the Department.
All seed shellfish will be obtained from Tightrope Seafarms in the Blue Hill Salt Ponds
and from Aqua Farms' mussel rafts in Casco Bay. Based on this evidence, I find that there is
an available source of blue mussels.
The proposed lease site is not located within 1,000 feet of any municipally, state, or
federally owned beaches, parks or docking facilities. Based on this evidence, I find that the
proposed lease site activities will not unreasonably interfere with public use or enjoyment within
1,000 feet of any municipally, state, or federally owned beaches, parks, or docking facilities.
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Conclusions of Law

Based on the above findings, I conclude that:
1. The aquaculture activities proposed for this site will not unreasonably interfere
with the ingress and egress of any riparian owner;
2. The aquaculture activities proposed for this site will not unreasonably interfere
with navigation;
3. The aquaculture activities proposed for this site will not unreasonably interfere
with fishing or other uses of the area, taking into consideration the number and density
of aquaculture leases in the area;
4. The aquaculture activities proposed for this site will not unreasonably interfere
with the ability of the lease site and surrounding areas to support existing ecologically
significant flora and fauna;
5. The applicant has demonstrated that there is an available source of blue
mussels to be cultured for the lease site; and
6. The aquaculture activities proposed for this site will not unreasonably interfere
with public use or enjoyment within 1,000 feet of municipally, state or federally owned
beaches, parks, or docking facilities.
The evidence in the record supports a finding that the proposed aquaculture activities
meet the requirements for the granting of an aquaculture lease set forth in 12 M.R.S.A.
§6072.
Decision

Based on the foregoing, the Commissioner grants the requested aquaculture lease of
2.0 acres to the applicant for a period of ten (10) years from the date of this decision for the
purposes of cultivating blue mussels using a three raft system for suspended cultivation
techniques. The applicant shall pay the State of Maine rent in the amount of $50 per acre per
year. The applicant shall post a bond or establish an escrow account in the amount of $5,000
conditioned upon its performance of the obligations contained in the aquaculture lease
documents and all applicable statutes and regulations.
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Conditions to be Imposed on Lease

The Commissioner may establish conditions that govern the use of the lease area and
impose limitations on aquaculture activities. Conditions are designed to encourage the greatest
multiple, compatible uses of the lease area, while preserving the exclusive rights of the lessee
to the extent necessary to carry out the purposes of the aquaculture law.
The following conditions are placed on this lease:
1. the required lease markings shall be limited to marking of the moorings and
structures in accordance with U.S. Coast Guard requirements;
2. lobster fishing and recreational fishing shall be allowed on the open areas of the
lease;
3. the leaseholder will clear all lobster gear that becomes tangled with
equipment when the owner identifies his equipment to the leaseholder;

his

4. the leaseholder shall remove all predator nets from the bottom of the lease area;
and
5. the leaseholder shall conduct annual SCUBA dives on the lease site in order to
monitor the benthic conditions of the lease area. Results of the dives shall be
submitted to the Department on a reporting form to be provided to the leaseholder.
The report shall be due annually in the fall.
The Commissioner may commence revocation procedures if he determines that
substantial aquaculture has not been conducted within the preceding year or that the lease
activities are substantially injurious to marine organisms. If any of the conditions or
requirements imposed in this decision, in the lease, or in the law are not being observed, the
Commissioner may revoke the aquaculture lease.
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To: Cumberland Town Council

..

We the undersigned lobstermen and residents of Chebeague Island in the Town of
Cumberland, Maine respectfully ask the Cumberland Town Council to deny any mooring
permits to any aquaculture proposal in Cumberland waters without the review and consent of
the legally established lobster fishermen of the Town of Cumberland.
Aquaculture rafts and other equipment impede and, in many cases, prevent our established
lobster fishing activity.
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To: Cumberland Town Council
We the undersigned lobstermen and residents of Chebeague Island in the Town of
Cumberland, Maine respectfully ask the Cumberland Town Council to deny any mooring
permits to any aquaculture proposal in Cumberland waters without the review and consent of
the legally established lobster fishermen of the Town of Cumberland.
Aquaculture rafts and other equipment impede and, in many cases, prevent our established
lobster fishing activity.
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Orcutt

Consulting
Architecture, Landscape Architecture, Planning

November 16, 2005

Mr. Bill Shane
Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland Center, ME 04021-0128
Dear Bill,
Thank-you so much for calling to request Master Planning services for the update of the
Twinbrook Recreation area for the Town of Cumberland. I enjoyed my earlier work with the
Town and the Recreation Committee on this beautiful property and am delighted to have been
asked to return.
This letter outlines my understanding of our phone conversation held on Friday, November 4,
2005. The Town of Cumberland is requesting services to update the Twinbrook Recreation
Area, including the former Dillenbach property, the Fowler property and any other land
contiguous to the Recreation area that may be used for recreational purposes.
The Master Plan shall be updated to incorporate new goals, objectives and needs, as
established by the Town and the Recreation Committee. Beginning with a meeting, to be
held on December 8, we shall establish these goals and needs, then begin to develop a series
of alternatives to accommodate these on the land. Working with the Town and the
Recreation Committee to evaluate these alternatives, a final Master Plan will be developed
that summarizes the work. This final Master Plan shall be rendered in color and reproduced
in an electronic form for subsequent use by the Town.
The Town of Cumberland shall provide base material and any engineering plans that have
been produced to date for the Twinbrook area. The final Master Plan shall be a hand-drawn
overlay on this base and, if necessary, the Town shall provide CADD generated drawings of
the Final Plan for future use.
Orcutt Consulting shall provide these services, including any meetings with the Town,
Recreation Committee and the public, on a time and expense basis. Our hourly rate is
$140/hour plus expenses, which include normal reimbursable expenses such as printing,
scanning, mailing and materials. These expenses shall be billed to the Town at our cost,
without mark-ups.
I understand that the schedule for completion is early spring, although the Plan could be
completed earlier, depending on the requirements and desire for public input.

1 Harolds Way Freeport, ME

04032

t: 207 865 0405 f: 207 865 4433

e: corcutt@suscom-maine.net

Orcutt

Consulting
Architecture,LandscapeArchitecture,Planning

Please let me know if this letter represents your understanding of our conversation, and if you
are in agreement with the proposal, please sign a copy of this letter and return it to us as an
authorization to proceed.
Thank-you so much for requesting our continued involvement with the Town of Cumberland
regarding the Twinbrook facility. It is a wonderful amenity for the region and we are pleased
to have the opportunity to help the Town accommodate additional growth on the land.
Sincerely,

Cynthia Plank Orcutt
Landscape Architect

Authorization for the Town of Cumberland

Date

1 Harolds Way Freeport, ME 04032 t: 207 865 0405 f: 207 865 4433 e: corcutt@suscom-maine.net

Notice of Decision
Date: November 18, 2005
To:

William Shane, Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021

Re:

Zoning Ordinance Amendment - Section 205 .1 - Lot Frontage
This is to advise you that on November 15, 2005 Planning Board voted to
recommend the proposed amendments to Section 205.1 of the Zoning
Ordinance.
Findings of Fact:

None

Waivers granted:

None

Waivers Denied:

None

Standard Conditions of Approval

This approval is dependent upon and limited to the proposals and plans contained in the
application and supporting documents submitted and affirmed to by the applicant. Any
variation from the plans, proposals and supporting documents, except deminimus changes
as so determined by the Town Planner which do not affect approval standards, is subject
to review and approval of the Planning Board prior to implementation.

Cumberland Pla1rningBoard

Thomas E. Powers, Board Chair

Sec.205
205.1

Lot Regulations
Lots which abut on more than one street shall provide the required front
setbacks along each and every ~ street on which that lot abuts, unless a
publie street was ereated and built by someone other than the owner of the lot
or the subdivider of the land from whieh the lot was ereated after the issuanee
of a building permit for the lot. Except for a lot in existence on (August 23,
2005) that meets the following standards;

b.
C.

The lot was created in accordance with all applicable zoning
requirements in effect at the time of its creations;
The lot is abutted on two or more sides by the same street; and
The lot meets the frontage requirements for its zoning district
on at least one side of the lot. [Amended, effective 3/24/03]
[Amended, effective
]

205. - Explanation: A lot in existence on (August 23, 2005) and meeting the above
requirements only has to provide the required front setback on one side of the lot. Such
side must comply with the frontage required for the zoning district in which the lot is
located. Other sides of the lot located along the same street may provide the required
side setback for the zoning district in which the lot is located.

Notice of Decision
Date: November 18, 2005
To:

William Shane, Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021

Re:

Zoning Ordinance Amendment - Section 204.1.1.2 - Special Exception
uses in the Rural Residential One (RRl) district of the Zoning Ordinance
.17 - Outdoor recreational facility, subiect to Site Plan Review
This is to advise you that on November 15, 2005 Planning Board voted to
recommend the proposed addition of Section 204.1. 1.2.17 - Outdoor
recreational facility, subiect to Site Plan Review as a special exception
use; to the Rural Residential One (RRl) district of the zoning ordinance.
Findings of Fact:

None

Waivers granted:

None

Waivers Denied:

None

Standard Conditions of Approval

This approval is dependent upon and limited to the proposals and plans contained in the
application and supporting documents submitted and affirmed to by the applicant. Any
variation from the plans, proposals and supporting documents, except deminimus changes
as so determined by the Town Planner which do not affect approval standards, is subject
to review and approval of the Planning Board prior to implementation.

Cumberland Planning Board

Thomas E. Powers, Board Chair

204.1.1.2

The following uses are allowed as special exceptions in the RRl
district, requiring the approval of the Board of Adjustment and
Appeals:
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
.10
.11
.12
.13
.14

Home occupations;
Private kennels;
Animal husbandry on a site of three (3) acres or less;
Above ground utility lines not located within public ways;
Excavation of land, subject to the provisions of Sec. 41 O;
Temporary sawmills, subject to the provisions of Sec. 427;
Municipal uses and buildings, subject to Site Plan Review;
Accessory structures of public utilities subject to Site Plan Review;
Cemeteries, subject to Site Plan Review;
Religious institutions, subject to Site Plan Review;
Private schools, subject to Site Plan Review;
Boarding kennels, subject to Site Plan Review;
Riding stables and schools, subject to Site Plan Review;
Extraction and/or bulk storage of groundwater or spring water
subject to the provisions of Sec. 430;
.15 Residential care facilities [see Sec. 432]; [Amended, effective
9/14/88]
.16 Day care centers and nursery schools for no more than 20 children,
subject to the provisions of Section 408A and Site Plan Review;
[Amended, effective 12/13/89, Amended, effective 4/12/99]
.17 Outdoor recreational facility, subject to Site Plan Review; [amended,
effective ]
.++~Uses
and buildings accessory to those above. {Adopted, effective
4/28/97, amended
]

Notice of Decision
Date: November 18, 2005
To:

William Shane, Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021

Re:

Zoning Ordinance Amendment- Section 423.4-Piers,
Bridges and Other Structures.

Docks, Wharves,

This is to advise you that on November 15, 2005 Planning Board voted
recommend the proposed amendments and replacement of Section 423.4
of the Zoning Ordinance. The Board recommended that Section 418 of
the Zoning Ordinance be removed. The Board also voted to recommend
that the Town Attorney review the language of Section 423.3.5.6; to
review the sentence structure, and Section 423.3.4 with the question of
keeping the language and character of area.
Findings of Fact:

None

Waivers granted:

None

Waivers Denied:

None

Standard Conditions of Approval

This approval is dependent upon and limited to the proposals and plans contained in the
application and supporting documents submitted and affirmed to by the applicant. Any
variation from the plans, proposals and supporting documents, except deminimus changes
as so determined by the Town Planner which do not affect approval standards, is subject
to review and approval of the Planning Board prior to implementation.

Cumberland Planning Board

Thomas E. Powers, Board Chair

See.418

Piers and Other Uses Prajeeting into the Water
Piers, docks, wharves, breakwaters, cause1tvays, marinas, bridges over
twenty (20) feet in length, and other uses projecting into the water shall
conform to the following requirements in addition to any Federal or State
permits which may be required:
.l
.2
.3

.4

Access from shore shall be developed on soils appropriate for such
use and constructed so as to control erosion .
The location shall not interfere v,ith developed beach areas .
The facility shall be located so as to minimize adverse effects on
fisheries .
The facility shall be no larger in dimension than necessary to carry
on the activity and be consistent with existing conditions, use, and
character of the area.

DRAFT AMENDMENTS
TO
CUMBERLAND SHORELAND ZONING ORDINANCE

SECTION 423 - Piers, Docks, Wharves, Floats, Bridges and Other Structures and
Uses Extending Over or Beyond the Normal High-Water Line of a Water
Body or Within a Wetland. (Amended __
, effective
]
SECTION 423.1 - PURPOSE
The purpose of this section of the Shoreland Zoning Ordinance is to
protect traditional public access to, and use of the shore; and to minimize
adverse impacts on fisheries, on the environment and on public enjoyment
of the shoreline, including visual and navigational impacts.

SECTION 423.2 - APPLICABILITY
This section pertains to construction of, or alteration and repairs to, piers,
wharves, docks, bridges. floats and other structures and uses extending
over or beyond the mean high-water line of a water body, submerged
lands, or wetlands. These are referred to simply as "piers. wharves,
docks, bridges, floats and other structures" in the sections below.
Piers are platforms built with pilings for support; wharves are solid
structures built of granite blocks and/or other contiguously placed
materials; the term docks refers to (1) the docking space alongside or
between piers and wharves as well as (2) the piers and wharves
themselves (the more common usage). "Other structures" include, but are
not limited to, items such as ramps, marine rails and cribbing.

Functionally water-dependent uses - those uses that require, for their
primary purpose, location on submerged lands or that require direct
access to, or location in, coastal or inland waters and that can not be
located away from these waters. The uses include, but are not limited to
commercial and recreational fishing and boating facilities, excluding
recreational boat storage buildings, finfish and shellfish processing, fish
storage and retail and wholesale fish marketing facilities, waterfront dock
and port facilities, shipyards and boat building facilities, marinas,
navigation aids, basins and channels, retaining walls, industrial uses
dependent upon water-borne transportation or requiring large volumes of
cooling or processing water that can not reasonably be located or operated
at an inland site, and uses that primarily provide general public access to
coastal or inland waters.

SECTION 423.3 - REVIEW AND APPROVAL AUTHORITY
The Planning Board is authorized to review and act on applications as
defined above. Projects shall be reviewed for conformance with the
provisions of this section and Section 206 - Site Plan Review. The
Planning Board may act to approve, disapprove, or approve the project
with conditions as authorized by these provisions.

SECTION 423.3.4 - REVIEW AND APPROVAL PROCESS
423.3.4.A - Before any municipal applications are submitted, the
applicant must obtain all required Federal, State and local permits, as
required, including but not limited to, a Code Enforcement Officer
permit, permits from the Department of Environmental Protection
under the Natural Resources Protection Act, 38 M.R.S.A. 480-C as
subsequently amended, the Army Corps of Engineers, and a
Wharfing-Out permit issued by the Town Council under Title 38,
Chapter 9 of M.R.S.A. as subsequently amended.
423.4.B - The Town shall notify all property owners within l ,500'of the
proposed
project. In addition, the Town shall place public notices in four (4)
locations to maximize notification of the affected citizenry and shall
place public notices in two local papers.
423.3.4.C - A completed site plan review application and information
describing conformance with the provisions of this section, shall be
submitted to the Town Planner. Applications shall include, but shall
not be limited to, structure elevations, high and low water elevations,
building materials to be used, soil substrates, habitat types, and
property boundary surveys. The Town Planner shall review the

materials for completeness. Once the application is determined to be
complete, the Town Planner will forward the application to the
Coastal Waters Commission (CWC). The CWC shall provide the
Planning Board a written advisory recommendation regarding all
applications related to this Section.

SECTION 423.3.5 - APPROVAL STANDARDS AND CRITERIA
The following standards shall apply to all piers, docks, wharves, floats,
bridges, and other structures and uses extending over or beyond the
normal high-water line of a water body, submerged lands or wetland:
.1

Access from shore shall be developed on land and soils appropriate
for such use and constructed so as to control erosion .

.2

The location shall not umeasonably
developed or natural beach areas .

.3

The facility shall be located so as not to unduly interfere with t&
miRimize adYerse effeets on fisheries .

.4

The facility shall be no larger in dimension than necessary to carry
on the proposed activity and shall be consistent with the surrounding
character and use of the area. and be eoRsisteRt with existiRg

interfere

with

existiRg

eoRditioRs, use, a1ul eharaeter of the area .
.5

No new structure shall be built on, over or abutting a pier, wharf,
dock, bridge, float or other structure without an application and
approval justifying the functionally water dependant use of said
addition. exteRding beyoRd the normal high water liRe of a water

body or withiR a wetlaRd unless the strueture requires direet
aeeess to the water as aR operatioRal Reeessity.
.6

No new structure shall be built on, over or abutting a pier, wharf,
dock, bridge, float or other structure shall be converted to a dwelling
unit or any use other than a functionally water dependant use in any
district.

exteRdiRg beyoRd the Rormal high water liRe of a water body or
withiR a wetland shall be eoRYertedto resideRtial dwellings units
in any distriet.
.7

Lighting on piers, wharves, docks, bridges, floats and other
structures should be designed and installed to minimize negative
impacts on other properties and safe navigation at night. Negative
impacts include excessive lighting and unnecessary glare that can be
a hazard to navigation.

Public and commercial facilities shall submit a lighting plan for
review by the Planning Board for safety and compatibility with the
proposed use.
All lighting shall be in conformance with all Federal, State and local
standards including Coast Guard Regulations for lighting of piers or
wharves where applicable.

J_

Except in the General Development District and Commercial
Fisheries/Maritime Activities District, structures built on, over or
abutting a pier, wharf, dock, bridge. float or other structure
extending beyond the normal high-water line of a water body or
within a wetland shall not exceed twenty (20) feet in height above
the pier, wharf, dock or other structure .

.9

Structures shall not unduly interfere with passage along or within the
intertidal zone in order to protect established colonial rights for
fishing. fowling and navigation. This may require accommodations
such as steps or pier elevations that would allow passage over or
beneath a structure .

. 10 Where a waterfront structure is proposed that will serve more than one
property, the property owners shall submit to the Town a proposed
easement deed demonstrating
that permanent access and
maintenance rights shall be granted to the parties sharing the
structure. The parties shall submit to the Code Enforcement Officer
proof of recording of the easement after its review and approval by
the Town.

I
NOTICE
TOWN COUNCIL WORKSHOP AND MEETING
MONDAY, November 28, 2005
The Cumberland Town Council will hold its Regular
Meeting at 7:00 p.m., in Town Council Chambers, on Monday,
November 28, 2005. Public hearing items will include, but are
not limited to the following: acceptance of public easements for
Thomas Drive and West Branch Road; a council vote re:
Chebeague Island Secession; and a contract with Cynthia Orcutt
to prepare a Twin Brook Master Plan at a cost not to exceed
$10,000. Future public hearing dates will be set for the
following items: a Victualer's license for the Cumberland
Farmers Club Holiday Fair at the Cumberland Commons, 12/18;
extension to the R WS Solid Waste Agreement; funding of the
Phase One water main extension from Cumberland Fairgrounds
to Route I 00; zoning ordinance changes re: side set-back
measurements, Outdoor Recreational Facilities in RRI and 2,
and Shoreland - Piers, Docks and Wharves. An opportunity for
public comment will be provided, and a complete agenda may
be found on the town's web site at www.cumberlandmaine.com.
The regular meeting will be followed by an Executive Session,
pursuant to 1 M.R.S.A., Section 405(6)(C), re: real estate
disposition.

